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ABSTRACT

Technological advancements in the fields of optics, display technology and miniaturization have enabled high-quality virtual reality (VR) head-mounted displays (HMDs) to be used beyond research labs and become available as consumer products. In turn, this development enabled mobile VR HMDs, which are untethered and self-contained headsets, allowing users to immerse themselves wherever and whenever they wish. This creates a novel interaction scenario in which a user is immersed in a virtual environment using a mobile VR HMD inside an unknown context (e.g., watching a 360-degree video while commuting by public transport).

This thesis defines this novel interaction scenario as nomadic VR and systematically explores its upcoming challenges and opportunities. For this, the interaction scenario is embedded into a larger vision of ubiquitous mixed reality, using models and approaches from the field of context-aware computing which already explain a similar transformation and paradigm shift from stationary PCs to mobile computing (smartphones): The form factor changed dramatically, cursor-based input was replaced with multi-touch, sound and visual feedback was extended with vibration and the constant changing environment enabled a variety of location-based features and services. We argue that a similar transformation will happen from stationary VR HMDs to mobile VR HMDs: the input will be adapted, novel output modalities will be added and the context of use will be incorporated into the virtual environment.

This dissertation consists of six case studies, each addressing one aspect of these challenges (input, output and context). To enable fast and precise input we present FaceTouch, a novel interaction concept leveraging the backside of the HMD as a touch-sensitive surface. FaceTouch allows the user to select virtual content inside the nomadic VR interaction scenario without the need for additional accessories or expansive gestures. To extend the output capabilities of mobile VR HMDs, we propose GyroVR, a set of HMD-attached flywheels, leveraging the gyroscopic effect of resistance when changing the spinning axis of rotation and generating the perception of inertia. GyroVR was

Despite this thesis being written only by me (Jan Gugenheimer) and only reflect my thoughts and ideas, throughout the rest of the thesis I will use the term 'we' to emphasize that all underlying projects were done in collaboration with my co-authors.
designed as a mobile and ungrounded feedback device fitting into the nomadic VR interaction scenario.

The context was divided into the physical environment and human factors. With CarVR, we explored how to enable the usage of VR HMDs inside of moving vehicles such as cars. The CarVR system senses and incorporates the additional motions arising inside of these dynamic physical environments, enabling an increment of enjoyment and reduction of simulator sickness compared to a stationary setup. The SwiVRChair system presents a motorized office chair, exploring how everyday objects inside a static physical environment can be incorporated into the nomadic VR interaction scenario to enhance the overall user experience. Since the nomadic VR interaction scenario often takes place inside of public environments, for the human factor context we focused on social scenarios in which people use VR HMDs when people without HMDs (non-HMD users) are in the vicinity. With the ShareVR system, we present a prototype which uses floor projection and mobile displays combined with positional tracking to visualize the virtual world to (non-HMD) users and enable an asymmetric interaction. In a follow-up case study, we adapted the ShareVR concept to fit into a mobile VR HMD. FaceDisplay is a modified VR HMD that consists of three touch-sensitive displays and a depth camera attached to the back of the HMD, allowing the non-HMD user to perceive and interact with the virtual world through touch or gestures.

We conclude this dissertation with three overarching findings that resulted not out of the individual research questions but emerged throughout the whole process of this thesis: (1) We argue that current HMDs are mainly optimized for the wearer and ignore the whole social context; future HMDs have to be designed to be able to include non-HMD users. (2) We show that the physical environment should not only be seen as a challenge, but can be leveraged to reduce problems such as simulator sickness and increase immersion. (3) We propose that similar to the very first smartphone, current HMDs should be seen as an unfinished device type. We argue for an engineering research approach that extends the current form factor through novel sensors and actuators.


zu erzeugen. GyroVR wurde als mobiles und ungeerdetes Konzept entwickelt, damit man es im nomadic VR Interaktionsszenario einsetzen kann.


Some ideas, figures and wordings of this cumulative dissertation have appeared previously in the following core publications.


During the duration of my PhD I was involved in more publications that also in parts influenced this dissertation:


Showing gratitude is one of the simplest yet most powerful things humans can do for each other.

— Randy Pausch
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<tr>
<td>MR</td>
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<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>head-mounted display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>virtual reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>augmented reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>User-Centered Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>spatial augmented reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO-CAM</td>
<td>projector-camera system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
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<tr>
<td>BCI</td>
<td>brain-computer interface</td>
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<td>IMU</td>
<td>inertial measurement unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBD</td>
<td>on-board diagnostics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Part I

THESIS
The screen is a window through which one sees a virtual world. The challenge is to make that world look real, act real, sound real, feel real.

— Ivan Sutherland

With the distribution of the Internet and constant access through personal devices such as smartphones, we are currently living inside two realities: a physical one and a digital one. Current consumer devices such as smartphones and laptops offer quick and easy access to the digital world but still enforce a strict separation between physical and digital. The currently dominant paradigm of interacting with digital content consists of using these devices as a window into the digital realm. However, alternative approaches such as mixed reality (MR) and augmented reality (AR) are arising and aim to merge these two realities into a more fluid and interwoven perception of these two worlds.

Paul Milgram and Fumio Kishino gave a definition of MR by presenting the reality-virtuality continuum, which spans between the two extrema of a fully real environment (physical world) and a fully virtual environment (virtual reality (VR)) [148]. Everything in between is defined as MR, which in turn makes AR a subset of MR. Since both terms (AR and VR) lack one formal definition, we will present one common definition which is used throughout this thesis and set both concepts in relationship to one another.

"Virtual Reality is an artificial environment which is experienced through sensory stimuli (such as sights and sounds) provided by a computer and in which one’s actions partially determine what happens in the environment.” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary [1])

The main difference for defining AR is that the environment is not fully artificial but AR superimposes artificial content over the real environment. Azuma defines AR as:

1 Following this definition, VR is technically not part of MR. However, since currently the term MR is used interchangeable with different concepts [216], we will clarify that throughout this thesis we will use MR as an umbrella term spanning the whole reality-virtuality continuum.
“In Contrast, AR allows the user to see the real world, with virtual objects superimposed upon or composited with the real world. Therefore, AR supplements reality, rather than completely replacing it. Ideally, it would appear to the user that the virtual and real objects coexisted in the same space [...]” (Ronald T. Azuma [10])

One of the goals for AR and VR technology is to enable an experience for users in which they can not distinguish if the experience was real or virtual. One formulation of this vision was written down in 1965 by Ivan Sutherland in his visionary paper The Ultimate Display [227]. In this work Sutherland describes the Ultimate Display as

“[...] a room in which the computer can control the existence of matter. A chair displayed in such a room would be good enough to sit in. Handcuffs displayed in such a room would be confining, and a bullet displayed in such a room would be fatal.”

In 1968 Sutherland wrote a consecutive paper presenting his first attempt of building such an Ultimate Display in the form of the first head-mounted display (HMD) [228] (see Fig. 1.1). The system was later called Sword of Damocles since it had to be mounted on the ceiling and was hanging over the user’s head. Today, we consider this to be one of the first AR HMDs. Both projects nicely show how both, AR and VR technology are closely related to each other and should not be perceived as competing but rather as coalesce technologies.

Figure 1.1: (left) The Sword of Damocles system mounted on the ceiling and consisting of two (right) miniature cathode ray tubes [228]

These VR and AR systems are currently mainly realized through HMDs, which core parts are a stereoscopic display, a set of positioning/ tracking sensors and a computing unit packed inside a glasses form factor. These core features could already be found in Sutherland’s HMD and were further built into HMDs in the early 1990s. The technology presumably failed to reach a broad consumer adoption since
it was not fully mature yet [207] (e.g., cost, resolution, refresh rate). However, all of these core technologies (display, tracking, computing) had significant improvements over the last years and resulted in a level of fidelity that is ready for consumer adoption (e.g., Microsoft HoloLens [146], Oculus Rift CV1 [57], HTC Vive [91], Magic Leap One[119]). Throughout the rest of this thesis we will focus on VR HMDs in particular and present a new interaction scenario, nomadic VR that was enabled through the technological progress.

1.1 THE SECOND RISE OF VIRTUAL REALITY

The current progress of VR HMDs is considered to be the second wave of virtual reality and started with the Oculus Rift DK1 in 2013 [207]. In contrast to prior HMDs the Oculus Rift DK1 was considered a high fidelity VR HMD for only $300 [3]. The founder Palmer Lucky stated in an interview that his “secret” was [207]:

“[...] the thing stopping people from making good VR and solving these problems was not technical. Someone could have built the Rift in mid-to-late 2007 for a few thousand dollars, and they could have built it in mid-2008 for about £500. It’s just nobody was paying attention to that.” (Palmer Lucky)

The second version (Oculus Rift DK2) was released in 2014 and already sold 100,000 units by 2015 [2]. Around the same time HTC and Sony presented their VR HMDs: the HTC VIVE [91] and the Sony Playstation VR [215]. At the date of submission of this thesis, these three Companies are considered the main drivers behind stationary consumer VR HMDs [47].

1.2 A NEW DIRECTION: MOBILE AND NOMADIC

A new aspect of this second wave of VR was the device type of mobile VR HMDs [47]. These devices allow the user to carry the technology around and interact with it outside of the known and familiar environment. They can be categorized in phone based and standalone mobile VR HMDs.

Phone Based: These devices leverage a smartphone as the display and computing unit. They often come with a case for the phone and a pair of lenses. Good examples of these devices are the Samsung Gear VR [198] and Google Cardboard [68]. One of their big disadvantages is the effort of transforming one phone into the device.
Standalone: The most recent development are standalone device types: self-contained, mobile VR HMDs in a small form factor coming with an integrated display, lenses and a computing unit. The currently most prominent example is the Oculus Go [161] and Oculus Quest[162].

Both these device types enable a new interaction scenario that we will define as nomadic VR:

Nomadic Virtual Reality is a stationary interaction scenario in which a user is immersing oneself in a virtual environment using a mobile VR HMD inside an unknown context (e.g., public or social setting). Example: Watching a 360-degree video while commuting by public transport.

This definition is based on Kleinrock’s definition of nomadic computing [109]. Kleinrock defines the laptop to be a nomadic device, since the user can not interact with it on the go but has to sit down and interact. Another term for this could be portable computing. Mobile VR HMDs have a similar interaction paradigm, the user has to choose a location and then immerse himself. This interaction scenario enables a new form of experiencing virtual reality since HMDs can now be used outside of the living room or research laboratory.

The vision of always carrying a VR HMD around might initially sound not very appealing. However, nomadic VR does not stand for itself but is part of the greater vision of ubiquitous mixed reality HMDs. Instead of carrying special equipment, users will wear either simple glasses or even contact lenses that are capable to operate on the full reality-virtuality continuum\(^2\), allowing to either augment the physical environment around them or switch to a fully immersed mode and enable the nomadic VR interaction scenario. This fully immersed mode can be imagined inside a variety of application scenarios such as receiving a full 360-degree image from a friend, exploring a remote environment or simply playing an immersive game.

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT OF NOMADIC VR

This new interaction scenario comes with a new set of challenges. The technology matured so much that these challenges are not mainly technical but starting to arise on the intersection between machine and human and how this new technology can be integrated into the

\(^2\) This idea of technology (AR and VR) merging into one device is nothing fully formulated and can’t be credited to one piece of work, but exists as a possible idea inside the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community [216].
daily lives of social beings. This is why the field of HCI is increasingly focusing on exploring these new and upcoming challenges for mobile and nomadic virtual reality [Al12]. We defined the nomadic VR interaction scenario based on context-aware computing [204, 206], seeing an interaction between user and machine as an interplay of three factors (see Fig. 1.2):

![Diagram of implicit Human-Computer Interaction model (iHCI) breaking down interaction into input, output and its influence through context.](image)

**Figure 1.2:** (top) A visualization of the implicit Human-Computer Interaction model (iHCI) [204] breaking down interaction into input, output and its influence through context [203] (bottom) An adaption of this iHCI model to the nomadic VR interaction scenario. The context (b.4) is hereby enclosing and impacting the virtual environment (b.2) and the explicit interaction cycle (b.1). Furthermore, the subdivision of context of Schmidt. [206] into human factors and physical environment is added to the model (b.3) to visualize its impact and relationship to the virtual environment (b.2).

- **Input:** The user has to input information and manipulate the virtual environment in any form. The nomadic scenario brings here new challenges since the environment is not known a priori and therefore can not be instrumented with any form of devices (e.g., external tracking).

- **Output:** After the user manipulated any form of information the system generates a form of feedback to acknowledge the input. This feedback can either be visual but often involves
different modalities (e.g., haptic, sound) to enhance the experience. Similar to the input, one big challenge is the form factor and unknown environment which forces the feedback to be integrated into the device itself.

- Context: All this interaction (input and output) happens inside a certain context. Based on the definition of Schmidt et al., this context can be divided into two parts (Human Factors and Physical Environment) [206]. The context itself impacts both prior factors (input and output) and its changing nature is going to be one of the big future challenges of nomadic VR.

  - Human Factors: The human factors relate to information about the user (e.g., emotional state), the social environment (e.g., co-located user) and the user’s task.
  - Physical Environment: The physical environment considers the location (e.g., absolute position), infrastructure (e.g., surrounding resources) and physical conditions (e.g., noise, light).

Looking back in history, this set of particular challenges also had to be overcome in the transition from stationary computing to mobile computing. The input paradigm changed from a mouse to touch, the feedback modalities were extended by using vibration and the ever changing context was woven into the interaction through location based services. This thesis argues that a similar transformation will happen with VR HMDs when they are going to leave the stationary lab environment and started to be adopted and used on a daily basis.

1.4 Scope and Method

The scope of this thesis is to define and understand the nomadic VR interaction scenario from an HCI perspective and propose first solutions for the three challenges (input, output and context). Since HCI is a widely interdisciplinary field it applies methods from Psychology, Computer Science, Design and Engineering. The overarching framework used for this thesis can be loosely defined as a mix of User-Centered Design (UCD) [159, 50] and Design Thinking [54]. UCD is an iterative process defined in ISO 13407, consisting of four distinct phases that aim to put the user first and optimize for usability. Design thinking on the other hand shares several similarities but is less formally defined and can be better applied for ill-defined problems and often results in innovative solutions [28].
The thesis consists of six case studies within the scope of the nomadic VR interaction scenario. The following steps show the individual process which was applied for each of the case studies conducted within this thesis:

- **Define and Understand the Problem**: Similar to the first phase of UCD, this phase consists of understanding the user, his needs and the context of use. The insights in this phase arise partially from a thorough literature review and partially through applying qualitative methods from psychology (e.g., interviews, focus groups, surveys).

- **Ideation**: In the ideation phase, a set of creativity techniques (e.g., Brainstorming) from Design Thinking are applied to generate large amount of unconstrained ideas how to solve the prior identified problem. These ideas are later refined to a smaller set of possible approaches.

- **Concept and Implementation**: During the concept and implementation phase the unconstrained ideas are further refined and first prototypes are built in soft- and hardware. At the end of this phase at least one running prototype (often with several variations) exist which can be further used inside a user study.

- **Evaluation**: In the evaluation phase, users are exposed to the system and formal user studies (qualitative and quantitative) are conducted to assess if and how good the prototype is able to address the problem. The collected data is then analyzed using the appropriate statistical tests.

1.5 **Contributions**

The general contribution of this work is the definition and systematic exploration of the nomadic VR interaction scenario (see Fig 1.2). In particular, six case studies were conducted that each explore one of the individual challenges (input, output and context). Based on the classification of HCI contributions by Wobbrock, each of the six case studies provide an Empirical, Artifact and Theoretical contribution [247]. The results of these case studies are further used to give implications of how to design VR HMDs that are more tailored towards the nomadic VR interaction scenario [Core1, Core2, Core3, Core5, Core4, Core6].

**1. Input**: To address the input challenge we propose FaceTouch (see Fig. 1.3 a), a modified VR HMD that leverages the backside of the HMD as a touch-sensitive surface. FaceTouch fits nicely into the nomadic VR interaction scenario since it is integrated into the HMD and does not
force to user to carry additional accessories [Core1].

(2) Output: To enable a novel form of feedback modality for mobile VR HMDs, we propose GyroVR (see Fig. 1.3 b), head worn flywheels designed to render kinesthetic forces such as inertia. To fit the nomadic VR interaction scenario GyroVR was implemented using an ungrounded approach, meaning that it does not need to counterbalance the output force which would need an instrumentation of the environment [Core2].

(3) Context (Human Factor): For the human factor context, we focused particular on the scenario where people used VR HMDs when people without HMDs (Non-HMD users) were around. In a first case study we build a system that aims to solve these problems in a stationary setup. ShareVR is a prototype using floor projection and mobile displays combined with positional tracking to visualize the virtual world to (non-HMD) users (Fig. 1.4 a). To present a solution suitable for the nomadic VR interaction scenario we build upon and adapted the ShareVR concept to work without an instrumentation of the en-
environment. FaceDisplay is a modified VR HMD that consists of three touch sensitive displays and a depth camera attached to the back and sides of the HMD (Fig. 1.4). This allows the Non-HMD user to perceive and interact with the virtual world through touch or gestures. [Core5, Core6].

(4) Context (Physical Environment): We explored the physical environment context from two perspectives (stationary and dynamic environments). In a first case study we explored how VR HMDs can be used inside a dynamic environment; a car. VR HMDs can currently not be used inside of moving vehicles since the car’s rotation impacts the rotational sensor of the HMD. To counter this, we present a solution that uses an additional sensor inside the car and subtracts the rotation of the vehicle. The second case study focused on a stationary scenario and went out to explore how an everyday object such as a swivel chair can be leveraged to increase the experience of virtual reality. To enable this, we modified a regular swivel chair using a 24V DC motor, a rotary sensor and an electromagnetic clutch. The result of both case studies shows how the environment can not only be seen as a challenge but can also be leveraged to increase the experience of the virtual environment [Core4, Core3].

1.6 THESIS STRUCTURE

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows.

Chapter 2
starts by presenting the Milgram-Weiser continuum, integrating the
contributions of this thesis and additionally categorizing prior art along the three challenges input, output and context.

Chapter 3

gives a formal definition of the nomadic VR interaction scenario. Afterwards the arising challenges of this scenario are presented and formulated into research questions.

Chapter 4

presents the found results of the six case studies and aims to answer the prior established research questions. Consecutively, the findings are used to deduct implications for the future design of VR HMDs.

Chapter 5

summarizes the thesis with a conclusion and provides an outlook into future research directions of mobile and social virtual reality.
To be able to position this work within the broader field of mixed reality (augmented and virtual reality) research we will use the Milgram-Weiser continuum first presented by Newman et al. [155]. This continuum spans the field of mixed reality using the taxonomy presented by Milgram et al. [148] (*reality-virtuality continuum*) and mixes it with the vision of Mark Weiser’s ubiquitous computing [240]. The result is a two dimensional plane consisting of technology types resulting in a vision we call *ubiquitous mixed reality*. This chapter starts with discussing both of these works individually and then further shows how two perpendicular axis can be deducted from each of them and formed into the Milgram-Weiser continuum. Consecutively, we present and formulate the vision of *ubiquitous mixed reality* and discuss prior art from the fields of input for mixed reality HMDs, haptic feedback for mixed reality HMDs and context-aware mixed reality HMDs.

**Paul Milgram’s Reality-Virtuality Continuum**

Milgram et al. presented a taxonomy of mixed reality visual displays that were arranged along an axis of “virtuality” (see Fig. 2.1 top) [148, 149]. In the original work, the authors proposed three factors (extent of world knowledge, reproduction fidelity and extent of presence metaphor) that essentially distinct the individual types of mixed reality displays. However, the most known and common categorization is along the “virtuality” axis which has itself four discrete points (*real environment, augmented reality, augmented virtuality* and *virtual environment*). The axis is spanned between the two extreme cases of a fully *real environment* on the furthest left and a fully *virtual environment* at the furthest right. By definition the two extreme points are either solely virtual or solely real. Starting from the *real environment* and gradually introducing virtual objects results into *augmented reality*. The majority of the presented world here is still real, but has some form of virtual information added. Starting from the *virtual environment* and gradually introducing real objects results into *augmented virtuality*. The majority of the presented world is virtual but parts can be real.
Figure 2.1: (top) Milgram’s Reality-Virtuality Continuum, spanning from a real environment to virtual environment and positioning mixed reality is the collective term for every point in between [148, 149]. (bottom) A redrawn graph based on Mark Weiser’s categorization of the three waves/major trends in computing [240].

or are based on aspects of the real world (e.g., shape of the physical environment). This axis of virtuality is going to be the x-axis for the Milgram-Weiser continuum.

Mark Weiser’s Ubiquitous Computing:
In his work “The Computer of the 21st Century” [240], Mark Weiser presents a vision of how computing technology will at one point blend into our daily lives and disappear into the background. He draws parallels to literacy and how reading and writing, probably the first form of information technology (“literacy technology”), became such an integral part of our life that we stopped consciously thinking about the fact that we read but focus on the content. He argues that something similar will happen with computing technology and coins this future vision ubiquitous computing, where computing technologies
will disappear and “weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life” [240]. As a visualization of this progress, Mark Weiser presented the three waves/major trends of computing (Fig. 2.1 bottom¹). He additionally distinguishes the individual waves with their interaction scenario (one computer, many people; one person, one computer; one person, many computers). Mainframe computers are only available at one dedicated location in the world and are operated by many people (one computer, many people). Personal computers become more accessible and therefore available for users at their homes but still restrict the context of usage (one computer, one user). Mobile computing is one step towards ubiquitous computing in which the context of usage changes but still follows the personal computing interaction scenario (one computer, one user). Ubiquitous computing envisions a complex and interwoven ecosystem of computing devices which enable access to digital information at anytime and everywhere in the world (many computer, one user). Using the same metaphor and interaction scenario, we can start arranging VR technology similarly: A Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) is available at one location in the world used by multiple people. A stationary VR HMD makes VR more accessible and available for people to use at home. Mobile VR HMDs, starting to change the context of usage but currently still follow a similar interaction paradigm (one computer, one user). Ubiquitous mixed reality HMDs would work inside of an interwoven ecosystem of computing devices which communicate additional information of the context to the HMD. This axis of ubiquity is going to be the y-axis for the Milgram-Weiser continuum.

2.1 THE MILGRAM–WEISER CONTINUUM

The Milgram-Weiser continuum mixes these two prior deducted axis (virtuality and ubiquity) to maps out the progress of mixed reality in light of it becoming a ubiquitous every day technology (Fig. 2.2). This device perspective is only one possible perspective onto the Milgram-Weiser continuum and does neither claim completeness nor to be the only interpretation of the intersection. However, it is used in this thesis to be able to visualize the current position of the nomadic VR interaction scenario between stationary HMDs and mobile HMDs.

This specific definition and usage of the Milgram-Weiser continuum to position technology types and its interaction scenarios deviates

¹ The original graph was presented by Mark Weiser and hosted on his xerox parc website that is not available anymore. This recreation is based on a figure still often used in papers such as [4]
Figure 2.2: A technological (x-axis: reality-virtuality, y-axis: ubiquity) perspective onto the the Milgram-Weiser continuum [155]. This perspective allows to position specific devices types of mixed reality based on their interaction scenario and its degree of ubiquity (e.g., AR HMDs such as the HoloLens [146] enable a mobile interaction scenario and are capable of representing augmented reality/virtuality content, while CAVE [46] systems are stationary devices able to create a fully immersive virtual experience).

from the originally proposed version of Newman et al. [155]. The goal of this new perspective onto the Milgram-Weiser continuum is to use this as an approach of visualizing the progress of one type of technology (here mixed reality) towards it becoming ubiquitous. The overall result, is not a new vision but rather a subset of Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing. Mark Weiser’s vision was that computing technology will disappear and weave itself into the fabric of our lives and mixed reality is only a subset of computing technology. Adding this one axis based on one specific type of computing technology also allows us to more clearly understand the sub-vision of ubiquitous computing for this one particular technology. A similar graph could be constructed with different types of technologies such as brain-computer interfaces (BCIs). One can imagine a gradient of BCI technology from intrusive to non-intrusive along the x-axis and the gradient of ubiquity along the y-axis. This would likewise create a form to categorize BCI work based on its progress towards one higher
vision of ubiquitous brain-computer interfaces.

### 2.1.1 Categorization Criteria and Axis

In the following we will more clearly define how we are going to position the technology types and their interaction scenarios along the individual axis and what criteria were used.

**Virtuality:** The x-axis represents the degree of virtuality the technology offers. The axis spans between the two extreme cases of a fully real environment on the furthest left and a fully virtual environment at the furthest right. These two extreme cases are by definition either completely real or completely virtual. We will define completely virtual as being a fully computer generated virtual environment completely independent of the physical space around it (similar to the definition of virtual reality given in chapter 1). A completely real environment consists only of objects that are present in the physical space without any addition of virtual/digital information. Since technically, all devices are capable of presenting the real environment by merely removing them or turning them off, this column will not be fully formulated but only kept in the model for the sake of completeness.

This definition of the two extremes allows us to deduce the gradient in between. Starting from the most right (fully virtual environment) and gradually adding information from the real/physical environment results in augmented virtuality. Based on this definition a three degrees of freedom VR HMD such as the Samsung Gear VR [198] is considered a virtual reality device close to the most right extreme. However, a six degrees of freedom VR HMD (e.g., HTC Vive [91]) that allows the user to walk through a physical space would be already one step closer towards an augmented virtuality device, since it needs to add information about the physical environment to allow the user to move and keep him save without bumping into things. Even if the information added into the experience is not visual, it is still something dependent on the physical space around the user. It is important to realize that this definition is independent of the device type and also includes gaming experiences on PCs or mobile phones as a virtual reality environment and would categorize it on the most right (fully virtual) of the axis. Since the focus of this thesis is on immersive virtual reality, these types of experiences will not be discussed.

Starting from the most left (real environment) and gradually introducing virtual information leads to augmented reality. This definition is again independent from the actual device type used to introduce
the visual augmentation. A smartphone using depth sensors to understand the physical space and superimposing information onto objects inside this space would be on the same level as an AR HMD such as the Microsoft HoloLens. The main factor for the gradient is how much of the information one perceives comes from the physical space and how much is virtually added.

**Ubiquity:** The y-axis represents the level of ubiquity of a technology and its corresponding interaction scenario. Similar to the virtuality axis, we will use the two extreme points to deduct two additional logical steps inwards. The axis spans between the two extreme points of mainframe computing and ubiquitous computing. The extreme point on the top represents mainframe computing and its interaction paradigm of custom tailored solutions, having one dedicated location on earth where this specific interaction scenario is possible (many people, one computer). A good example of this type of research are CAVE systems, that build a dedicated setup for VR experiences at one specific location, often times running on special high end rendering clusters. The next discrete step towards ubiquitous computing is personal computing and its interaction scenario of being able to have technology in every household. Current VR HMDs such as the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift CV1 give a nice example of a device type from personal computing. The next step on the scale is mobile computing and the interaction scenario of carrying the computing device at any time to allow for easier access to information. The interaction scenario of mobile computing falls somewhere in between personal computing (one computer, one user) and ubiquitous computing (many computer, one user). Despite having access to many computers (e.g., smartphone, smartwatch), our main form of interaction is still going through one multi-purpose device (smartphone). A traditional example for a mobile computing device would be smartphones that can be used for augmented reality \[154\]. However, also AR HMDs such as the Google Glass \[67\] or Microsoft HoloLens \[146\] fit into this category. Handheld devices are positioned as less ubiquitous than HMDs due to their access time compared to HMDs, which allow for a constant augmentation of the world without having to pull out a device and start a certain application \[141\]. The final step is ubiquitous computing and its vision of calm and interconnected devices, allowing for constant access to digital information.

**Device Types for Mixed Reality:** Drawing these two axis as presented, creates the Milgram-Weiser Continuum, a two dimensional plane allowing us to categorize, position and differentiate device types for mixed reality (see Fig. 2.2). One of the benefits of this perspective is that it nicely illustrates the expected merge of both technologies AR and VR into one device type capable of effortlessly moving on the full spectrum of the reality-virtuality continuum. This combination of
a technological vision paper alongside the full spectrum of one specific technology (here mixed reality visual displays) allows to explore the impact of each step of the vision (e.g., mainframe to personal computing) onto the technology itself (e.g., CAVES to HMDs). This application of Mark Weiser’s vision onto this new visual paradigm of mixed reality displays, resulted in the vision of ubiquitous mixed reality that is presented in more detail in the next section.

In the following we will present and discuss the resulting device types and their interaction scenario:

- **Projector-Camera System:** The device type of projector-camera systems (PRO-CAMs) consist of a camera system to acquire world knowledge and a projector to visually augment this world. These devices were mostly used within the research field of spatial augmented reality (SAR). PRO-CAMs span over the whole spectrum between augmented reality and augmented virtuality. Some of the early works were created running on heavy machines and having the traditional “one computer, many user” paradigm in mind [178]. However, technical advantages in projector systems enabled also devices that were mobile [246, 81] and portable [All2] even reaching into the mobile/personal computing interaction paradigm (one computer, one user).

- **CAVE:** A CAVE is a fully immersive physical space augmented either through multiple projectors or large displays. Traditionally, CAVEs were realized using heavy computing power and follow the “one computer, many users” paradigm [46]. Before the technical advancements of HMDs, CAVEs were the most immersive form of virtual reality and the main device form for research. But even today, CAVEs enable an easier form of multi-user interaction research than HMD setups [99, 116].

- **Handheld AR:** The distribution of smartphones enabled every user to have constant access to a camera, display and computing device. This form factor allowed for early exploration of the mobile augmented reality interaction scenario [190, 191]. While early systems relied on custom made hardware [190], later research focused around leveraging the individual sensors and possibilities of smartphones to augment the world [154]. The wide distribution of smartphones allowed to have larger scale in-the-wild studies [158, 166] and first commercial products leveraging AR capabilities (e.g., Pokemon GO [157], INGRES [156]).

- **Mobile AR HMD:** In contrast to smartphones, mobile AR HMDs stand for a new interaction paradigm. Access to information does not need to be explicitly triggered anymore and does have less access time [141] compared to handheld AR. Wearing an
**AR HMD** enables a more fluid interaction scenario compared to the smartphone AR scenario where the user has to actively decide to access any form of visual augmentation and then go through the process of getting the device ready and starting the application. That is why mobile **AR HMDs** are positioned further to ubiquitous computing compared to phone based **AR**. While not fully successful yet, some products such as the Google Glass [67] and the Magic Leap One [119] had a commercial attempt in distributing this new computing platform to the broader consumer base.

- **Stationary VR HMD**: Stationary **HMDs** that are tethered to a computing unit and only allow the user to roam inside a limited space are mainly researched in the field of **VR**. In the early 90s, stationary **VR HMDs** where used as the main medium to research virtual reality. After the failed first attempt of commercializing this technology in the 90s, the current second attempt shows more promise in distributing the technology throughout households [47]. The interaction scenario for stationary **VR HMDs** is similar to traditional computing, having a dedicated device at home (e.g., Oculus Rift [57]) that grants temporarily access to virtual information.

- **Mobile VR HMD**: The research direction around mobile **VR HMDs**, only started with the second rise of virtual reality around the 2010s. A main enabling technology were phone based mobile **VR HMDs** such as the Google Cardboard [68], Samsung GearVR [198] and Google Daydream [66]. These devices allowed any user to access a highly immersive virtual world outside of their living room just through the combination of a smartphone, some lenses and a plastic casing. The interaction scenario for mobile **VR HMDs** can be divided into a stationary scenario and a walking scenario. This thesis will focus on the stationary scenario and call it **nomadic VR** inspired by the term of nomadic computing by Leonard Kleinrock [109]. Chapter 3 will define this interaction scenario in more detail.

- **Ubiquitous Mixed Reality**: The vision of ubiquitous mixed reality revolves around being able to fluidly access and switch between states on the reality-virtuality continuum. The technology itself disappears into the background and the user only makes decisions on the task level (e.g., need for a visualization of a medical procedure) and not on the technology level (e.g., use **AR** or **VR** to solve the task). The device type capable of enabling such a vision is probably going to be a mix of all the technology used prior. One can imagine a hybrid between **AR** and **VR HMDs** allowing for a smoothing transition between the different levels of virtuality.
Figure 2.3: An envisioned ubiquitous mixed reality HMD capable of effortlessly transition along the reality-virtuality continuum and able to extend the (a) real environment using (b) augmented reality, (c) augmented virtuality and (d) virtual reality.

### 2.1.2 The Vision of Ubiquitous Mixed Reality

Mark Weiser himself positioned his vision of ubiquitous computing against the vision of virtual reality by saying they are on opposite sides of a spectrum. Where ubiquitous computing aims to blend technology into our everyday life, virtual reality aims to “make a world inside a computer”.

“Although it may have its purpose in allowing people to explore realms otherwise inaccessible – the insides of cells, the surfaces of distant planets, the information web of complex databases – virtual reality is only a map, not a territory. It excludes desks, offices, other people not wearing goggles and body suits, weather, grass, trees, walks, chance encounters and in general the infinite richness of the universe. Virtual reality focuses an enormous apparatus on simulating the world rather than on invisibly enhancing the world that already exists” (Mark Weiser)

The vision of ubiquitous mixed reality\(^2\) follows this critique of Mark Weiser and treats VR only as one extreme point of the spectrum of mixed reality and envisions a world where AR and VR are not any

\(^2\) The term ubiquitous mixed reality was prior briefly used by Park et al. [171]. The work presented context as one challenge when combining internet of things and mixed reality without formally defining this term or putting it into perspective.
discrete states but something constantly present. Ubiquitous mixed reality allows users to not have to consciously decide to use augmented or virtual reality but focus on a certain action that implicitly demands the usage of AR or VR. This usage will not be for the sake of using any of the technology but for the sake of the actual task. Both technologies currently exist in a state where we have to actively decide to use them and think more about the technology than the task.

Imagine a future where a doctor is preparing for an upcoming surgery using constantly present mixed reality technology. For the sake of simplicity we will call the technology mubi but not further detail what type of mixed reality technology is used since the focus is not on the device type but on the interaction scenario (possible devices were presented byBillinghurst et al. [15] and by the artist Matsuda [143]). To get an initial overview of the procedure the doctor decides to look at prior operations and uses mubi to immerse himself into different surgery rooms exploring failed surgeries and successfully ones. Since the current physical environment is irrelevant to the task, mubi presents these prior surgeries in a mode we would call today virtual reality. In a second step the doctor decides to practice the necessary motions to perform the surgery on a medical dummy. The system now only partially augments virtual information onto a dummy, showing where to start the first cut (something we would call today augmented reality). This medical dummy is equipped with computing technology that allows him to constantly communicate his state (e.g., location of the cut, pressure of the cut) to the doctor’s HMD. While the doctor continues working with the system, it will fluently switch between more augmentation and less augmentation. If necessary the doctor will be fully immersed and in the next moment only receive a subtle augmentation of the next step.

This future of ubiquitous mixed reality would be the logical conclusion of how mixed reality technology gets fluently integrated into our daily lives. Similar to how Mark Weiser argued that at one point computer technology will be such an integral part of our lives that they will blend with the environment and we will forget that we actual interact with computers but only focus on our task in mind. The vision of ubiquitous mixed reality follows the same reasoning and argues that virtual and augmented reality will at one point merge into one type of mixed reality technology being capable of the full spectrum of Milgram’s reality-virtuality continuum. The technology will further blend more into our daily lives so that we will forget that we are actually using any specific technology (AR or VR) but accept all of the augmentations as a true and real experiences and a real part of our live. When the doctor from the prior example is later asked about how he prepared for the surgery, his reply will be by participating in
several successful and failed prior surgeries and by operating several times himself. There will be no focus on real or virtual reality but only on the underlying task. This example also highlights how the interaction scenario of nomadic VR will still be relevant, since it is going to occur when a user will fully immerse oneself.

2.2 RESEARCH FIELDS OF MIXED REALITY HMDs

The rest of this chapter will present an overview of related work from the research fields of virtual and augmented reality HMDs [256, 107, 123]. Since the focus of this thesis is on the nomadic VR interaction scenario with the main challenges being input, output and context, the following presented work will be from within the fields of (1) input for mixed reality HMDs, (2) haptic feedback for mixed reality HMDs, (3) context-aware mixed reality HMDs.

2.2.1 Input for Mixed Reality HMDs

Over time, researchers proposed different types of taxonomies and classifications of interaction techniques for augmented and virtual reality [6, 183, 21, 123]. While Bowman et al. [21] used a classification based on subtasks (e.g., indication of object, confirmation of selection and feedback), Poupyrev et al. [183] proposed a multi-level classification based on interaction metaphors (e.g., egocentric interaction vs exocentric interaction). A more recent classifications was proposed by Lee et al. [123] which categorize interaction methods into touchless input, touch input and handheld devices. However, all of the prior classifications distinguish strongly between virtual and augmented reality despite having strong commonalities in terms of interaction metaphors. In the following we will use a mix of these classifications to discuss prior work and mainly distinguish between three dimensional interaction (3DUI, e.g., free hand gestures) and two dimensional (2DUI, e.g., touch input on a screen). Similar to Bowman et al. we argue against using handheld devices as a separate class, since “input devices are just the physical tool used to implement various interaction techniques” [24]. Since the focus is on 3DUI and 2DUI input approaches, we will not in depth discuss work from the fields of gaze input [All11][170, 11, 175] or voice input [147, 19] which are often used as an additional modality but often not as the only modality for interaction [19].

In contrast to the two dimensional interaction paradigm of traditional desktop systems (e.g., mouse and keyboard), interaction for systems that are on the mixed-reality continuum are often from within the
field of 3D User interfaces [24]. Bowman et al. defined 3D UIs as a “user interface that involves a 3D interaction”. A 3D interaction was further defined as a “human-computer interaction in which the user’s tasks are performed directly in a 3D spatial context.” [25]. This definition emphasizes the spatial nature of the interaction necessary for a mixed-reality systems and nicely distinguishes the interaction from traditional 2D interfaces such as a mouse. 2D input devices traditionally followed the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) paradigm and relied on these components to enable a user interface. 3D UIs on the other hand are often considered “post-WIMP” or “Natural User Interfaces” since the interfaces do not have to contain of WIMPs and forgo interaction metaphors which are often necessary in 2D UIs (e.g., moving the mouse horizontally manipulates an indirect cursors on a vertical display) [22].

Interaction techniques from the field of virtual reality (positioned more towards the virtual part of the reality-virtuality continuum) can be classified into exocentric and egocentric interaction metaphors [183]. Egocentric interaction lets the user interact from a first-person perspective while exocentric interaction (also known as “God’s eye viewpoint”) allows the user to manipulate the virtual environment from an external perspective. Examples for exocentric interaction are world-in-miniture [220] and world scaling techniques [60]. Egocentric interaction can further be divided into a virtual hand metaphor or a ray casting metaphor [181, 6]. The virtual hand metaphor is applied by tracking the user’s hand and creating a visual representation of it, allowing the user to interact with content within arm’s reach [136, 129]. To allow users to interact with a distant object using the virtual hand metaphor, researchers proposed concepts such as GoGo [182] or HOMER [23] which apply non-linear scaling of the hand position and allow the user to reach virtually further then they physically could. Virtual pointer metaphors are based around casting a ray into the virtual scene to allow for user interaction [151]. A variety of techniques were presented that determine the rays orientation but are mostly focused around tracking the users hand similar to the virtual hand metaphor. The orientation of the ray can further be controlled by the users hand position and wrist orientation or as a ray cast from the user’s viewpoint through the hand [177]. Further approaches are based around integrating both hands [152] or eye tracking [231, 175] to further control the ray.

When starting to move towards the reality side of the reality-virtuality continuum we can find interaction techniques that are used on AR HMDs but are grounded in similar principles and approaches as presented for virtual reality. Kytö et al. presented with Pinpointing a ray casting interaction where the ray is also corrected through eye gaze data [118]. This approach can be categorized as an egocentric
ray casting interaction. Researchers also adopted egocentric virtual hand metaphors such as GoGO and HOMER to AR HMDs to allow for bare-hand interaction in locations out of reach of the user [76, 100]. Chae et al. presented an exocentric interaction concept for AR HMDs, where the users can warp and scale down a virtual representation of the physical environment, enabling him to easier interact (e.g., place a virtual object) with physical environments out of reach [31]. However, the further we go towards the reality side the more of the physical environment is visible for the user. This allows for using physical objects in the environment as a tangible interaction devices [95] and is an interaction technique that is widely used in the field of AR [256, 107, 103]. One of the first systems to introduce this concept was VOMAR by Kato et al. [103]. The system consisted of a physical paddle that allowed users to select and arrange virtual furniture in an AR living room. Irawati et al. later on presented an extension of the VOMAR system that included speech as an additional input modality [94]. Often used tangible objects are maps and books, since they allow to augment an already known interaction with more digital information [73, 69]. Reitmayr et al. presented such a system that augmented a static map with dynamic digital visualizations (e.g., flowing rivers) [188].

All prior presented input techniques for mixed reality HMDs can mostly be classified as three dimensional/spatial interaction. However, a big portion of work in the field interaction techniques for mixed reality, focuses around using known and already accepted 2D input modalities (e.g., touch) to enable input on HMDs [123]. The main contributions of these papers are often input metaphors or hardware prototypes that allow for a new type of input. Similar to [123] we will distinguish between on-device and on-body touch interaction.

On-device input is often times realized through some form of touch sensitive surface on the HMD. A frequently used location for this touch surface in consumer oriented HMD is the temple (e.g., Google Glass [67], Samsung Gear VR [198]). Researchers proposed several techniques [71, 254] that could leverage this one dimensional touch frame to input text by adapting interaction metaphors such as unistroke [65]. A slightly different approach called MRTouch was presented by Xiao et al., where the touch surface was not on the HMD itself but rather enabled through sensors available to the HMD [250]. MRTouch leveraged the depth cameras on the HMD to allow for sensing touch on any surface in front of the user. A big portion of work presents some form of wearable devices such as rings [105, 252, 7, 164] or wristbands [78, 189] that can function as an external input device for HMDs. Similarly to MRTouch, LightRing [105] and MagicFinger [252] are both modified rings, enabling the user to conduct touch input on any flat surface. Nenya on the other hand, is a modified ring that can sense its
rotation and enable the user make subtle and unobtrusive interactions [7]. A similar goal was pursued by NailIO, a modified nail sticker that is capable of sensing touch on the fingernail and allow for simple one handed input gestures [102]. Besides allowing for touch input, Ogata et al. presented iRing which is also capable of reconstructing the posture of the finger using an infrared reflection sensor, allowing for additional input using finger gestures [164]. Kim et al. extended this approach by sensing not only one finger, but the whole hand using an infrared sensor illuminating individual points on the users finger and using these points inside a kinematic model to reconstruct the posture of the whole hand [106]. Jun Rekimoto presented a similar modified wristband, but instead of using infrared sensor he applied capacitive sensing to reconstruct individual gestures the user does with the arm wearing the device [189].

On-body input on the other hand aims to enable input capabilities on the users body (e.g., touch [83]) and leverage human abilities such as proprioception (locating the position of our arm in space in relationship to our body) [133] and body landmarks (e.g., knuckles on the hand) [75, 239]. Harrison et al. provided an in-depth exploration of what parts and locations of the body participants prefered to use as input locations [82]. Participants reported the hands [74, 81, 83, 235, 236, 238, 92] and forearms [8, 128, 163] to be the most ideal locations for such an interaction. However, researchers also explored locations on the human body that were initially not considered by users such as the face [208] and the ear [130]. The overall advantage of using on-body interaction compared to on-device interaction is that no additional accessory has to be added to the interaction (e.g., ring, wristband). An additional advantage of 2D interaction is that when conducted in a public space the user does not have to make wide and open gestures but can have a more subtle and unobtrusive form of input. That is why this type of input (2D on-body input) seems preferable for a nomadic VR interaction and was explored inside the FaceTouch case study [Core1].

### 2.2.2 Haptic Feedback for Mixed Reality HMDs

Research within the field of mixed reality often focuses mainly on the visual and auditory sense [107, 256]. However, researchers argue that the next step to increase the level of immersion (and by that the overall experience) of the user is to include some form of haptic feedback [85, 253, 148]. Haptic feedback is hereby often divided into two sub-areas: cutaneous/tactile feedback and kinesthetic feedback. While cutaneous feedback is perceived through receptors embedded in the human skin (e.g., touching a rough surface), kinesthetic feedback is mainly perceived through muscles, tendons and joints (e.g., feeling weight)
While this classification is often used to structure research within the field of haptics, both types of feedback are desirable and are difficult to position along the Milgram-Weiser continuum (both cutaneous and kinesthetic feedback should be present in nomadic and stationary VR). Therefore, we divide the research similar to [255] into haptic feedback devices and device free haptic feedback.

Haptic feedback devices are computer controlled devices that can simulate both types of feedback (cutaneous and kinesthetic) through any form of artifact interacting with the users. These artefacts can be further divided into wearables, handheld and grounded/external systems. We will exclude grounded systems from this overview such as the Phantom [142] or Hiro [55], due to their demand of being grounded and thereby not feasible for the nomadic VR scenario. Wearable haptic systems are mostly being realized through gloves [237] or finger tip sleeves [168, 140]. The wearable and mobile form factor of these devices make them usable inside a nomadic VR scenario. One of the earliest gloves was presented by Iwata. et al in 1992 [96]. The system was realized by a string attached to the users index finger which was controlled via a motor to enable kinesthetic feedback by restricting the grasping motion. Thereafter, many similar exoskeleton gloves were developed such as the CyberGlove [131], MR glove [18] and dexmo [72]. These exoskeleton approaches are mostly grounded at the back of the users hand and are capable of providing kinesthetic feedback through breaks or motors. Alternatively, researchers presented palm-based [20, 53] and digit-based glove systems [117, 43] that instead of wrapping around the users hand are connecting individual fingers or fingers and the palm [237]. Finger tip sleeves are mostly focusing on cutaneous feedback to the mechanoreceptors on the users finger tip. These wearable system are able to simulate haptic feedback through indentation [61, 214], skin stretching [233, 150] or vibration [37]. A more recent approach for wearable feedback in mixed reality is the usage of electrical muscle stimulation (EMS) which is capable to create kinesthetic feedback by actuating the users muscles [134, 132, 135]. Most of the here presented systems should conceptually work fine within the nomadic VR scenario due to the wearable form factor. However, they are often dedicated devices (e.g., gloves, finger sleeves, EMS pads) that are mainly used to generate feedback. Since current commercial HMDs are often operated via a tracked controller, researchers started to explore the integration of haptic feedback inside of handheld controllers. A big variety of these devices were presented that can simulate cutaneous and kinesthetic feedback such as weight [255], surface texture [13, 241] or a combination of multiple cutaneous and kinesthetic stimuli [44, 221].

A more recent development is the integration of the same concepts that are used in handheld and worn devices into the HMD itself. Sand et al.
presented an array of ultrasonic actuators on the backside of the HMD to create cutaneous feedback on the users hands when conducting gestures \[199\]. Rietzler et al. presented a modified HMD that can generate short wind bursts around the users head \[194\]. FacePush modified the straps of the HMD with motors to allow the whole HMD to apply force on the users face to simulate impact (e.g., peeing punched) \[33\]. Kon et al. used a similar approach of modifying the straps of an HMD to apply pressure precise enough on the users head to trigger the hanger reflex\[114\]. An often used modification is the cushion between the HMD and the users face. Researchers explored here a variety of stimuli such as EMS \[115\], temperature \[174, 36, 35\], suction \[101\] and a combination of multiple stimuli \[249, 79, 173, 248\]. This integration into the HMD is a promising direction for the nomadic VR scenario since it is an ungrounded feedback working in mobile scenarios and additionally frees the user from carrying extra accessories.

Device free haptic feedback can be divided into passive haptics \[86\] and pseudo haptics \[121\]. Both approaches can simulate some form of feedback or the perception of feedback without using additional computer controlled artifacts. Passive haptics leverage physical objects as a surrogate to match the shape, texture and/or weight of a virtual object and was pioneered by Hinckley et al. \[86\]. Passive haptics is often used for AR applications \[107, 256\] to substitute the haptic experience of virtual objects with physical objects inside the users environment \[85\]. A similar approach was also researched in the field of VR by Simeone et al. \[212\]. However, VR system also have the advantage that the user can not see their physical hands and can therefore be slightly redirected \[122\] during the interaction to reuse the same physical object to represent multiple virtual objects \[9, 40\]. Pseudo haptics on the other hand is an approach that leverages vision and haptic illusions \[122\] to distort haptic perception \[121\]. A majority of the early presented approaches in the field rely on the concept of visual dominance \[180\], where the visual sense dominates the haptic perception when the senses are fused \[186\]. Researchers were able to apply these approaches in VR to simulate stiffness \[120\], weight \[All8][51, 193\] and shape \[195\] of an object. More recently, researchers starting to apply these concepts to the field of AR and were able to manipulate the perception of softness \[185\] and stiffness \[184\]. Both device free approaches (passive haptics and pseudo haptics) can be integrated into the nomadic VR interaction scenario but have a limited range of haptic sensation capable to create. Therefore, these approaches should be seen as an addition to haptic devices.

---

3 The hanger reflex is a phenomenon in which the users head can be rotated unintentionally when the right pressure distribution is applied to the head
One of the major challenges of using HMDs outside of the laboratory is to make them work within the new context they are used in [98, 108, 222, 124, 125, 141, 165, 127]. One of the first approaches to explore the combination of context-aware VR HMDs was presented in 2005 by Jang et al. with the concept of ubiquitous virtual reality (U-VR) [98, 108]. The concept of U-VR was further refined by Lee et al. and defined along three key dimensions (context, reality and activity). These have to be taken into consideration to be able to design VR HMDs experiences working outside of a lab environment [125]. Lee et al. used the reality-virtuality continuum as the axis for the reality component [148] and divided context simply into static/dynamic and activity into personal/social. This definition of U-VR takes a similar approach to this thesis but uses a simpler understanding of the context of interaction (but also emphasizes social interaction as a crucial component). Similar approaches that focus on the context of use were presented in the field of AR [141, 165, 84, 202, 127]. Liberati et al. presented the potential symbiotic effects of combining AR and ubiquitous computing but make a clear distinction towards VR. In contrast, this thesis aims to combine all these three seemingly distinguished technologies AR, VR and ubiquitous computing within the umbrella of the Milgram-Weiser continuum. Similar to Schmidt et al. we will split the following related work for context into human factors (social environment, user, task) and physical environment (conditions, infrastructure, location). As this proposed split of the feature space is only one possible example and has to be further adopted to the particular use-case [204], we will only focus on the relevant features inside the two main categories (human factors and physical environment).

The two dominantly explored context features in the fields of HMD and human factors are the social environment and the user state. For the social environment, researchers explored different forms of co-located collaboration for HMD users in symmetric (HMD to HMD user) [17, 176, 201, 230, 16] and asymmetric (HMD to non-HMD user) [29, 218, 12, 93] scenarios. The Studierstube [201, 230] and “Shared Space” [16] are good examples of AR systems that allow co-located people to interact as long as both wear an AR HMD. These symmetric scenarios were mainly explored in productive and collaborative environments [176]. Early asymmetric systems (e.g., HMD and tablet [48]) also often focus on creating visualization and interaction approaches [218] that would benefit a certain productive task (e.g., creating architecture). Stafford et al. presented something called “god-like interaction” where a non-HMD user could point at a location on a tablet and the HMD user would get a visualization of a virtual finger inside his AR HMD [218]. A similar metaphor was used by Ibayashi for VR HMDs, where multiple non-HMD user could sit around a tabletop and help an HMD
user to explore a virtual home [93]. Researchers explored a variety of potential visualizations (e.g., projection [59], desktop [89]) and explored collaboration between AR and VR HMDs [42].

All these systems present a possible solution on how non-HMD and HMD user inside the social environment can be included when collaborating on a productive task. However, due to the current distribution but lack of social acceptance [110, 112, 111] of HMDs, more recent research started to apply these approaches to more informal and spontaneous ad-hoc interaction scenarios [45, 213, 197, 196]. Researchers presented HMD prototypes that are designed to enable asymmetric interaction by presenting the virtual world to the non-HMD user [179, 138, 32]. Researchers additionally started to identify and focus on specific asymmetric scenarios that are happening during daily VR HMD usage, such as communicating the boundaries of the virtual space [251], how to approach an immersed HMD user [63] and how do people feel wearing a VR HMD in social and public environments [139, 137]. The goal is mainly to enable the non-HMD user to be able to engage [63] and interact with the HMD user and vice versa to break isolation and exclusion [All4, All12] [Core6, Core5]. Cheng et al. in particular explored how non-HMD users can be integrated and leveraged to generate haptic feedback for the immersed HMD user [38, 39, 41].

Due to the proximity of the HMD to the users face, researchers started to explore additional sensors (e.g., eye tracker [All1][232], single electrodes [14], BCI [211, 210, 58, 5]) that can easily be integrated into an HMD and give additional insights in the current user state (e.g., cognitive demand, attention and facial expression [229, 126]). These systems can be seen as a new form of collecting additional context information about the user state. Overall, all these projects show the potential of how future HMDs could become able to detect and adapt to the human factors of the context of usage.

The currently mostly considered and integrated features of the physical environment are the condition (e.g., acceleration [244, 144, 169, 77]) and the infrastructure (e.g., structure and shape of the available space [225, 209, 217]). Since the availability of VR HMDs increased, researcher started to explore a variety of non-stationary scenarios where VR HMDs can be used (e.g., driving car [144, 169, 77], airplane [244]). Alongside McGill et al.’s work [144], the CarVR system presented in this thesis [Core4] is considered to be the first to research the challenges of using of a mobile VR HMD inside a driving car. The car integration can be divided into research that focuses on enabling the use of VR HMDs inside the car [144, 169, 77] and research that aims to leverage the resulting kinesthetic forces to create more immersive driving simulators [64]. Besides the condition, researchers started to integrate aspects of the infrastructure such as the size and shape of the current
physical environment. This allows for passive haptics [212, 209] or be able to align physical and virtual objects [62, 160] in augmented reality applications. Another field of research of VR HMDs that can be used to integrate the infrastructural context is redirected walking [187]. Since the physical space in which VR HMDs are used is not identical with the virtual world, the immersed HMD user is redirected while walking back into the physical space using perceptional illusions [224, 219, 223]. This technique allows to explore a significantly higher virtual environment, while constantly walking inside a constraint physical space [All10].

While a variety of work can already be classified in the field of context aware HMDs, the focus of most of the projects is not in detecting different contexts but more on picking one specific scenario (e.g., non-HMD people in the environment, driving car) and then propose a solution that could potentially resolve the issues inside this context. Future work on HMDs is expected to start to integrate a variety of contexts and also start to explore how these context can be automatically detected and integrated smoothly into the user experience.
One important aspect of the transition from personal computing to mobile computing was that the context in which the interaction took place started to change drastically between interactions [204]. During the era of personal computing a software designer could be quite sure that the user interacting with his software is going to be seated in front of some kind of stationary display. Mobile computing changed this drastically by being now able to access computing devices in any physical and social context. As a result researchers adapted their understanding and definition of context [200, 49, 206, 204] and extended the interaction paradigm (context-aware computing) to something more implicit [203, 206].

The mobile computing interaction scenario can be conceptually broken down into two states: moving and stationary. Both states have to assume an unknown and changing environment but differ mainly by the mobility of the user. The moving interaction scenario represents a state where the user is moving through the physical environment and during this movement interacts with the technology (e.g., navigation on the phone, phone call). The stationary interaction scenario represents the state in which a user chooses a location, positions himself and then interacts with the technology without leaving the chosen location (e.g., writing a mail on a laptop). This stationary interaction scenario can be deducted from Leonard Kleinrock’s work on nomadic computing and is the foundation for nomadic virtual reality. In his original work, Kleinrock presented a distinction between mobile computing and nomadic computing. He considered a smartphone to be a mobile device since it can be used in a mobile fashion. A laptop on the other hand is a nomadic device, since the user has to select a location and initiate the interaction stationary.

Nomadic VR can now be defined by combining nomadic computing [109] and nomadic interaction [All4][245] with display devices within the Milgram-Weiser continuum (see Figure 3.1). This distinction between the two states can not only be done for the mobile computing
Figure 3.1: Visualizing the conceptual split of mobile computing and ubiquitous computing into nomadic interaction and moving interaction. This conceptual cut allows to position nomadic VR inside the Milgram-Weiser continuum and show its applicability to ubiquitous mixed reality as one interaction scenario (being fully immersed).

but theoretically also for the ubiquitous computing row, since its simply a conceptual division of the interaction scenarios. Its important to notice, that the resulting division in top and bottom half, has no locational meaning in relation to the Milgram-Weiser continuum (e.g., nomadic interaction is not more towards personal computing than ubiquitous computing).

3.1 THE NOMADIC VR INTERACTION SCENARIO

The transition from personal computing to mobile computing was initially aimed to be designed in a transparent way. This meant to offer the user constant functionality without noticing the impact of the context (e.g., having constant access to internet without noticing a change of network towers) [204]. This perspective got changed when Bill Schilit introduced and defined the concept of context-aware computing [200].

"Such context-aware software adapts according to the location of use, the collection of nearby people, hosts, and accessible devices, as well as to changes to such things over time. A system with
These capabilities can examine the computing environment and react to changes to the environment.” (Bill Schilit)

This concept of context-aware computing got further formulated by researchers, focusing on a broader definition of context [3, 52, 49, 206] a new interaction paradigm [203, 205, 97] and an overall updated understanding of context-aware computing [172, 34, 204]. In his work on implicit human-computer interaction Schmidt combines the field of HCI with context-aware computing by breaking down interaction between man and machine into three basic components: (1) the input a user can perform, (2) the output a machine can give and (3) the context in which both occurs. Traditional HCI focuses on the first two but context-aware computing uses the third part (context) to influence how both input and output are realized. Schmidt modeled this impact through context as implicit Human-Computer Interaction [203]. The interaction scenario of nomadic VR is going to be defined using the same basic components (see Figure 3.2).

The application scenario for nomadic VR is that a user decides to have a fully immersive experience whilst being inside a mobile context. The user then chooses a location to immersive himself and has a semi-stationary experience. During the experience users remain mostly seated. Inside the current landscape of technology and applications this may seem like an unlikely scenario. However, upcoming applications in combination with further progress of technology will create demand for full immersion (e.g., receiving a 360-degree image from a loved one). These applications by themselves will not justify a dedicated nomadic VR HMD but will function within the broader vision of
ubiquitous mixed reality and this new types of HMDs, capable of both full immersion and partial augmentation.

3.2 INPUT CHALLENGE

Within the interaction scenario of nomadic VR (see Figure 3.2), input can be seen as the engagement in selection and/or manipulation of virtual content by the human through any type of device/modality (e.g., physical controller, touch, speech). During the era of mainframe computing and personal computing, input devices and modalities where mainly focused around an indirect input device such as the mouse and had “severe shortcomings when it comes to matching the physical characteristic of their operators” [30]. The transition to mobile computing gave rise to a new device type (mobile phone/smartphone) and its main input paradigm changed from indirect 2D input to direct 2D touch input whilst steadily becoming more multi-modal [234].

As described in chapter 2, HMDs can be viewed as a display device for a new computing paradigm often referred to as spatial computing or mixed reality. As described in the vision of ubiquitous mixed reality, real and virtual objects are expected to occupy the same physical space around the user. The spatial nature and grounding within our physical environment of this computing paradigm resulted in 3D user interfaces and 3D interaction to be the main form of input for VR [21, 24] and AR [256, 107] technology. These 3D interactions are on the one hand beneficial to concepts such as immersion but on the other hand suffer from problems such as fatigue, lack of constraints and lack of precision [22, 24].

The application scenario for nomadic VR is that the user is within a mobile context (e.g., commuting home from work) and decides to immerse himself (e.g., experience 360 video content sent by a family member). The input challenge for nomadic VR comes with a set of specific requirements for the explicit input technique. Firstly, the input has to be fast and precise and work without additional accessories to free the user from carrying extra devices. Additionally, the input should work within a public/social context where people might be co-locating the environment. Therefore, open and expansive gestures such as often used within traditional 3D UI design might not be appropriate since the user is reaching out into an unknown space that might be occupied by someone in the surrounding. Prior research additionally showed that users dislike performing mid-air gestures in public spaces [104, 26].
Research Question 1: How to enable fast and precise input for mobile VR HMDs without additional accessories within a nomadic VR interaction scenario?

3.2.1 FaceTouch

![Figure 3.3: (a) A user interacting with FaceTouch, a multi-touch surface mounted on the back of a VR HMD. FaceTouch allows for precise interactions which can be used to implement applications such as text entry (b) or 3D modeling (c). Leveraging the sense of proprioception a user is able to blindly interact with control elements such as used in a gamepad to control a shooter game (d) [Core1].](image)

To allow for this type of input in a nomadic VR interaction scenario, we presented FaceTouch. FaceTouch is a novel interaction concept for mobile VR HMDs that leverages the backside as a touch-sensitive surface. Using FaceTouch, the user can point at and select virtual content inside their field-of-view by touching the corresponding location at the backside of the HMD, utilizing their sense of proprioception. This allows for rich interaction (e.g., touch gestures) in nomadic VR scenarios without having to carry additional accessories (e.g., a gamepad). To study the precision of such a system, we built a prototype of FaceTouch and conducted two user studies. In the first study we measured the precision of FaceTouch in a display-fixed target selection task, using three different selection techniques. Our findings showed a low error rate of .2%, indicating the viability for everyday usage. To assess the impact of different mounting positions on the user performance we conducted a second study. We compared three mounting positions of the touchpad (face, hand and side) showing that mounting the touchpad at the back of the HMD resulted in a significantly lower error rate, lower selection time and higher usability. Finally, we present interaction techniques and three example applications that explore the FaceTouch design space [Core1].

The contributions of FaceTouch are:

- The concept, design and implementation of FaceTouch, an interaction technique for mobile VR HMDs allowing for fast and precise interaction inside the nomadic VR interaction scenario.
• Insights from two user studies, showing the feasibility of FaceTouch for display-fixed user interfaces (n=18) and comparing three different mounting positions of the touchpad (n=18).

• Implementation of three example applications (gaming controls, text input, and 3D content manipulation) to show and explore the possible design space enabled through FaceTouch.

3.3 OUTPUT CHALLENGE

Within the interaction scenario of nomadic VR (see Figure 3.2), output can be seen as the feedback of the system to the user in any type and combination of modalities. Traditionally, output in computing systems was mainly done through the visual channel and started out as a command line interface. One of the first computing systems that solely relied on a graphical user interface was Sketchpad, presented by Ivan Sutherland in 1963 [226]. Over time additional modalities addressing different senses besides vision were added (e.g., audio).

Compared to the input channel (from indirect input to direct touch input) the output channel did not experience such a strong transformation from the personal to the mobile computing era. Displays got overall smaller and higher in resolution and overall quality, but at their core they still functioned on the same level as in Sketchpad 1963. Information is synthesized and presented on a flat 2D plane. The vision of ubiquitous mixed reality and spatial computing comes with a transformation of the fixed 2D plane to a stereoscopic representation of virtual information to the human eye through an HMD.

One of the big challenges with HMDs is how to incorporate additional haptic feedback that matches the visual perception of this novel stereoscopic representation [85, 148, 253]. Haptic feedback can be conceptually divided into kinesthetic feedback and tactile feedback. Kinesthetic feedback is mainly perceived through tendons and muscles and leverages the sense of proprioception (the ability to blindly locate the position and orientation of limbs towards each other and our body). Tactile feedback is perceived through mechanoreceptors in our skin [70, 80]. Tactile feedback is often generated through devices that have some form of contact to our skin (e.g., vibration feedback on mobile phones). Kinesthetic feedback on the other hand is often generated through mechanical systems that have to be grounded to counteract the force they generate.

We can assume a similar application scenario as presented for the input case. A user is commuting home from work and decides to experience any form of immersive application (e.g., playing a flight
This immersive application uses currently mainly video and audio as an output channel. To enhance the overall experience in terms of immersion and enjoyment researchers explored how to add tactile feedback (e.g., to feel the wind on the skin when flying) and kinesthetic feedback (e.g., to experience the impeding movements due to wind resistance) to HMDs [192]. However, due to the nomadic interaction scenario it is not possible to add any form of grounded kinesthetic feedback generating any form of impedance.

**Research Question 2:** How to enable kinesthetic feedback for mobile VR HMDs without the need for physical grounding within the nomadic VR interaction scenario?

### GyroVR

![GyroVR images](image_url)

**Figure 3.4:** (a) The different mounting positions on the human body which were explored with the mobile implementation of GyroVR. (b) A user wearing a VR HMD with GyroVR attached and a prototype implementation of GyroVR attaching flywheels on the front of an Oculus Rift DK2 [Core2].

To generate kinesthetic feedback on HMDs inside a nomadic VR scenario we presented GyroVR. GyroVR is based around head worn flywheels designed to render inertia in Virtual Reality (VR). Motions such as flying, diving or floating in outer space generate kinesthetic forces onto our body which impede movement and are currently not represented in VR. We simulate those kinesthetic forces by attaching flywheels to the users head, leveraging the gyroscopic effect of resistance when changing the spinning axis of rotation. GyroVR is an ungrounded, wireless and self contained device allowing the user to freely move inside the virtual environment. The generic shape allows to attach it to different positions on the users body (Fig. 3.4 a). We evaluated the impact of GyroVR onto different mounting positions on the head (back and front) in terms of immersion, enjoyment and simulator sickness. Our results show, that attaching GyroVR onto the users head (front of the HMD) resulted in the highest level of immersion and enjoyment and therefore can be built into future VR HMDs, enabling kinesthetic forces in VR [Core2].
The contributions of *GyroVR* are:

- The concept, design and implementation of *GyroVR*, an un-grounded kinesthetic feedback device for mobile VR HMDs inside the *nomadic VR* interaction scenario.
- Exploration and demonstration of the design space through three example applications, each presenting a different mapping between virtual environment and generated forces.
- Insights from first explorations and a user study (n=12) on the impact of kinesthetic forces by head worn flywheels attached to different locations in terms of immersion, enjoyment and simulator sickness.

### 3.4 CONTEXT CHALLENGE

An early perspective on context was highly location based, where context was mainly considered as the physical location in which an interaction takes place [206]. Personal computers were mostly setup and used inside of offices or factory floors and this locational context did not change much over the duration of usage [204]. With the progress of mobile computing, this context started to change more dramatically between interactions and researcher started to extend the definition of context beyond merely the physical location of the interaction [3, 52, 49, 206].

Anind Dey gave a broader definition of context where he included any information that could characterize the situation [49].

"Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application themselves."

(Anind Dey)

Keith Mitchell [153] and Albrecht Schmidt [206] proposed a hierarchical structure of the context and further proposed a possible division into the physical environment and human factors. This two level categorization of context can then in a next step be further divided into three categories each. This more holistic definition and categorization of context showed how the perspective onto context-aware computing changed. Initially, context was treated as something that should be unnoticeable inside the application (same experience everywhere). This perspective changed more towards leveraging the context as an implicit form of interaction [203, 205, 97].
For the scope of this thesis, a similar division into physical environment and human factors was applied and two case studies were conducted within each type of context. However, the focus was mainly on exploring how to handle context and not on how to detect the context.

**Physical Environment** The physical environment can be further divided into conditions, infrastructure and location. The physical conditions describe aspects such as noise, light or pressure. The infrastructure describes aspects such as surrounding resources and the location describes aspects such as the absolute position or relative position.

The application scenario that was presented earlier (commute in public transport and immerse during the ride) presents a good example scenario where the context changed compared to stationary HMDs and presents a challenge for the usage. Using a VR HMD inside a moving vehicle creates the problem that the rotational sensor of the HMD can not distinguish between rotations of the vehicle and rotations of the user. Additionally, perceived motion through the vehicle can create a mismatch with the visual stimulus and lead to simulator sickness [144].

**Research Question 3:** How to enable the usage of mobile VR HMDs inside of moving vehicles (e.g., car) and avoid simulator sickness?

### 3.4.1 CarVR

![Figure 3.5: (a) A user interacting with CarVR on the front passenger seat playing a game while the car is moving. (b) Schematic overview of the technical setup used to implement CarVR. (c) The modeled scene used for the study. The five small images show the view from the ego perspective but without the cockpit [Core4].](#)

The earlier presented example of commuting and experiencing VR is currently not possible, since the car’s rotation affects the HMD’s sensors and simulator sickness occurs when the visual and vestibular system are stimulated with incongruent information [113]. In this case study we present CarVR, a solution to enable VR inside moving vehicles by subtracting the car’s rotation and mapping vehicular movements with the visual information. Creating this mapping, al-
allows the user to feel the correct kinesthetic forces that arise during the VR experience. We compared CarVR in a user study (n=21) in a driving and standing condition, showing that the alignment of forces lead to a significant increase of enjoyment and immersion, while reducing simulator sickness. We further explore the design space of in-car VR entertainment applications and derive design guidelines and considerations for practitioners [Core4].

The contributions of CarVR are:

- The concept, design and implementation of CarVR, a modified mobile VR HMD to enable VR inside moving vehicles.
- Insights from a user study (n=21), showing significantly higher levels of enjoyment and engagement while having reduced simulator sickness using CarVR compared to a stationary baseline.
- Exploration of the design space of in-car VR entertainment applications and providing a set of design considerations for practitioners.

The second case study within the physical context focuses on the infrastructure. The infrastructural aspect of the context explains the surrounding resources available. In a typical application scenario of nomadic VR, the user interacts in a seated position. Since the virtual environment fully surrounds the user (360-degree), swivel chairs are a preferred seating accommodation due to their ability of rotating 360-degrees effortlessly. In the following work, we explored how to leverage and integrate these potential infrastructural aspects into the virtual experience.

Research Question 4: How to incorporate resources inside the physical environment to enhance the experience inside the virtual environment?

3.4.2 SwiVRChair

In this case study, we present the integration of a modified swivel chair into the virtual experience of a VR HMD user. SwiVRChair is a motorized swivel chair to nudge users’ orientation in 360-degree storytelling scenarios. Since rotating a scene in virtual reality (VR) leads to simulator sickness, storytellers currently have no way of controlling users’ attention. SwiVRChair allows creators of 360-degree VR movie content to leverage infrastructure in the physical environment and be able to rotate or block users’ movement to either show certain content or prevent users from seeing something. To enable this functionality, we modified a regular swivel chair using a 24V DC motor and an electromagnetic clutch. We developed two demo scenarios using both mechanisms (rotate and block) for the Samsung GearVR and
conducted a user study (n=16) evaluating the presence, enjoyment and simulator sickness for participants using SwiVRChair compared to self control. Users rated the experience using SwiVRChair to be significantly more immersive and enjoyable whilst having a decrease in simulator sickness [Core3].

The contributions of SwiVRChair are:

- The concept and implementation of SwiVRChair, a motorized swivel chair to nudge users’ orientation in 360-degree
- Findings of our user study (n=16), showing a significant increase of enjoyment and presence while reduced simulator sickness compared to a conventional swivel chair.

**Human Factors** The human factors can also be further divided into user, social environment and task. The information on the user consists of aspects such as emotional state or physiological data. The social environment consists of information on co-location of others, social interactions and group dynamics, whereas the task carries information about the nature of the activity (e.g., spontaneous) the engaged tasks and the general goals [206, 204].

The close proximity of an HMD to the users facial area enables a new variety of approaches and sensors to collect additional information about the user. More recent research in the field of AR and VR HMDs started to explore how to attach sensors on the contact surface between face and HMD to get access to physiological data [14]. Upcoming HMDs are also expected to come equipped with eye-tracking technology to allow for interaction but also collect additional physiological data [88].

In terms of the social environment, a wide range of work was con-
ducted focusing on collaboration between co-located users in AR and VR, but with a strong focus on having access to the same technology \[17, 16, 201, 230\].

Assuming that every user in the social environment has access to a VR HMDs is currently unrealistic and should also not be necessary to be able to understand an interaction inside the nomadic VR interaction scenario. This results in a current scenario where VR HMDs are getting rarely used during social gatherings and more when the user is by himself \[Core5\]. To be able to let people without a VR HMD in the social environment understand and even participate in an interaction with a VR HMD user, some form of alternative representation and interaction concept has to be designed which leads to an asymmetry of experience.

We started out to explore this asymmetric interaction inside a stationary home scenario first. The following case study focuses around a living room entertainment system based on a VR HMD that aims to allow to include everyone inside the social environment in the experience.

**Research Question 5**: How to allow people without a VR HMD, inside of the social environment of a VR HMD user, to understand and interact with the virtual world of the immersed user?

### 3.4.3 ShareVR

![ShareVR prototype images](image)

**Figure 3.7**: The ShareVR prototype, enabling co-located asymmetric interaction between users wearing an HMD and users without an HMD. ShareVR uses a tracked display (a, e) as a window into the virtual world and a floor projection to visualize the virtual environment to all Non-HMD users. It enables collaborative experiences such as exploring a dungeon together (b), drawing (h), sports (c) or solving puzzles (e, f) as well as competitive experiences such as “Statues” (d) or a sword fight (g). ShareVR facilitates a shared physical and virtual space, increasing the presence and enjoyment for both HMD and Non-HMD users \[Core5\].

In this case-study we proposed ShareVR, a proof-of-concept prototype using floor projection and mobile displays in combination with posi-
tional tracking to visualize the virtual world for the Non-HMD user, enabling them to interact with the HMD user and become part of the VR experience. We designed and implemented ShareVR based on the insights of an initial online survey (n=48) with early adopters of VR HMDs. We ran a user study (n=16) comparing ShareVR to a baseline condition showing how the interaction using ShareVR led to an increase of enjoyment, presence and social interaction. In a last step we implemented several experiences for ShareVR, exploring its design space and giving insights for designers of co-located asymmetric VR experiences [Core5].

The contributions of ShareVR are:

- Concept, design and implementation of ShareVR, a proof-of-concept prototype based on user feedback (n=48), enabling people in the social environment without an HMD to become part of the virtual experience.
- Insights from a user study (n=16), showing the impact of ShareVR on enjoyment, presence and social interaction compared to a baseline (gamepad + television).
- Presenting three example applications to explore the design space of co-located asymmetric VR experiences and deduct a set of further guidelines for designers and practitioners.

After this stationary and domestic scenario was used in ShareVR, the next case study aimed to explore how a similar result can be achieved without the need to instrument the environment (e.g., projector, external tracker). This fits more the nomadic VR interaction scenario where a user moves to a public space (e.g., commute home from work in public transport). At the current state of technology, a user would completely isolate himself from other people and also start to act in an unpredictable manner, since it is not clear what the user perceives visually.

**Research Question 6:** How to design a mobile VR HMD that allows non-HMD users to perceive the virtual environment and be able to interact with the HMD user?

### 3.4.4 FaceDisplay

This case study presents FaceDisplay, a modified VR HMD consisting of three touch sensitive displays and a depth camera attached to its back. People in the surrounding can perceive the virtual world through the displays and interact with the HMD user via touch or gestures. To further explore the design space of FaceDisplay, we implemented three applications (FruitSlicer, SpaceFace and Conductor) each presenting
Figure 3.8: The FaceDisplay prototype, a modified VR HMD consisting of three touch sensitive displays and a depth camera attached to its back (a-c). This allows people in the surrounding to perceive the virtual world through the displays and interact with the HMD user either through touch (e) or gestures (d) [Core6].

different sets of aspects of the asymmetric co-located interaction (e.g., gestures vs touch). We conducted an exploratory user study (n=16), observing pairs of people experiencing two of the applications and showing a high level of enjoyment and social interaction with and without an HMD. Based on the findings we derive design considerations for asymmetric co-located VR applications and argue that VR HMDs are currently designed having only the HMD user in mind but should also include Non-HMD Users [Core6].

The contributions of FaceDisplay are:

- The concept, design and implementation of FaceDisplay, a modified mobile VR HMD to include non-HMD users into the virtual experience inside a nomadic VR interaction scenario.
- Exploring two different interaction modalities (gesture and touch) through three example applications – each presenting multiple aspects of this novel design space.
- Insights from an exploratory evaluation (n=16), showing the implications of FaceDisplay on enjoyment, presence, social interaction and discomfort.

These six case studies built the foundation of this dissertation. They each focused on one particular challenge within the scope of nomadic VR. The following chapter will present and discuss the findings of each case study individually and consecutively derive three overall insights arising from this thesis.
This chapter divides the findings of this thesis into two parts. The first part focuses around answering the research questions proposed in the prior chapter and provides the findings of each individual case study done within the scope of this thesis. The second part presents three overarching findings that resulted not out of one specific research question but emerged throughout the whole process of the thesis.

4.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

4.1.1 Input

Research Question 1: How to enable fast and precise input for mobile VR HMDs without additional accessories within a nomadic VR interaction scenario?

To enable fast and precise input for mobile VR HMDs without the need for additional accessories, we proposed the FaceTouch system. FaceTouch leverages the backside of the HMD as a touch sensitive surface and should be treated as an additional interaction modality when more immersive spatial input is not desirable (e.g., unknown and public environments [104, 26]). We designed FaceTouch to fit into the demand of future nomadic VR applications such as quick access to pointing interaction for navigating menus and avoiding expansive gestures to protect the user from reaching into an unknown space. We explored the design space and validity of the approach by implementing three different selection modes (LandOn, LiftOff, PressOn [Core1]) and conducting two user studies (n=18) evaluating accuracy, efficiency and user satisfaction.

In a first user study, we have demonstrated the viability of FaceTouch for display-fixed UIs using LiftOff for precise interactions such as
text entry and LandOn for fast interactions such as game controllers. We further revealed important insights into the design aspects of FaceTouch like the right distance to display content, impacts of various input methods (LandOn, LiftOff, PressOn [Core1]) and resulting overshooting behavior. Further, we provided optimal target sizes for implementing UIs for LandOn interaction. Our second user study compared the mounting position for the touchpad and their impact onto the performance of the interaction. We showed that mounting the touchpad on the face resulted in a significant lower error rate for LandOn (8% less than hand and 29% less than side) and LiftOff (2% less than hand and side) and the fastest interaction (LandOn .96 s and LiftOff 1.78 s) [Core1].

4.1.2 Output

**Research Question2:** How to enable kinesthetic feedback for mobile VR HMDs without the need for physical grounding within the nomadic VR interaction scenario?

To demonstrate how kinesthetic feedback can be generated without the need for physical grounding, we presented the GyroVR system. GyroVR consists of a flywheel attached to the back of a VR HMD allowing to impede the motion of the user to simulate inertia. We presented the design and implementation of GyroVR and explored different mounting techniques and their perceived forces. In a preliminary user study (n=12) we were able to explore the impact different mounting positions have on immersion, enjoyment and simulator sickness. Overall, participants reported they enjoyed the concept despite a certain base level of simulator sickness. Even though the user study did not quantitatively show a clear benefit for immersion, engagement and enjoyment when using GyroVR, a possible trend does exist. This warrants further testing with a larger sample size to determine if the trend truly indicates significance. We additionally implemented and presented three example applications that further present the potential design space and different concepts of mapping the force inside of the virtual environment. Our results give a first understanding of the implications of attaching a flywheel to the back of a VR HMD to enable kinesthetic forces for mobile VR HMDs without the need for physical grounding [Core2].

4.1.3 Context

**Research Question 3:** How to enable the usage of mobile VR HMDs inside of moving vehicles (e.g., car) and avoid simulator sickness?
To explore how mobile VR HMDs can be used and leveraged inside of a moving car, we presented the CarVR system. CarVR is a prototype consisting of a mobile VR HMD, an external inertial measurement unit (IMU) and an on-board diagnostics (OBD) reader. By collecting the rotational information of the car using the IMU and combining it with the acceleration from the OBD reader, we were able to align the virtual world with the physical forces and thereby resolving the conflict between visual and vestibular information. In a user study (n=21), we compared the CarVR inside a moving vehicle to the baseline condition of having no kinesthetic forces (standing vehicle). Our results showed that the perceived kinesthetic forces in the driving condition were able to significantly increase enjoyment and immersion while significantly reducing simulator sickness. We further presented a set of design considerations for designing in-car VR entertainment applications for designers and practitioners [Core4].

**Research Question 4: How to incorporate resources inside the physical environment to enhance the experience inside the virtual environment?**

To demonstrate how common objects in the physical environment (e.g., office chair) can be embedded into the virtual world to enhance the experience, we presented SwiVRChair. SwiVRChair is a motorized office chair that is capable of rotating the user towards a certain direction and additionally block a user’s rotation. In this case study we showed that everyday objects can be incorporated through a slight modification with actuators (motor and clutch), sensors (AS5047D rotary sensor) and a careful design of the virtual environment around the included object. SwiVRChair was embedded into a story telling context, allowing to nudge a user’s attention towards virtual content and thereby empowering the content creator to have control of the current view of the user. By using a physical rotation instead of a virtual rotation of the camera we were able to avoid simulator sickness. In a preliminary user study (n=16) we were able to show that using the SwiVRChair system compared to virtual rotation, participants experienced significantly higher immersion and enjoyment while having a reduction of simulator sickness (not statistically significant). Additionally, we found that it was important to keep some abilities (e.g., manual rotation) of the integrated object to not break the mental model of interaction (putting my feet on the ground and rotate) of the user.

The overall very low simulator sickness in both conditions of the SwiVRChair system was a surprising outcome. We partially explain this effect with the overall lower head movement of the participants using SwiVRChair. Participants were more “leaning back” and enjoying the experience and did not have the pressure of having to explore the whole environment to “not miss anything”. While we offered the ability of always breaking free of the chair’s movement, participants
often did not see the need for it, since they got directed towards the relevant content. This case study showed how resources in the physical environment can be incorporated to enhance virtual experience of the user [Core3].

**Research Question 5:** How to allow people without a VR HMD inside of the social environment of a VR HMD user to understand and interact with the virtual world of the immersed user?

To explore how people without a VR HMD (non-HMD user) can be integrated in a meaningful way into a VR experiences, we presented ShareVR. ShareVR is a proof-of-concept prototype using floor projection and mobile displays in combination with positional tracking to visualize the virtual world for non-HMD users and enable them to interact with the HMD user and become part of the VR experience. We designed and implemented ShareVR based on the feedback of early adopters (n=48) of VR technology. We implemented three experiences for ShareVR which each explore a different aspect of the novel design space. In a next step we conducted a user study (n=16) comparing ShareVR to a baseline condition (TV + gamepad) showing its advantage in terms of enjoyment, presence and social interaction. We found that the physical interaction with ShareVR not only increased the enjoyment for the non-HMD user but also for the HMD user. This shows that the integration of non-HMD users does not only help to include people in the virtual environment but also increases the overall experience of the HMD user. In a final step we conducted a short exploratory evaluation (n=6) which we used to help us explore the design space of ShareVR and give insights and guidelines for designers of co-located asymmetric VR experiences. [Core5].

**Research Question 6:** How to design a mobile VR HMD that allows non-HMD users to perceive the virtual environment and be able to interact with the HMD user?

To explore an appropriate design for mobile VR HMDs that are capable of incorporating non-HMD users, we presented FaceDisplay. FaceDisplay is a mobile VR HMD prototype consisting of three touch sensitive displays and a depth camera attached to its back. FaceDisplay enables people in the surrounding to perceive the virtual world through the displays and interact with the HMD user via touch or gestures. We presented three applications (FruitSlicer, SpaceFace and Conductor), each focusing on one specific aspect of the asymmetric co-located interaction. We further conducted an exploratory user study (n=16), observing pairs of people experiencing two of the applications. Our results showed that FaceDisplay was able to let the Non-HMD User perceive and interact with the HMD User but resulted also in a high level of dominance and responsibility of the Non-HMD User over the HMD User [Core6].
4.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR HMDs

Besides the answers to the research questions and as one additional overall contribution of this thesis, three implications for the design of VR HMDs are presented. These insights were developed throughout the whole duration of the thesis and mainly arised through observation and exposure of users and as a direct conclusion of presented findings of this thesis.

4.2.1 Social Co-located Virtual Reality

At the time of writing, VR HMDs are mainly optimized for the wearer and ignore everyone else in the surrounding and result in little usage of the technology within social and public spaces [Core5]. As part of the ShareVR project, we conducted an online survey (n=48) with early adopters on the online forum Reddit. The survey focused in parts on the current coping mechanisms when one VR HMD is shared by multiple people. When asked about their social coping, respondents agreed (48%) to prefer traditional consoles over VR HMDs when friends are around and would invite friends over more often (52%) for gaming sessions if there would be a better way of playing together having one HMD. Furthermore, respondents agreed that they would not mind being a passive observer (58%) and can imagine having fun playing with another person with an HMD whilst not having an HMD themselves (71%) [Core5].

The main issue here is that HMDs are currently still being designed as if they will be used alone in a living room. Since HMDs are inherently visually exclusive (only the wearer can see the virtual world), the technology lacks the usage in social situations where multiple people are present. This highly impedes the adoption and distribution of the technology because users prefer to use VR when they are alone.

Figure 4.1: The interaction gradient for FaceDisplay. Starting from the most engaged (a) touch to (b) gesture, (c) external device and (d) observing [Core6].
One of the main arguments of this thesis is that VR HMDs can become more socially accepted and even socially engaging if the technology will start to consider its full social context of use. This change of the design perspective has to be done in hardware and software. On the one hand the hardware should support possibilities to visualize the virtual world to non-HMD users but also allow for some form of interaction of non-HMD users. On the other hand the experiences have to be designed in a form that non-HMD users can potentially become a part of the experience in either a passive (observer) or active form. This addresses both challenges that were identified in this thesis that currently impede VR HMD usage in social contexts, namely exclusion of the non-HMD user and isolation of the HMD user. This thesis presents two approaches on how to build an “inclusive” VR experiences for stationary [Core5] and mobile [Core6] VR HMDs. In this context we further presented an interaction gradient (see Figure 4.1) which covers several levels of engagement. This thesis proposes, that to battle exclusion of non-HMD users, VR HMDs have to provide at the minimum the ability to observe some abstraction of the virtual world in any form. To further battle isolation of the HMD user, the VR HMDs have to provide some form of interaction and manipulation of the virtual world by the non-HMD users. This allows the non-HMD user to interact with the HMD and even resulted in a significantly increased level of engagement for the HMD user when this interaction had a physical component (e.g., touching the HMD user, sharing the same physical space) [Core5]. Both projects (ShareVR and FaceDisplay), further showed how the asymmetry of the interaction can be leveraged inside the design of the experience to result in highly different but highly enjoyable experiences that exploit the individual strength of each role. Even if one could make the argument that in a future everyone is going to wear HMDs, there still will be a division between immersed and non-immersed users. Not everyone will be part of my virtual experience but still stand next to me observing my actions in some form. My world and my actions have to be presented to the non-immersed user in some form or another to be able to avoid these pitfalls of exclusion and isolation. To explore this future research direction and start a community within the field of HCI, a workshop was organized at CHI 2019 focusing on the topic of Challenges Using Head-Mounted Displays in Shared and Social Spaces [All12].

4.2.2 Physical Environmental Context as an Opportunity

Similar to the human factors of the context, the physical environmental factors are currently often ignored in most designs of VR HMDs and their experiences. Most HMDs are still designed to be mainly operated in a traditional home setting. One of the first challenges here is to
handle the physical environment in a form that it does not interfere with the experience (e.g., using a VR HMD inside a moving vehicle results in involuntarily rotational inputs). This first step could detect the physical context and cope with it to allow for a similar experience as in stationary settings. However, similar to the progress of smartphones, the physical environment should not only be coped with but can actually be leveraged to enhance the overall experience. Similar to the rise of location based services, VR HMDs can embrace and incorporate factors of the physical environment to either address inherent problems of the technology (e.g., simulator sickness) or enhance the overall experiences (e.g., incorporate kinesthetic forces from motion of the physical environment). To be able to achieve these types of experiences the physical environment has to be sensed and be in constant communication with the virtual world as already presented in visions of Ubiquitous Computing and the Internet of Things. This combination would be one step forward towards the vision of ubiquitous mixed reality as defined and presented within this thesis.

To explore the potential of this approach, we presented two projects in this thesis showing how to build and design VR applications inside moving vehicles (CarVR) and how to leverage parts of the infrastructure inside of a virtual environment (SwiVRChair). Both projects had to face the initial challenge on having to instrument the environment with additional sensors to have highly accurate measures of the rotation of the chair (magnetic rotary position sensor) or orientation and speed of the car (inertial measurement unit and OBD reader). Having these measurements allows either to correct or even incorporate the associated motion inside the virtual world. The project CarVR was able to not only compensate the issues arising from the physical environment (motion of the vehicle) but actually designed the VR experience around this motion to leverage it. This allowed for solving the conflict between the visual and vestibular system and subsequently reduce simulator sickness significantly [Core4]. A similar effect was also achieved in the SwiVRChair project. Both projects used a one to one mapping of the physical environment and the corresponding virtual representation (e.g., a 90 degree right turn in the physical world was also represented as a 90 degree right turn in the virtual world). However, prior work already showed that while immersed in a virtual world a user can not perfectly distinguish his real physical motion if a different virtual motion is shown (e.g., a 45 degree physical turn could be represented as being a higher degree virtual turn) [9, 40, 27]. This effect allows to design virtual experiences that do not have to perfectly match the forces in the physical environment.
4.2.3 The Unfinished Device Type

This thesis was referring to the parallels between the evolution from stationary VR to mobile VR and the evolution of stationary personal computers to mobile devices. Following this parallel we can compare the first smartphone (IBM Simon or Nokia 9000 Communicator [243]) to the recent consumer oriented HMDs (Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, PSVR). This comparison enables a glimpse into the potential transformation lying ahead of current VR HMDs. Comparing the sensors and actuators of the first smartphones shows a lack of technology that is currently considered an essential part of a smartphone (e.g., camera, IMU, accelerometer, proximity sensor, vibration motor, speaker). Applying this perspective to current mobile VR HMDs we can assume that we are working with an unfinished and transforming device type.

Potential extensions are already explored where the proximity of the technology to the human face can be leveraged to collect unobtrusive physiological data (e.g., eye tracker [All11], skin conductance [14]) or give additional feedback in the facial area (e.g., heating [174], vibration and EMS [249], kinesthetic feedback [Core2]). This thesis proposed several additional extensions of the HMD to either allow for a novel form of input (FaceTouch), a new type of feedback (GyroVR) and a new form of communicating the content that is presented inside the virtual world to outside users (FaceDisplay). All these projects were designed with the constraint of being part of a mobile VR HMD and not function as additional or separate hardware. This further justifies the engineering research approach applied to current HMDs and should not be dismissed as “tinkering”, since similar approaches in early mobile computing research were able to predict future extensions such as a rotational sensor [206, 87].

"In this demonstrator, the orientation of the user interface is adapted to the orientation of the device: if the device is held upright the user interface is displayed in the usual portrait mode, if it is turned sideways the user interface is switched to landscape mode [...]” (Schmidt et al. “More to Context then Location” 1999)

In his work, Schmidt et al. predicted the benefits of automatically rotating the screen of a mobile device, based on the rotation it was hold in [206]. Similarly, Hinckley et al. showed in his work Sensing Techniques for Mobile Interaction a variety of sensing capabilities (e.g., proximity sensor, accelerometer) and how they can be incorporated into future mobile devices to achieve new types of interactions (e.g., powering up the device when a user picks it up) [87]. Some of these modifications seemed initially to solve a non-existing problem, but became an integral part of current mobile devices due to the usability benefits they provided on a daily basis.
This thesis presented and explored *nomadic VR*, a new interaction scenario focusing on a stationary usage for mobile VR HMDs in public and social spaces. The interaction scenario was further embedded in a larger vision of ubiquitous mixed reality, based on the Milgram-Weiser continuum (a combination of Milgram et al.’s reality-virtuality continuum and Mark Weiser’s ubiquitous computing). The thesis draws a parallel between the transformation of stationary VR HMDs to mobile VR HMDs and the transformation of personal computers to mobile phones. The transformation of the personal computers was strongly influenced by the changing context of usage and was partially explored in the research field of context-aware computing. Drawing from these parallels, the thesis took a similar approach and explored the *nomadic VR* interaction scenario along three different challenges (*input*, *output* and *context*).

For each of these challenges, case studies were presented that each consisted of the design, implementation and evaluation of a potential extension for mobile VR HMDs. The *input* was extended via a touch sensitive input on the back of the HMD allowing the user to point at and select virtual content inside their field-of-view by touching the corresponding location at the backside of the HMD. To enable ungrounded kinesthetic feedback (*output*), GyroVR attached flywheels to the back of an HMD, leveraging the gyroscopic effect of resistance when changing the spinning axis of rotation. The *context* was explored from a human perspective and a physical environment perspective. For the human perspective the thesis presented two prototypes that visualized the virtual world to non-HMD users in the environment either via projection or via displays attached to the HMD. For the physical environment, the thesis showed two use cases how external physical motion can be included into the virtual world and leveraged to reduce simulator sickness and increase immersion and presence.

Overall, the thesis makes an argument that *nomadic VR* will be one specific interaction scenario in a future where HMDs will be capable of both augmented reality and virtual reality. In this future scenario, the
hard boundaries between virtual and augmented reality HMDs will become blurred and users will not actively choose to use AR or VR but will rather focus on the underlying task which then implicitly will operate somewhere on Milgram’s reality-virtuality continuum. To achieve this future, AR and VR HMDs will have to merge and go through a similar transformation as personal computers did when they in parts evolved into smartphones.

5.1 LIMITATIONS

All of the studies were mostly conducted inside a laboratory setting. This allows to create a fully controlled setup and increases the internal validity of the findings [90, 145] but reduces the external validity [167]. This methodology was necessary, since most of the projects consisted of a custom hardware prototype that could not be operated outside of the laboratory. This resulted also often in prototypes that were mainly optimized for the user study and had several impediments (e.g., weight). Additionally, the distribution of HMDs is currently not wide enough to be able to conduct “in the wild” experiments as previously done with smartphones. To be able to understand and discuss these unique challenges arising from HMDs leaving the laboratory and being used in social and public spaces, a workshop was organized and held at CHI 2019 in Glasgow called Challenges Using Head-Mounted Displays in Shared and Social Spaces [All12]. The main goal was to discuss and start a research agenda inside the scientific community about HMDs being operated in public and social spaces.

Each presented case study of this dissertation is only one possible approach of handling the specific challenge (input, output and context) inside the nomadic VR interaction scenario. Each approach was implemented and evaluated, but could have been addressing each challenge in a variety of different ways (e.g., enabling input using an HMD-integrated BCI). The purpose of these case studies was not to solve each challenge in a final way, but should rather be seen as a first exploration of each challenge to find and understand individual characteristics. Additionally, only a subset of the possible factors inside the context were explored. The selected factors were the ones considered to be able to nicely span and present the whole design space of the nomadic VR interaction scenario. Having said that, there is still potential in exploring different factors (e.g., sensing the user state) in future work.
5.2 FUTURE WORK

Inclusive AR HMDs

The focus of this thesis was on presenting and exploring nomadic VR, a new interaction scenario for mobile VR HMDs. The two identified issues inside the social context were: exclusion of non-HMD users and isolation of the HMD user. These two, do not only occur for VR but can also be expected to occur for AR in a slightly different form. When an AR HMD user is interacting with virtual content in front of him, all non-HMD users in the environment are similarly excluded as for VR HMDs. The isolation challenge for AR HMDs is more subtle, since the wearer is able to see non-HMD users and the surrounding environment. Nevertheless, being the only person in the environment capable of seeing certain digital content can create a different form of isolation. Similar to FaceTouch [Core1] and ShareVR [Core5], future projects could explore how current AR HMDs can be enhanced to include people without an HMD into the interaction.

Social HMDs for Co-Located Communication

A different upcoming research direction for HMDs, occurs on the intersection of social science, psychology and computer science. We can already observe the potential impact smartphones can have on social gatherings (e.g., phubbing1). Believing the argument, that HMDs will become the dominant computing platform in the future, we can start asking the question on how constant access to digital information in our visual field will impact our co-located social interactions. Realizing that this potential future changes the interaction paradigm of co-located scenarios from a pure human-human interaction to a human-computer-computer-human interaction, allows us to start designing devices in a form that they won’t impose breaks in a conversation, but rather enhance our co-located communication [All6]. This could be possible to achieve if the technology would be designed using insights and approaches from the field of computer-supported collaborative work [56].

1 The term ‘phubbing’ was coined by the Macquarie Dictionary and describes ‘The act of snubbing someone in a social setting by looking at your phone instead of paying attention’ [242]
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ABSTRACT

We present SwiVRChair, a motorized swivel chair to nudge users’ orientation in 360 degree storytelling scenarios. Since rotating a scene in virtual reality (VR) leads to simulator sickness, storytellers currently have no way of controlling users’ attention. SwiVRChair allows creators of 360 degree VR movie content to be able to rotate or block users’ movement to either show certain content or prevent users from seeing something. To enable this functionality, we modified a regular swivel chair using a 24V DC motor and an electromagnetic clutch. We developed two demo scenarios using both mechanisms (rotate and block) for the Samsung GearVR and conducted a user study (n=16) evaluating the presence, enjoyment and simulator sickness for participants using SwiVRChair compared to self control (Foot Control). Users rated the experience using SwiVRChair to be significantly more immersive and enjoyable whilst having a decrease in simulator sickness.
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INTRODUCTION

Whilst VR Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) have been researched for a long time in labs, we argue that upcoming research will have to focus on actual domestic/consumer use of HMDs and therefore address new upcoming problems and opportunities. Since Oculus announced the formation of the Oculus Story Studio1, a team focusing solely on creating virtual reality movies, the field of 360 degree story telling has received more public attention and can become one big selling point of consumer virtual reality (VR).

Since 360 degree movies are a fairly new medium, creators are facing several challenges such as controlling the attention of a user. In traditional movies this is done by applying cuts and

1https://storystudio.oculus.com/en-us/

Tracking shots which is not possible or advisable in VR since rotating the virtual scene in front of the user’s eyes will lead to simulator sickness [11]. One of the reasons this effect occurs is when the physical movement (measured by the vestibular system) and the visual movement are not coherent.

Since most current VR content is advisable to be consumed using a swivel chair [3], we propose the concept of physically moving the user by rotating the chair with an attached motor (figure 1). We implemented SwiVRChair by adding a 24V motor and an electromagnetic clutch connected through a timing belt (figure 3). The magnetic clutch allows the user to still resist and break free of the controls of SwiVRChair without harming the motor. Therefore, we do not try to fully control the user’s view but consider it more as a nudging and an immersing of the user into the scene.

In a user study (n=16) we evaluated the effect of SwiVRChair compared to Foot Control in terms of presence, enjoyment and simulator sickness. Participants watched two 360 degree scenes we designed using Unity3D containing both mechanics (rotate and block) resulting in a significantly higher rating for SwiVRChair in terms of presence and enjoyment while having a decrease in terms of simulator sickness compared to Foot Control. We offer the source code and building instructions as an open source platform.2

CONCEPT AND DESIGN SPACE

OculusVR founded Oculus Story Studio which is a company of former Pixar employees who focus on creating movies in VR which immerse the users in the story and are happening in 360 degree around them (figure 1). The goal of SwiVRChair is to offer a low-cost motion platform which can be used in current households and enhance the experience for VR content such as 360 degree movies. SwiVRChair uses a common swivel chair which is already

2http://www.uni-ulm.de/?swivrchair
Figure 2. On the left, the concept of block: The user is turned away from the monster (Pos. 1) and only sees its shadow in front of them. The user can either accept this or fight the blockage using his feet to turn the chair. On the right, the concept of rotate: The user is guided through the scene and certain content such as the purpose of the door (Pos. 2) is explained in more detail. In case the user gets bored, they can start turning away from the current content.

Wide spread in households and enhances it by adding a motor and a clutch (figure 3) to be able to automatically rotate the chair. This offers a design space based around rotational movements to control the user’s orientation inside a virtual 360 degree scene. We emphasize in our concept two basic actions rotate and block which we offer as a tool for content creators to use inside a 360 degree immersive virtual environment (IVE).

rotate. In the basic scenario the user is rotated towards certain content inside the IVE (figure 2). This allows the content creator of 360 degree IVE to simulate aspects of movies such as cuts or tracking shots. Similar to traditional movies these can be used to introduce the scene or have a more artistic aspect. The rotation can also be used to immerse the user more into the scene (e.g. as the result of an explosion the users will twist around). The rotation can be controlled by the parameters speed (how fast will the user rotate) and target (what angle should the user face at the end of the rotation).

block. The concept of blocking allows for the orientation of SwiVRChair to be kept at a certain angle (figure 2). This can be used to hide certain information from the user (e.g. a monster approaching from behind). This is a novel technique to story telling which derives from the freedom of looking around inside a 360 degree scene which was not possible in traditional cinema. Similar to rotate, block can either be used as a cinematic technique or to immerse the user even more into the IVE (e.g. some virtual character is holding the user).

Little is known about 360 degree storytelling, therefore we refer to the currently only available insights, “5 Lessons Learned While Making Lost” which were released by Oculus Story Studio [1]. One of the lessons was “Let go of forcing the viewer to look somewhere” which firstly sounds contrary to the SwiVRChair concept but is something that we built as an essential part into the concept of SwiVRChair. Both concepts of SwiVRChair (block and rotate) always allow the user to break out of the chair’s movement. Therefore we see both concepts just as a nudging, which the user can either accept and enjoy or can choose to break out of and explore the whole environment by themselves. This was one of the reasons why we decided to use a magnetic clutch (more details in the implementation section) and did not use a footrest. We wanted the user to still feel (and be) in control throughout the whole experience.

IMPLEMENTATION
SwiVRChair is powered by a type G42x40 24V DC Dunkermotor having a torque of 5.7 Ncm and 3100 rpm. In addition we use a planetary gearbox (PLG G42 S) consisting of metal gear rings having a 32:1 gear reduction. In a prior version we used a gearbox (PLG 42 K) made out of plastic rings which broke due to the force which was applied by fast rotation and direction changes. We added a further gear reduction using a toothed belt with a ratio of 3:1 resulting in an overall torque of ≈5.5 Nm and ≈33 rpm (without any load). This is enough to theoretically create a full rotation of an ≈100kg person 30 times a minute. However, the angular acceleration starting from a non-moving chair is more relevant, since it is unlikely that a participant will be rotated more than twice around its own axis. Using our setup (running on 20V) we are able to rotate an up to 100kg heavy participant from a standing position in 2.3 seconds half a revolution.

The magnetic clutch (Kendrion) consists of two parts, one attached to the drive shaft on the gearbox and the other attached to the toothed belt wheel. These two parts are not connected mechanically. The electromagnetic field created by applying 24V locks the two parts and the rotation of the motor is transferred through the toothed belt to the chair shaft. Once a user blocks the rotation using their feet the force generated exceeds the maximum capacity of the clutch and the electromagnetic field breaks. This principle allows the user always to break free of the movement of SwiVRChair without harming the gearbox and without having to apply too much force. To measure the precise orientation of the chair we attached a magnetic rotary positions sensor by arms (ASS047D) at the bottom of the chair shaft.

Figure 3 shows the implementation of SwiVRChair. We removed the rollers from a standard office swivel chair to block movement during a rotation and placed the chair on a wooden platform to position all the cables underneath. The motor and clutch were placed inside a metal frame and attached to the chair shaft. Both the motor and the clutch are controlled using a motor shield (figure 4) connected to an Arduino Mega 2560. The motor shield is connected to a 24V power supply and transfers an incoming PWM signal from the Arduino to a Voltage (0 - 24 V). The Arduino communicates via a Bluetooth shield (BLE Shield) with the Samsung GearVR headset running a Unity3D application of the IVE. This allows us to control the rotation of the chair from within the Unity scene.

The rotation algorithm of SwiVRChair is modeled using a “critical-damped-spring” system. This simulates a spring between the start and the target point having a certain stiffness (determined empirically) whereby the “critical-damping” ensures that the spring returns to equilibrium as quickly as possible without oscillating. Using this model allowed to compensate for friction and rubbing which a user generates with their feet and resulted in an overall smooth rotation.
RELATED WORK

We grounded our work in the field of Interactive Digital Storytelling and VR motion platforms.

SwiVRChair is motivated by the work of Versmeere et al. [15]. They present the different levels of engagement a cinema experience has (‘lean back’), compared to a game experience (‘lean forward’). They argue that 360 storytelling is a combination of both and raises the research question ‘can we indeed establish this engagement style that is neither fully lean-back nor lean forward’. SwiVRChair contributes to this exact question and can be seen as an extension of a ‘system’s’ output capabilities and contains new ‘potential narratives’ as defined by the framework of Koenitz [10]. As for the use of block and rotate, we used the most fundamental primitives SwiVRChair can physically offer, which allows for novel ‘Narrative vectors’. One of the early applications of these concepts of story telling to virtual reality was done by Fausch et al. [13].

Most current motion platforms for VR were designed based on the Steward platform [14] offering a six degree of freedom platform mostly driven by six hydraulic cylindric actuators. These platforms were suited for research laboratories [4] but are not suitable for a domestic scenario. Some prior research implemented motion platforms and feedback devices designed for domestic usage. HapticSeat [6] presented a low cost motion simulation by letting the user experience motion through three force feedback devices (one in each arm and one behind the head). This simplistic approach was also used in TactileBrush [8] where a grid of vibrotactile actuators attached to a chair render strokes on the user’s back to simulate motion. These systems both leverage the fact that users perceive motion mainly through their visual, auditory, vestibular and kinesthetic system [5, 7], whereas SwiVRChair actually moves the users instead of simulating motion. In contrast to rotovr [2], SwiVRChair does not create a motion platform which is controlled by the user, but instead focuses on the user being controlled by the environment. This is why SwiVRChair deliberately abstained from using footrests and artificial controls such as a gamepad, to enable the user to naturally interfere with the rotation.

USER STUDY

Procedure

To measure what impact SwiVRChair has on simulator sickness, presence and enjoyment we conducted a user study. We randomly recruited 16 participants (7 female) between 23 and 30 years old (M=26.1, SD=2.0) from our institution. Every participant watched two 360 degree movies we modeled in Unity3D wearing the Samsung GearVR and sitting on SwiVRChair. The scenes were watched directly after another (not removing the HMD in between) to have a longer experience (>6 Minutes). As a baseline condition we used the SwiVRChair setup without the motorization allowing the user to rotate freely throughout the whole experience (Foot Control). Both the scenes and the motor conditions were fully counterbalanced. Simulator sickness was measured using the RSSQ [9] before and after each motor condition (SwiVRChair, Foot Control) and presence and enjoyment were measured using the E2I questionnaire [12] after each motor condition.

The scenes were created based on the lessons learned by Oculus story studio [1]. The first scene took place in a space warehouse having the participant sit on a virtual chair in the center of the scene. A visual guide leads the user through the scene and introduces them to the environment. At the end a power malfunction of the virtual chair, turning the user away from an approaching creature and virtually punched in the face to end the scene spinning (figure 5 b). The second scene takes place in a forest inside a house of a fairy. The fairy enchants and spins several items (as well as the user) inside her home and brews a magic potion. After enchanting and scaring the user (figure 5 c), the fairy’s kettle explodes spinning her and the user out of the house. The whole experience consists of 3 full rotations (360°), 6 half rotations (180°) and 18 minor turns (90°).

Results

Simulator Sickness: The simulator sickness (figure 6 a) was low for both conditions (SwiVRChair: M=0.76 SD=0.045 and Foot Control: M=3.0 SD=4.40) on a practical scale of −8.44 to 82.04 [9]). However, a Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed no significance between SwiVRChair and Foot Control (Z=-0.99, p = n.s.)

Presence and Enjoyment: In the E2I questionnaire (figure 6 b) participants rated to have a significantly higher presence (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: Z=-2.14, p<.05) and enjoyment
Figure 5. Pictures taken from the users and their emotions during the study, where participants experience the two scenes. a) fighting against the chair b) getting punched by the space creature c) being scared by the fairy.

Figure 6. Participants rated enjoyment and presence (b) significantly higher using SwiVRChair while having less simulator sickness (a).

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test: Z=2.80, p<.01) using SwiVRChair (pre.: M=5.81 SD=0.9, enjoy.: M=5.6 SD=1.0)) vs Foot Control (pre.:M=5.2 SD=1.1, enjoy.: M=4.75 SD=1.3).

Usage Data: We measured the overall movement of the head and the chair for both conditions. In addition to the chair movement, participants moved their head more using Foot Control (M=2478°, SD=757°) than with SwiVRChair (M=2815° SD=1554°). After the study we let participants comment on their experience. Participants reported that using SwiVRChair, they "had a lot of fun", "felt comfortable using the device over a longer period of time" and did not have the pressure of "missing out on something". Finally, 14 participants said they preferred using SwiVRChair, wanted to have such a device at home and would pay approx 200 currency.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The overall very low simulator sickness of SwiVRChair surprised us as well as the participants. We partially explain this effect with the overall lower head movement of the participants using SwiVRChair. Participants were more "leaning back" and enjoying the experience and did not have the pressure of having to explore the whole environment to "not miss anything". While we offered the ability of always breaking free of the chair’s movement participants often did not see the need for it since they got directed towards the relevant content. One can imagine that future 360 degree movies will ideally end up having the same duration as current movies. Having to actively browse the scene and explore the environment for more than 1.5 hours will probably exhaust users. Therefore, we argue that this combination of directional nudging and freedom of exploring the scene offers an important mix of comfort allowing to enhance the experiencing of future 360 degree videos.

In the future, we are planning to systematically investigate the influence of parameters such as rotation speed or rotation distance on the simulator sickness and user experience to generate guidelines of how and where techniques such as rotate and block should be used in 360 degree movies.

In this work we presented SwiVRChair, a motorized swivel chair to control user orientation in 360 degree movies. We introduced the concept of nudging the user’s orientation by rotating the chair. We presented how to build SwiVRChair and release the source code and building instructions as an open source platform. We presented the results of a user study, showing that participants rated SwiVRChair significantly higher in terms of enjoyment and presence compared to Foot Control whilst having lower simulator sickness.
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ABSTRACT
We present FaceTouch, a novel interaction concept for mobile Virtual Reality (VR) head-mounted displays (HMDs) that leverages the backside as a touch-sensitive surface. With FaceTouch, the user can point at and select virtual content inside their field-of-view by touching the corresponding location at the backside of the HMD utilizing their sense of proprioception. This allows for rich interaction (e.g. gestures) in mobile and nomadic scenarios without having to carry additional accessories (e.g. a gamepad). We built a prototype of FaceTouch and conducted two user studies. In the first study we measured the precision of FaceTouch in a display-fixed target selection task using three different selection techniques showing a low error rate of \(\approx 2\%\) indicate the viability for everyday usage. To assess the impact of different mounting positions on the user performance we conducted a second study. We compared three mounting positions of the touchpad (face, hand and side) showing that mounting the touchpad at the back of the HMD resulted in a significantly lower error rate, lower selection time and higher usability. Finally, we present interaction techniques and three example applications that explore the FaceTouch design space.
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INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) head-mounted displays (HMD) are having a consumer revival with several major companies such as Facebook, Sony and Samsung releasing their consumer devices this year. In contrast to VR HMDs that are operated by a computer (such as Oculus Rift and HTC Vive), mobile HMDs have been presented which are operated solely by a mobile phone (e.g. Samsung GearVR and Google Cardboard). These mobile VR HMDs allow new usage scenarios where users can access Immersive Virtual Environments (IVEs) anywhere they want. Based on aspects of nomadic computing [17], we define this as nomadic VR.

Due to the omnipresence of mobile phones and the relatively low price, mobile VR HMDs (e.g. Google CardBoard) are expected to penetrate the consumer market more easily. However, current VR input research such as [1] and consumer products are focusing on stationary HMDs and input modalities that would not be available in nomadic scenarios. These include the instrumentation of the environment (e.g. Oculus’ positional tracking, HTC VIVE’s Lighthouse) or the usage of peripheral devices like 3D mice or game controllers. Hand tracking technology such as the Leap Motion strives for enabling “natural” interaction inside an IVE and lead to a higher level of immersion for certain scenarios (e.g. immersive experiences) but discounts utilitarian interactions such as browsing a menu or entering text, where the goal is on performance and less on immersion. We argue that interaction for VR should not only focus on enabling those “natural” interaction concepts but also enable a “super natural” interaction where users can interact and manipulate the virtual environment with little physical effort and enable interactions beyond human capability.
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We therefore investigate the concept of touch interaction inside an IVE as a first step towards that direction.

Current mobile VR UIs are designed to be operated using HeadRotation with a crosshair cursor or a gamepad. Since gamepads are not bundled with any mobile HMD (and do not fit the nomadic usage) the most targeted and used selection technique is HeadRotation. This leads to a limitation in the UI design space. With HeadRotation, a crosshair cursor is centered in the middle of the view, so that the user can aim at the target by rotating their head and select by using another means of input, such as a button or touch panel at the side of the VR device. The area of view has to be centered around the target location and as an implication, it is not possible to design display-fixed user interface elements (e.g. targets that are always at the bottom of the display). For this reason, current UI elements are implemented to be at a fixed location in 3D space (world-fixed UI). This forces either the content creator to embed every possible UI element (consider a keyboard for text input) inside the 3D scene or the user to leave their current scene to control UI elements (e.g. Samsung GearVR settings menu).

FaceTouch
To address these shortcomings, we present FaceTouch, an interaction technique for mobile VR HMDs leveraging the backside of the HMD as a touch surface (see Fig. 1). Adding touch input capabilities to the backside allows for direct interaction with virtual content inside the users field-of-view by selecting the corresponding point on the touch surface. Users cannot see their hands while wearing the HMD, but due to their proprioceptive senses [20] they have a good estimate of their limbs in relation to their body. Supported by visual feedback as soon as fingers are touching the surface, as well as their kinesthetic memory, users find in FaceTouch a fast and precise alternative interaction technique for nomadic VR scenarios that does not require them to carry an additional accessory (e.g. a gamepad).

In order to explore the design space we built a hardware prototype consisting of an Oculus Rift and a 7 inch capacitive touchpad mounted to the backside (see Fig. 3). We ran two user studies to investigate the precision and interaction time of FaceTouch for display-fixed UIs and measure the impact of the mounting position on those factors. In a first user study (n=18) we conducted a target selection task in a display-fixed condition showing a possible throughput [22] of \( \approx 2.16 \) bits/s. Furthermore, we present a selection point cloud, showing how precise users can point at targets relying only on proprioception. In a second user study (n=18), we investigated the impact of the mounting position on performance, comparing three different locations (face, hand and side) and showing a significantly lower error rate and lower selection time when mounting the touchpad on the backside of the HMD, justifying our design decision for FaceTouch.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this paper are:

- The concept of FaceTouch, an interaction technique for mobile VR HMDs allowing for fast and precise interaction in nomadic VR scenarios. It can be used on its own or combined with HeadRotation to further enrich the input space in mobile VR.

- Showing the feasibility of FaceTouch for display-fixed user interfaces, offering a low selection error rate (\( \approx 3\% \)) and fast selection time (\( \approx 49 \) s), making it viable for everyday usage.

- Comparing three different mounting positions of the touchpad and showing the advantages (\( \approx 8\% \) less errors then hand and \( \approx 29\% \) less then side) and user preference for the face mounting location.

- Exploration of the design space of FaceTouch through the implementation of three example applications (gaming controls, text input, and 3D content manipulation) showing how the interaction can be utilized in display-fixed as well as world-fixed VR applications.

RELATED WORK
Our work is related to the research fields of back-of-device interaction, proprioceptive interaction and input techniques for IVEs.

Back-of-Device Interaction
In order to eliminate finger occlusion during touch interaction, researchers proposed back-of-device interaction [14, 18, 35, 2] which leverages the backside of a mobile device as an input surface.

Several implementations and prototypes where proposed which either used physical buttons on the backside [14, 18] or used the backside as a touch surface [31, 35]. Wigdor et al. enhanced the concept by introducing "pseudo-transparency" which allowed the users to see a representation of their hand and fingers allowing the users to precisely interact with the content independent of finger sizes [37]. Furthermore, Baudisch et al. showed that the concept of back-of-device interaction works independent of device sizes [2]. Wigdor et al. applied the concept further to stationary devices such as a tabletop [38]. Without seeing their hands and using only the sense of proprioception, participants interacted with a tabletop display by selecting targets under the table.

FaceTouch extends the field by being the first work utilizing back-of-device interaction in VR. In contrast to existing techniques, the user is completely visually decoupled from their body and by that means not able to see their arms while approaching a target. This forces the user to rely even more on proprioception to interact with the content.

Proprioceptive Interaction
The human capability of knowing the position and relation of the own body and its several body parts in space is called proprioception [3]. It usually complements the visual sense when reaching for a target, but even when being blindfolded from their physical environment, users can utilize their proprioceptive sense especially well to reach parts of their own body, such as being able to blindly touch their own nose [15].

Wolf et al. showed that due to the proprioceptive sense, participants were able to select targets on the backside of an iPad without visual feedback having no significant decrease in accuracy compared to visual feedback [39]. Serrano et al. explored the design space of "hand-to-face" input, where participants used gestures such as strokes on their cheeks for interacting with an HMD [33]. Lopes et al. showed how the sense of proprioception can be used as an output modality [20]. Similar to FaceTouch, most work in the field of back-of-device interaction leverages the sense of proprioception. A novelty of FaceTouch is that a back-of-device touchpad is attached to the user’s body and as a result the user can utilize proprioception while being immersed in a virtual environment. Also the user’s hands are not constrained by holding a device and can unrestrictedly be used for touch interaction.
Further, the use of proprioception was often explored in IVEs [24, 7, 19]. Mine et al. showed the benefits of proprioception in IVEs by letting participants interact with physical props in the non-dominant hand [24]. Similar to this approach, Lindeman et al. used a paddle in the non-dominant hand to leverage proprioception and passive haptic feedback in virtual hand metaphors [19].

Input Techniques for Virtual Environments

Besides novel feedback mechanisms [9, 10], a big part of recent VR research revolves around interaction concepts. The focus of interaction concepts for IVEs in related work is mostly on 3D interaction techniques [1] which can be classified as egocentric and exocentric interaction metaphors [28], distinguishing between whether the user interacts in a first-person view (egocentric) or a third-person view (exocentric) with the environment. Our focus will be on egocentric interaction concepts of which the most prevalent are the virtual hand and virtual pointer metaphors [1, 29].

The virtual hand metaphor is applied by tracking the user’s hand and creating a visual representation of it allowing the user to interact with content within arm’s reach [21]. Lindeman et al. presented how using a physical paddle in the user’s non-dominant hand to create passive haptic feedback can increase user performance for hand metaphor selection tasks [19]. FaceTouch offers the same advantages in terms of passive haptic feedback without forcing the user to hold a physical proxy. To enable virtual hand metaphor interaction with UI elements not in the user’s vicinity, researchers proposed concepts such as GoGo [27] or HOMER [4] which apply non-linear scaling of the hand position.

Virtual pointer metaphors rely on casting a ray into the virtual scene to enable user interaction [23]. Several techniques were proposed to determine the ray’s orientation which mostly rely on tracking the user’s hand similar to the virtual hand metaphor. The orientation of the ray can either be controlled by the hand position and wrist orientation or as a ray cast from the user’s viewpoint through the hand [26]. Different approaches combine either both hands [24] or use eye tracking [36]. The HeadRotation interaction of Samsung’s GearVR can be considered a virtual pointer metaphor where the ray is cast perpendicular to the center of the user’s viewpoint.

In contrast to previous work, FaceTouch enables direct interaction with content in and outside of the user’s vicinity without external tracking or additional accessories (as had been used in [30, 25]) and can be easily implemented in future mobile VR devices. Furthermore, FaceTouch offers passive haptic feedback which typically results in a higher selection performance [6].

INTERACTION CONCEPT

The basic principle of FaceTouch is to leverage the large unexploited space on the backside of current HMDs as a touch sensitive surface. This allows for the creation of a mapping between the physical touch surface in front of the user and their field-of-view within the IVE. By touching the surface, the user is touching a virtual plane within their field-of-view (see Fig. 2) with the same ratio and resolution as the physical touchpad resulting in a 1:1 direct mapping of physical touch and virtual selection. When aiming for a target, users can see the touch position of their fingers visualized on the virtual plane as soon as touching the surface. We refer to this step as LandOn. To commit a selection, we use two different techniques that can both complement each other for different selections. With LiftOff, a selection is committed when lifting a finger above a target, while with PressOn, a target is selected by applying pressure. Both techniques allow the user to correct the position of a finger on the virtual plane, before committing the selection. User interface elements for FaceTouch can be both: fixed to the display or to the world [8] (see Fig. 2).

World-fixed UIs

In current mobile VR HMDs, such as Samsung Gear VR, user interface elements are fixed within the virtual world and selectable by rotating the head and thereby turning the target into the center of the user’s view. This concept of interaction is suitable for UIs which try to immerse the user into the scene. However, it also poses the drawback that only elements within the centered focus (e.g. a crosshair in the center of the display) can be selected and a lot of head rotation is required for successive selections. With FaceTouch, world-fixed user interface elements can be selected alike, however the user does not have to center their view at the target. It is possible to select targets anywhere within the field-of-view by selecting the corresponding point on the virtual plane. Hence, users can keep their focus wherever they like.

Display-fixed UIs

In addition to world-fixed interfaces, FaceTouch allows to place display-fixed UI elements. These are always attached to the virtual plane and are independent of the users orientation (being always inside the users field-of-view). Examples for this are menu buttons that prove to be useful throughout interaction, such as reverting the last action in a modeling software, opening a settings menu, or virtual controls for gaming applications (more details in the Applications section). Display-fixed UI elements can be transparent to not occlude the field-of-view or even completely hidden for more experienced users. These kind of interfaces are crucial to realize utilitarian concepts such as data selection or text entry which focus more on user performance than on immersion. Therefore, the rest of this paper will focus on investigating parameters and performances with display-fixed UIs.

IMPLEMENTATION

We built a hardware prototype of FaceTouch by mounting a 7 inch capacitive touchpad (15.5cm x 9.8cm) to the backside of an Oculus Rift DK2 (see Fig. 3). Even though we do not consider the Oculus Rift a mobile VR HMD since it has to be connected to a computer, it allowed us to easily integrate the rest of the hardware and was sufficient for our study designs. The touchpad is embedded in a 3D-printed case and attached to the HMD via 5 small buttons to enable the detection of finger presses on the touchpad. An Arduino Pro Mini is used to control these buttons. The side...
touchpad was mounted on the right side of the HMD to simulate an often used mounting location for HMDs which is considered ergonomic (e.g., Gear VR and Google Glass). The side touchpad has the same resolution and aspect ratio as the face touchpad. The size is approximately 10.8cm × 6.8cm. Both touchpads were picked so that they would offer as much touch space as possible for the mounting position used. Oculus Rift, the touchpad and the Arduino are tethered to a computer running Windows 8.1. The VR environments are rendered with Unity 5.0.1.

**DISPLAY-FIXED UI - USER-STUDY**

To show that FaceTouch can be used on daily basis with mobile/nomadic VR HMDs we ran a user study which simulates the interaction with display-fixed interfaces. We conducted a target selection user study for display-fixed UIs to investigate parameters relevant for FaceTouch. Since users rely on proprioception, we were interested in how accurate and fast users could hit targets of different sizes and locations, especially without visual feedback. Depending on size and distance, we expect users to get close to the target while blindly attempting a selection, but not being able to accurately select the target. For this reason we compared LandOn, as a selection technique without visual feedback as a baseline to LiftOff and PressOn. The latter two allow for the correction of the initial selection by first visualizing the touch location and requiring an additional commit method afterwards.

By positioning the virtual touch plane at the actual distance of the physical surface, we expect less interference with the proprioceptive sense. However, the Oculus guidelines [40] suggest display-fixed virtual planes to fill out only a third of the field of view leading to less "eye strain". For that reason, we were also interested in the effect of changing the virtual plane distance.

**Study Design**

The study was conducted as a target selection task using a repeated measures factorial design with three independent variables. As independent variables we chose commit method (LandOn, LiftOff and PressOn), plane distance (NearPlane, MidPlane and FarPlane) and target size (small and large).

**Commit method.** We implemented three methods to commit a selection. With LandOn, a target is immediately selected at the initial point of contact of a finger. By this, no visual feedback is given prior to selection. LiftOff, selects the target that was touched when lifting the finger from the surface, while PressOn selects the target below the finger when physical pressure is applied to the touchpad. For LiftOff and PressOn, a cursor is presented on the virtual plane as visual feedback to represent the finger.

**Plane distance.** We used three different ratios for the field-of-view and the size of the virtual plane. NearPlane positioned the virtual plane at the same virtual distance as the touchpad was attached to the HMD. FarPlane positioned the virtual plane at a distance to fill out approximately a third of the field of view, as suggested by the guidelines of OculusVR [40]. The MidPlane was positioned in-between NearPlane and FarPlane, filling out approximately half of the field-of-view.

**Target size.** The small circular targets were picked based on the Android Design Guidelines for the smallest target having the size of 48dp (density-independent pixels) approximately 7.8mm. large targets received double the size (96dp approximately 15.6mm).

This resulted in nine combinations (3 commit methods × 3 plane distances) which were presented to the participants using a 9 × 9 Latin square for counterbalancing. Target size was randomized together with the target position as described in the Procedure.

The dependent variables were selection time, error rate and simulator sickness. The latter was measured using the RSSQ (Revised Simulator Sickness Questionnaire) [16]. We included the simulator sickness since we were particularly interested in the subscale "Ocular Discomfort" and expected the plane distance to influence this.

**Procedure**

For the first user study we only used the face mounting position. All participants performed a target selection task whilst wearing the FaceTouch prototype and sitting on a chair. Participants were instructed to lean back on the chair and were not allowed to rest their arms on a table to simulate the nomadic scenario. To begin with, participants were introduced to the concept of FaceTouch and filled out a demographic questionnaire. Based on the Latin square, each combination (commit method and plane distance) was presented and explained to the participants. Each participant filled out the RSSQ for simulator sickness before and after completing the target selection task with each combination. Participants were allowed to practice with each combination until they felt comfortable. At the end each participant filled out a final questionnaire comparing the presented combinations.

The target selection task consisted of 12 circular targets arranged in a 4 × 3 cellular grid across the virtual plane (Fig. 4). Similar
to Lubos et al. [21], participants started with selecting the start button before each target which was located in the center of the plane having the target size small. This started the timer and randomly spawned a target in the center of one of the 12 cells. This allowed us not having to use a perfect circular arrangement of targets but cover the full surface of the touchpad (also the corners) and still have a fair measurement of time. Each cell was repeated 3 times with both target sizes resulting in at least six targets per cell and at least 72 targets per combination. If a participant failed to successfully select a target the target was repeated at a later point in time (similar to [2] this repetition was not applied for LandOn since a high error rate made it impracticable). For each participant, the study took on average 1.5 hours.

Participants
We randomly recruited 18 participants (12 male, 6 female) from our institution with an average age of 27 (range: 21 to 33). All had an academic background being either students or had studied at the university. On average participants had been using touchscreens for 10 years (range: 3 to 12). Eight of the participants had never used an HMD before. Each participant received 10 currency.

Results
Our analysis is based on 18 participants selecting targets of two sizes on 12 locations with 3 different plane distances using 3 different commit methods each with 3 repetitions resulting in over 11664 selections.

Error Rate
An error was defined as a selection attempt which did not hit the target (selecting the start button was not taken into consideration). Figure 5 shows the average error rate for each commit method with each plane distance and each target size. A 3x3x2 (commit method x plane distance x target size) repeated measures ANOVA (Greenhouse Geisser corrected in case of violation of sphericity) showed significant main effects for commit method (F(1.078,18.332)=634.822, p<.001, η²=0.24) and target size (F(1,17)=801.810, p<.001, η²=0.97). We also found significant interaction effects for target size x commit method (F(1,141,19.402)=437.581, p<.01, η²=0.96).

As we expected, pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) revealed that participants made significantly more errors (p<.001) using LandOn (M=54.7%, SD=9%) than PressOn (M=1.8%, SD=1.9%) and significantly (p<.001) more using LandOn than LiftOff (M=2.2%, SD=1.8%). It is worth pointing out, that the average LandOn error rates for the targets close to the start button (target 5 and 6 on Fig. 7) were only at 8%. This indicates that the precision drastically reduces when the user had to cover longer distances blindly.

A second interesting finding was that participants made significantly (p<.05) more errors using the NearPlane (M=20.9%, SD=4%) compared to the MidPlane (M=18.4%, SD=4%). One has to keep in mind that the plane distance only changed the visual target size, not the actual target size on the touchpad. This showed similar to prior work [41] that the target size which is presented to the user, significantly influences the accuracy of the pointing, even if the actual touch area stays the same. Finally, we found a significantly (p<.001) higher error rate of participants selecting small targets (M=25.6%, SD=3.8%) compared to large targets (M=13.6%, SD=2.9%).

Selection Time
As the selection time we defined the time between selecting the start button and the target. Only successful attempts were taken into consideration. Figure 6 shows the average selection time for each commit method, plane distance and target size. We excluded LandOn from the analysis since it resulted in a too high error rate. A 2x3x2 (commit method x plane distance x target size) repeated measures ANOVA (Greenhouse Geisser corrected in case of violation of sphericity) showed significant main effects for plane distance (F(2,34)=8.928, p<.05, η²=0.17) and target size (F(1,17)=345.773, p<.001, η²=0.95).

Confirming with Fitts’ Law, pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) revealed that participants were significantly (p<.001) faster in selecting large targets (M=1.22s, SD=0.17s) than small targets (M=1.51s, SD=0.19s). For comparisons, we calculated the mean selection time of LandOn (M=0.84s, SD=0.14s). Unlike for the error rate, plane distance had no significant influence on the selection time.

Using this data we calculated an average throughput (following the methodology of [34]) for LiftOff of around (M=2.16 bps, SD=0.28 bps). The average throughput values for the mouse range from 3.7bps to 4.9bps [34] whereas touch has an average of 6.95bps [32].

LandOn Precision
Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons of means revealed that within their three attempts, participants’ touches resulted in a significantly (p<.001) higher amount of overshoots with small targets (M=1.44, SD=0.2) than with large targets (M=1.19, SD=0.29). Additionally, participants’ touches resulted in a significantly (p<.001) higher amount of overshoots using NearPlane (M=1.6, SD=0.25) than MidPlane (M=1.3, SD=0.25) and significantly (p<.001) higher amount of overshoots using NearPlane than FarPlane (M=1.0, SD=0.4). To be able to understand and optimize the interaction using LandOn, we did an in-depth analysis of the selection locations. We were hoping to get a better insight into the level of accuracy people are able to achieve using the proprioceptive sense and how participants were using FaceTouch. We logged the location participants touched and defined an overshoot as a touch with a distance more than the length of the direct path. A 2x3x12 (target size x plane distance x target location) repeated measures ANOVA (Greenhouse Geisser corrected in case of violation of sphericity) on the number of overshoots (within the three attempts) showed a significant main effect for target size (F(1,17)=24.179, p<.001, η²=0.58), plane distance (F(2,34)=17.965, p<.001, η²=0.51) and target location (F(11,187)=20.377, p<.001, η²=0.54). Furthermore, there were significant interactions between target size x target location (F(11,187)=2.103, p<.05, η²=0.11) and plane distance x target location (F(22,374)=3.159, p<.001, η²=0.16).

To explore the differences between the cells, we numbered each cell of the target location (see Fig. 7). Pairwise comparisons of means between each cell revealed significant differences in the amount of overshoots. We could divide the cells in two groups, an overshoot (cells 2,3,6,7,10,11) and an undershoot group (cells 1,4,5,8,9,12), each containing half of the cells. Figure 7 shows the touch locations for small targets and MidPlane where the centroids for failed and successful selections are represented as a triangle, respectively a circle. One can easily see the two groups by comparing the relation between the success and the fail
centroids to the center. In the overshoot group the fail centroids are always further away from the start location, whereby in the undershoot group the fail centroids are between the start location and the target. This overshooting is related to the distance the users finger has to travel. These findings show that when relying solely on proprioception, users tend to overestimate their movement over longer distances, resulting in an undershooting and underestimate it when the target is close.

In a next step we created a function which calculates the optimal target size so 95% of the touch points would end up to be successful (this is only a rough estimate since the target size itself can influence performance [41]). The optimal target size would have a diameter of around 370px (30.06mm) which is smaller than targets of Wigdor et al. [38]. We assume this is due to the fact that people have a better sense of proprioception in their facial area than with a stretched out arm under the table.

**Usability Data**

In a final questionnaire we let participants rank the commit method and plane distance based on their preference. Participants ranked LiftOff unanimously to be the commit method they would like to use (second was PressOn). Furthermore, participants (17 votes) voted MidPlane to be the most comfortable to use followed by NearPlane and FarPlane. Commenting on open-ended questions, participants mentioned that they thought FaceTouch was a "great idea" (P16), worked "surprisingly well" (P10), had an "intuitive and natural interaction" (P2) and was "fast to learn" (P7). Analyzing the simulator sickness data we did not find any occurrence of simulator sickness (M=1.09, SD=0.56 on a practical scale of −8.44 to 82.04 [16]) nor significant differences for the different variables.

**Discussion**

Our research question for the first user study was to find out if FaceTouch is usable for display-fixed UIs and how the parameters commit method, plane distance, target size interact with the performance.

LiftOff. The low error rate and overall short selection time shows that LiftOff is overall suitable to interact with current UIs for VR HMDs. The UI elements can be picked being even smaller than the small targets (7.8mm), since the error rate was around 2.2%. However, calculating the perfect sizes needs further investigation. The touch data for LiftOff showed that participants mostly started from the center of the touchpad (on average 460px away from the target location) and did not try to place the initial touch close to the target. So for precise interaction, participants need one reference point where they start their movement and start seeing the position on the touchpad. We leveraged this in the implementation of one of our example applications (Text Entry Fig. 13) by splitting the keyboard into two parts and allowing the user to have one reference point for each hand leading to a reduced overall movement.

PressOn. The overall performance in terms of error rate and selection time of PressOn was similar to LiftOff, indicating that it would also be a valid choice for interacting with mobile VR HMDs. During the tasks, most participants never lifted the finger from the touchpad preferring to have the visual cue of the current touch location similar as for LiftOff. The biggest downside of PressOn was that pressing down on the touchpad resulted in the IVE to "shake" and led to a higher physical demand. This shaking only occurred in the PressOn condition, all other conditions had no negative effect since we used a capacitive touchpad that needs no pressure. However, this did not lead to a higher simulator sickness but was reported as being "uncomfortable". In a future prototype this can be solved using technology such as "ForceTouch" introduced by Apple.

As expected, LandOn performed significantly worse in terms of error rate in comparison to the other two commit methods. Nevertheless, it indicated a lower selection time (M=0.84s,
The analysis showed that users undershoot for targets which were located far from the starting point (see Fig. 7). In combination with the theoretically optimal target size of 30.06mm, UIs can be optimized for the under-overshoot. However, this is only valid for interactions which forces the user to select targets over a long distance. After the initial touch to “orientate” on the touchpad, participants have a high accuracy if the moving distance is fairly low (targets 6 and 7 have an average accuracy of 92% using LandOn, large targets and MidPlane). This can be utilized by designers (in combination with a two handed input) by placing two large buttons close to each other to simulate a gaming controller. We utilize this in a gaming application (see section Applications and Fig. 12).

An overall surprising finding was that the plane distance had a significant influence on the error rate even though the physical target size on the touchpad did not change. FaceTouch allowed for the decoupling of the physical target size from the visual target size and showed that the plane distance has to be chosen carefully. In our studies MidPlane led to the best performance by covering approximately half of the user’s field of view (oppose to the Oculus Rift guidelines [40] suggesting to only cover a third of the user’s field of view).

In summary, the results support our hypothesis that FaceTouch works as an interaction technique for display-fixed UIs. The precision and selection time suggests that FaceTouch is indeed a viable approach for bringing pointing input to mobile VR HMDs. Furthermore, our findings give design guidelines (which we used ourselves in the example applications) for UI designers on when to use which commit method and how to design for each commit method.

TOUCHPAD POSITIONING - USER STUDY

After showing the precision which FaceTouch offers with display-fixed UIs on the face mounting position we wanted to explore alternative mounting position of the touchpad and measure their impact on the users performance. We decided to compare three mounting positions (face, hand, side). We selected those positions since we expected face to have the highest level of perception and therefore the highest accuracy, hand because of its comfortable position over long use and side as a baseline to compare against the current state of the art of controlling HMDs with a touchpad at the temple (e.g. GearVR or Google Glass). Based on the optimal parameters for target size and target location we determined in the first user study, we conducted a target selection study with display-fixed UIs placing the touchpad on the face, on the back of the HMD (hand), or similar to the GearVR on the side of the HMD (side) (see Fig. 8). The goal was to determine if placing the touchpad on the backside of the HMD would affect the the proprioceptive cues more compared to the other two positions.

Study Design

The study was conducted using a repeated measures factorial design with one independent variable (mounting position) having three levels (face, hand, side). As a selection technique we used LandOn and LiftOff however did not compare between those since we used different target sizes which were the optimal from the first user study (LandOn with large and LiftOff with small). We decided to use large for LandOn to be able to compare the results for hand and side with the first study. We omitted PressOn from the study since it yield similar results to LiftOff. The plane distance was MidPlane. The mounting position and commit method were counterbalanced.

The dependent variables were selection time, error rate, usability and workload. Usability was measured using the SUS questionnaire [5] and workload using the raw NASA-TLX [12]. The touchpad on the side had the same aspect ratio and resolution as the face but was smaller in size (10.8 cm x 6.8 cm) to fit on the side of the HMD. The mapping from the touchpad on the side to the input plane in front of the user was evaluated in an informal pre-study with several colleges from the institution and set fix for all participants (from the users perspective back being right and front being left). For the hand condition the touchpad from face was taken out and put into a case which the participant would hold in his non dominant hand an interact using the dominant hand. Other than this, the same apparatus as in the first study was used.

Procedure

The same target selection task as in the first user study for display-fixed UIs was used. Participants were able to practice as long as they wanted and started with LandOn or LiftOff (counterbalanced). Each of the 12 targets were selected three times. After both commit method with each mounting position was done participants filled out the SUS and NASA-TLX questionnaire. At the end of the study participants ranked each mounting position in terms of comfort and could comment on the positioning. The whole study took on average 45 minutes.

Participants

We randomly recruited 18 participants (14 male, 4 female) with an average age of 26 (range: 20 to 36) and all having an academic background being either students or employed at the institute. On average participants had 6 years experience using touchscreen and 7 had experience in using VR HMDs. Each participant received 10 currency.

Results

Error Rate: An error was defined similar to the first study. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the error rate for each mounting position. A one factorial repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect for mounting position (F(2,34)=38.276, p<.001, η²=0.69) using LandOn. Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons revealed that face (M=0.35, SD=0.1) had a significant lower error rate than hand (p<.05) and side (M=0.65,
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Figure 9. LandOn touch locations for each mounting position with centroids for failed and successful targets. One can see the high level of scatter for the side position and the relatively low scatter for face.
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![Figure 9. LandOn touch locations for each mounting position with centroids for failed and successful targets. One can see the high level of scatter for the side position and the relatively low scatter for face.](image)

We calculated the euclidean distance for each touch point from its mounting position (right). The average selection time for LiftOff (M=91.70 px, SD=10.5 px) had a significant lower error rate compared to face (M=110.81 px, SD=18.40 px, p<.001) and side (M=160.70 px, SD=28.84 px). Furthermore, hand had a significant lower scatter compared to side (p<.001). Combining these results with the significant lower error rate showed that participants could easier locate the targets when the touchpad was positioned at the face.

**Selection Time:** Similar to the first study, we measured the time between selecting the start button and selecting the target. Only successful attempts were taken into consideration. Figure 10 shows the average selection time for each mounting position using LandOn and LiftOff (+/- standard deviation of the mean).

![Figure 10. (left) The average error rate in percentage for the mounting position using LandOn and LiftOff (+/- standard deviation of the mean). (right) The average selection time for mounting position using LandOn and LiftOff (+/- standard deviation of the mean).](image)

Usability, Workload and Fatigue: A one factorial ANOVA revealed a significant difference between the mounting position for the SUS (F(2,34)=25.134, p<.001, η²=0.60) and NASA-TLX questionnaire (F(2,34)=29.149, p<.001, η²=0.63). Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons revealed a significant higher SUS score of face (M=79.86, SD=10.72) versus side (M=51.11, SD=19.40) (p<.001) and hand (M=76.11, SD=14.84) versus side (p<.001). Furthermore, side (M=27.11, SD=5.48) had a significant higher workload compared to face (M=17.22, SD=4.21) and hand (M=18, SD=5.92) (p<.001). Overall, face had the highest SUS rating and lowest NASA-TLX workload score. This shows that users preferred the face location in terms of usability and workload.

To measure fatigue, we let participants state their physical demand on a 7 point Likert scale (subsacle of the NASA-TLX). A one factorial ANOVA revealed a significant difference between the mounting position for physical demand (F(2,34)=8.721, p<.001, η²=0.34). Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons revealed a significant lower physical demand of face (M=3.1, SD=1.7) versus side (M=3.8, SD=1.35) (p<.01) and hand (M=2.2, SD=1.4) versus side (p<.01).

**Discussion**

The goal of the positioning study was to measure the impact of the location of the touchpad for LandOn and LiftOff. The LiftOff commit method showed no big differences between the different mounting positions even though face was slightly better in terms of error rate and selection time compared to hand and side. Interacting using LiftOff benefits from the visualization and therefore does not rely on the proprioceptive sense that much.

The biggest difference for the mounting position were found in the LandOn condition. Placing the touchpad at the backside of the HMD (face) resulted in the overall best result (significant lower errors, scatter of touchpoints and highest SUS and lowest workload). Participants mentioned that they had a better "understanding" and "perception" when trying to blindly find the touch points. This probably results from the fact that the proprioceptive sense works better around the facial location and has more cues that the participants know the location of (eyes, nose, mouth etc.). Holding the touchpad in the hands (hand) users only have two known relation points, the supporting hand and an approximate of the location from the finger touching. Participants also mentioned it was more difficult to coordinate those two actions (holding still and touching) which is easier in the face position. When positioning the touchpad on the side participants had to create a mental mapping from the physical touchpad.
located perpendicular to the virtual floating pad. Participants mentioned that this was inherently difficult (we let participants experience the reversed mapping as well but none perceived it as better fitting) whereby placing the touchpad at the back of the HMD (face) allowed “almost directly touching” the targets.

**Fatigue**

One of the big concerns when designing interaction for IVEs is the level of fatigue users will experience when interacting. Hand tracking technology such as the Leap Motion are a negative example here because of the “touching the void” effect [6]. Furthermore, [11] and [13] showed that having the ‘elbows tucked in’ or ‘bent the arm’ results in significant less fatigue than stretching the arm away from the body. However, the last one is necessary for most hand tracking devices since they are attached on the backside of the HMD and the hands must be in their FoV.

Using FaceTouch, fatigue occurred after our user studies that took on average over 1h. However, the motivation for FT is that such an interaction is being often used for short utilitarian purposes. Furthermore, when comparing against the currently wide spread touchpad at the temple (side), FaceTouch resulted in significant lower physical demand. To further increase the comfort of the interaction, participants started already to apply techniques on how to support their arms or heads to avoid fatigue effects (e.g. ‘The Thinker Pose’, lean back into the chair wrap the non-dominant arm around your chest and rest the dominant arm on it). This position can easily be held over the envisioned period of interaction compared to stretching the arms away from the body [11, 13].

When using FaceTouch over a longer period of time participants mentioned to expand the concept and allow to detach the touchpad and be able to hold it in the hand and using it with LiftOff. This would lower the fatigue of holding the arm over a longer period and allow for a more comfortable position. However, for small and fast interactions, participants (8) preferred using the face location.

These results challenge the current location of the touchpad at consumer VR HMDs such as the GearVR which placed its touchpad at the side. The current concept for the GearVR only uses the touchpad for indirect interaction (e.g. swipes). If this would be extended to allow direct touch the positioning should be reconsidered.

**APPLICATIONS**

To present the advantages, explore the design space of display-fixed UIs and show that FaceTouch is also capable of being used with world-fixed UIs we implemented three example applications (cf. video figure). First, we are going to present a general UI concept which we used to embed FaceTouch into VR applications. Afterwards, we present three example applications (gaming controls, text input and 3D modeling) we developed to show how FaceTouch can enhance interaction for current VR applications.

**General UI Concept**

In consumer VR there are currently very little UI concepts to control the device at a general UI level (e.g. control settings inside an IVE). Most devices such as the Oculus Rift and Google Cardboard let the user select applications and content and only afterwards the user puts on the device and immerses into the scene. To change settings the user has to take of the HMD and change those. The reason of which is that VR requires new interaction paradigms incompatible to standard interfaces.

By allowing the control of display-fixed UIs, FaceTouch enables a new way of navigation through UIs in IVEs without having to leave the current scene (Fig. 11). The virtual plane can be used to place UI elements similar to current smartphones (e.g. Android). By swiping up and down users can navigate through different virtual planes containing features such as Camera PassThrough, Application Plane or Settings Plane (Fig. 11). Swiping right and left offers settings or further detail to the currently selected virtual plane. This allows for interaction with display-fixed UIs without having to leave the current IVE. Since this interaction is not time critical, LiftOff or PressOn can be used as the commit method.

**Gaming Controls**

Games that require the user to control gaze and actions independently from each other (e.g. walking whilst looking around) currently demand to be used with a game controller. Using FaceTouch in combination with LandOn, simple controller elements can be arranged on the touchpad (Fig. 12). LandOn seems most suitable for this application, as it delivered the shortest input times while still providing the low accuracy that this type of application requires. In our implementation of a zombie shooter game we arranged five buttons (four buttons for walking and one for shooting) in a cross over the full touchplane of FaceTouch. The accuracy of the touches is completely sufficient since users don’t have to move their fingers over a great distance but mostly hover over the last touch point (resting the hand on the edges of FaceTouch). This allowed users to control movements independent from the gaze without having to carry around additional accessories.

**Text Input**

Current implementations of applications which need to search through a collection of data (e.g. 360° video databases) on mobile VR HMDs, require the user to browse through the whole library...
to find a certain entry. We implemented a simple QWERTY keyboard to input text inside an IVE. Using display-fixed UIs, allows for implementing the keyboard without having to leave the IVE (Fig. 13). Since this scenario requires a precise interaction we used LiftOff as the commit method. In an informal user study we let three experts without training input text ("the quick brown fox...") resulting in approximately 10 words per minute. This shows the potential of FaceTouch for text input in IVEs, which of course needs further investigation.

In the future we are planning to enhance the interaction with FaceTouch for multi-touch and two-handed interaction (e.g. for text entry), further investigating the performance. Furthermore, we are planning to explore how gestural interaction can be further embedded into the concept of FaceTouch.

CONCLUSION
Our initial goal of this work was to create an interaction concept which, against the current trend in VR research, focuses on performance for input and not immersion (such as the Leap Motion). We envision touch to become a crucial input method in the future of mobile VR after the first run on "natural" interaction will wear off and people demand a more comfortable form of interaction on a daily basis (or for scenarios when the level of immersion is not essential such as navigating through a menu or even a virtual desktop). We therefore designed FaceTouch to fit into the demand of future mobile VR applications such as quick access to pointing interaction for navigating menus and furthermore the possibility to detach the touchpad and use it in the hands for a longer interaction.

In this paper we presented the novel concept of FaceTouch to enable touch input interaction on mobile VR HMDs. We have demonstrated the viability of FaceTouch for display-fixed UIs using LiftOff for precise interactions such as text entry and LandOn for fast interactions such as game controllers. Our first user study, besides very positive user feedback, revealed important insights into the design aspects of FaceTouch like the right plane distance (MidPlane), impacts of various input methods (LandOn, LiftOff, PressOn) and resulting overshooting behavior. Further we provided optimal target sizes for implementing UIs for LandOn interaction.

Our second user study compared the mounting position for the touchpad and their impact onto the performance of the interaction. We showed that mounting the touchpad on the face resulted in a significant lower error rate for LandOn (8% less than hand and 29% less than side) and LiftOff (2% less than hand and side) and the fastest interaction (LandOn 1.96 s and LiftOff 1.78 s). The concept of FaceTouch can be furthermore enhanced to also support the ability of removing the touchpad from the mounting position and holding it in the hand. By analyzing the touch behavior of users for all positions we give an indicator of how to implement the targets in terms of size and location.

More importantly, FaceTouch can be combined with other input techniques to further enrich the input space as has been exemplified by the 3D modeling application. Finally, we demonstrated the large design space of FaceTouch by implementing three example applications emphasizing on the advantages of FaceTouch. As FaceTouch can easily be implemented into current mobile VR HMDs such as the Samsung GearVR, we suggest deploying it in addition to HeadRotation. Thereby, for the first time, FaceTouch enables display-fixed UIs as general UI concept (e.g. for text input and menu selection) for mobile VR as well as combined display-fixed UI and world-fixed UI interaction for a much richer experience.
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ABSTRACT
We present GyroVR, head worn flywheels designed to render inertia in Virtual Reality (VR). Motions such as flying, diving or floating in outer space generate kinesthetic forces onto our body which impede movement and are currently not represented in VR. We simulate those kinesthetic forces by attaching flywheels to the users head, leveraging the gyroscopic effect of resistance when changing the spinning axis of rotation. GyroVR is an ungrounded, wireless and self contained device allowing the user to freely move inside the virtual environment. The generic shape allows to attach it to different positions on the users body. We evaluated the impact of GyroVR onto different mounting positions on the head (back and front) in terms of immersion, enjoyment and simulator sickness. Our results show, that attaching GyroVR onto the users head (front of the Head Mounted Display (HMD)) resulted in the highest level of immersion and enjoyment and therefore can be built into future VR HMDs, enabling kinesthetic forces in VR.
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INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality HMDs strive to immerse the user inside a virtual environment and are currently mainly targeting the visual sense. Several research projects showed that including the haptic sense inside a virtual environment leads to an increased level of immersion [17].

GyroVR focuses on the kinesthetic part of the haptic perception and mainly on inertia, which occurs when being in fast motion (e.g. flying) or in an altered environment (e.g. underwater). The resistance of the wind, when flying in a wingsuit acts upon the human body as a kinesthetic force, which impedes the movements of the head or limbs similar to when people try to move underwater. This concept of motion is currently one of the most used for Oculus Rift experiences.

We enable this sensation by attaching flywheels to the human head. These Flywheels leverage the gyroscopic effect which occurs when the user tries to rotate his head against the rotational axis of the spinning flywheel. The gyroscopic effect will affect the motion of the users to the perpendicular axis of the motion which is mainly perceived as a resistance [19]. In combination with the visuals of the virtual scene the sensation of inertia is created. We conducted a user study (n=12) to explore how mounting GyroVR to different positions on the human head (back and front) impacts the level of immersion, enjoyment and simulator sickness inside a virtual environment.

Contributions
The main contributions of this work are: (1) the concept of simulating kinesthetic motion forces using head worn flywheels,(2) the implementation of GyroVR, a small, self containing and generic device capable of being attached to the human body, (3) the insights from our study on human perception and the impact of
Figure 2. GyroVR is designed to render the simulated force of inertia occurring during movements. The key idea is that the flywheel mounted on the VR HMD impedes the motion of the users. Here the user is experiencing a flying simulation and tries to steer his direction using his head motion (Users’ Motion). The rotation speed of GyroVR is correlated with the speed the user has in the virtual environment. GyroVR impedes this motion by generating a perpendicular force creating an experience for the user where it is more difficult to move his head when he is in high motion.

kinesthetic forces by head worn flywheels attached to different locations in terms of immersion, enjoyment and simulator sickness.

GYROVR

GyroVR is designed as an ungrounded haptic feedback device to simulate the kinesthetic force of inertia which fits to different VR experiences (e.g. flying). Ungrounded means that GyroVR has no grounding to counterbalance the output force such as Phantom or HapticMaster [13]. Figure 2 illustrates a setup where the user flies through an environment and depending on his speed perceives a higher or lower level of resistance during his head movements. The concept of GyroVR leverages the effect that the directional force is not perceived precisely enough and more like a general resistance [18]. One important concept of GyroVR is that the force generated does not necessarily have to be realistic (e.g. actual wind resistance). In informal pre-evaluation with colleagues we found that users mostly do not know the exact force which should be acting upon them in most situations but only expect some kind of force which is comprehensible.

Implementation

Similar to [3] we built GyroVR out of desktop computer hard drive components (Western Digital WD 2500). We removed the motor (7200 rpm overclocked to ≈12,000 rpm) and discs from the HDD. For our implementation we used three discs on each motor resulting in a total weight of 96g. We experimented with a different number of discs and found a balance between weight and performance using three. Furthermore, a higher number of discs resulted in the motors to struggle at start-up since they are not used to spin a higher number of discs. To control the three phase HDD motor we used a Hobbyking 30A ESC which receives a PWM signal from an Arduino Nano. After our initial tethered prototype with three motors on the HMD (Figure 6) we built a mobile version (Figure 3) by adding the Bluetooth HC-06 module for the communication between computer and Arduino and adding a 1500mAh Lipo-Battery (from an AR Drone 2.0). The use of off the shelf hardware allows researchers to easily rebuild our implementation.

To experiment with the force on different locations of the human body we built a mobile version (Figure 3 right) where we assembled all components inside a 3D printed case (overall weight 390g). This prototype can be mounted onto the human body using straps (Figure 5). To reduce some of the weight we built a second prototype where we assembled all the components directly onto an Oculus Rift DK2 (Figure 3 left).

Gyrovonic Precession

The force generated by GyroVR is based on Newton’s first law of motion which states that objects in motion try to stay in motion. The rotational pendant to this is the gyro effect which states that spinning masses will continue spinning in the same direction around the same axis. Once the user rotates his/her head at a desired angular velocity \( \omega_{in} \), a gyroscopic torque \( \tau_{out} \) is experienced perpendicular to the head rotation axis. (Figure 4). The relationship is as follows

\[
\tau_{out} = \omega_{in} \times L_s = \omega_{in} \times I \omega_{in}
\]

where \( L_s \) is the spin angular momentum, \( I \) is the moment of inertia and \( \omega_{in} \) is the angular velocity of the spinning mass.

By having a double gyroscope setup, sharing the same rotational axis and spinning in the same direction, the angular momentum contribution becomes additive. Effectively doubling the perceived effect and output torque \( \tau_{out} \). Figure 4 depicts such a double gyroscope setup where the gyroscopes have been mounted in such a way that they provide a counter balance of weight. Additionally, it illustrates the relationship between head rotation velocity \( \omega_{in} \) and the gyroscopic torque \( \tau_{out} \) experienced by the user around the yaw axis.

Mounting Positions

We experimented with several mounting positions on the users body using the GyroVR mobile prototype (Figure 5). Our goal was to find mounting positions where users would perceive the force strong enough so it could be used in a user study. Since the force of GyroVR is a reactive force (only perceived if an input force is generated e.g. rotating the head) we experimented with mountings on the human body which are used frequently in motion when inside a virtual environment. The evaluation of the different mounting positions we report here are based on informal pre-evaluations the authors conducted on themselves to pre-select relevant mounting positions for the follow up user study. We evaluated the mounting positions based on ease of attachment and level of perception.

Hand: Mounting the device onto the palm (or holding it in the hand) resulted in the strongest perception of the force. This is
probable because of the high density of muscle spindles which are responsible for perceiving the kinesthetic force [8]. The mounting onto the hand turned out to be more difficult since the prototype must be rigidly attached and thereby restricted motions of the hand. Furthermore, the size of the prototype lead to occlusion of the fingers which excluded simple hand tracking using the Leap Motion. The best result occurred from holding the prototype in the hand. We excluded that option of holding, since similar results were already reported in prior work [3, 21].

Torso: The least force was perceived when GyroVR was mounted on the torso. We experimented with different mounting locations but did not find a position which resulted in a force which could actually be perceived. As the torso’s freedom of motion is by rotating around a vertical axis, the GyroVR must exert an output torque by twisting around the horizontal axis, essentially leveraging the entire body.

Legs/Feet: Attaching GyroVR to the legs resulted similar to the torso location in an easy mounting but low perception of the output force. We also experimented with mounting GyroVR to the feet (similar to a shoe). The force is only perceived when tilting the foot and is only of relevance for room scale VR such as HTC Vive.

Head: Mounting GyroVR onto the head resulted in a high perception of the force since the neck consists of most muscle spindles

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

To explore the design space for GyroVR we implemented three example applications which each create a different mapping of the force and the environment (Figure 7). We used those applications for the user study. For some applications we needed to let the participants generate input (e.g. press button to fly). We used a wireless bluetooth gamepad for this interaction. Applications which depend on virtual forward motion tend to induce simulator sickness (sensory conflict theory). Due to the nature of inertia which mostly appears during motion we took some precautions (e.g. Oculus Guidelines) during the application design to lower simulator sickness. In every scenario we used a different mapping between the virtual environment and the physical rotation to dynamically control the rpm. To generally shorten the ramp up time the flywheels are kept constantly spinning on low rpm (which did not generate enough torque for the participants to feel). All applications were implemented using Unity 3D.

Simulating Forces of Motion - Flying

In the flying game (Figure 7 a) the user can fly over a city. By holding down one button on the gamepad the user can speed up and control his direction by rotating the head. The rotational speed of the flywheel is mapped onto the virtual speed inside the game. For the flying game we used a linear mapping between virtual movement and rotation speed. This allows the user to perceive a higher resistance in turning his head when flying in higher speed. To encourage head rotation we placed stars inside the environment which the user has to collect. The placement is done in such a way that after collecting one star the users has to quickly rotate towards the next target.

Impeded Motion - 3D Shooter

Figure 7 b shows the implementation of the 3D shooter game. The user is located inside a warehouse and has to find two
Simulating new Environments - Space Jumper
The last game (Figure 7 c) locates the user on a new planet with new physical forces. The flywheel is constantly spinning at full speed thereby highly restricting head motion and simulating a new form of gravitation. The get off the planet the user has to collect three parts which he needs to repair his spaceship. To move on the planet users are encouraged to jump. To encourage a high head movement, users only have a certain "boost" which they can use to jump that has to be regenerated by shaking their head. The gravitation on the planet is set to almost zero. The user has visually the impression as if he moves in lower gravity, the flywheels generate a force as if he would actually be in an environment with a higher gravitation as earth (since moving the head is difficult). This application beautifully demonstrates the concept of non-realistic forces. Even if that scenario is physically impossible, participants inside our user study ignored this fact and perceived the forces as appropriate, some even calling it "realistic".

RELATED WORK
Our work builds upon the work in the field of ungrounded kinesthetic feedback and virtual reality.

The gyroscopic effect was often used to create an ungrounded kinesthetic force such as the GyroCube [19] which is a handheld gyroscope generating forces along one rotational axis. Sakai et al. evaluated the levels of perception inside the users palm using GyroCube [18]. Badshah et al. applied this concept into the field of HCI by attaching flywheels onto the back of a tablet to generate kinesthetic forces for the user [3]. Several authors presented a concept to make the gyroscopic effect proactive by attaching a flywheel onto a gimbal and control that gimbal [21, 2, 22] to give the user directional cues. Murer et al. presented this concept attached onto a tablet called "TorqueScreen" [16]. By rotating the gimbal with a flywheel attached, the authors could generate kinesthetic feedback allowing the user to feel a virtual ball on the tablet bounce of the edges. The main difference to GyroVR is that all those prototypes were designed to be handheld and not mounted onto the human body.

A different direction in the field of ungrounded kinesthetic feedback is work which tries to mount those flywheels onto the human body. Mostly the motivation is to assist human balance [1, 4, 14]. Those prototypes are often quite large to generate a strong enough force and too heavy for casual use. Ando et al. presented a concept for a body worn prototype based on brake change in angular momentum to create a directional force [1]. The prototype built, however, was not wearable but users had to hold it in their hand.

In the field of Virtual Reality, there is a big direction of work focusing on novel input concepts [5] and generating haptic feedback [11, 7, 12, 17, 6]. Early prototypes were used in CAVE environment and were attached to the users limbs using exoskeletons [20] or pulley systems [15]. Both systems are considered to use a grounded force. Recently, Lopes et al. presented a concept for simulating impact in VR using electrical muscular stimulation and a solenoid [11].

To our best knowledge, GyroVR is the first to use head-worn flywheels to simulate kinesthetic feedback in VR.

USER STUDY
To measure the impact of GyroVR onto immersion, engagement, enjoyment and simulator sickness we conducted a user study (n=12). We also evaluated the best position of GyroVR on the users head.

Study Design and Procedure
The study had one independent variable **motor location** with four levels (front, back, both and none). In the both condition both flywheels rotated in the same direction along the roll axis to sum up the force. For the user study we used a different apparatus (Figure 8) which consisted of a bicycle helmet which had a GyroVR prototype mounted on it. We used the helmet to ensure
Figure 9. A distribution of the simulator sickness (a) and immersion, engagement and enjoyment questionnaire (b) of the user study.

a sturdy attachment of GyroVR onto the back of the participants’ head. To ensure that the force was created equally, both flywheels were equidistant to the users head (≈ 8cm). The **none** condition was used as the baseline. The study took on average 30 minutes and participants received 5 currency. The flywheels generate a small rotation noise which was not heard by the participants due to the use of headphones. To avoid vibration we used hand moldable plastic to press fit a perfectly fitting layer of plastic between the HMD case and the flywheel mount. The battery lasted for at least 2 studies (1h) before charging.

Participants were introduced to the concept of GyroVR and could experience the force. Afterwards they put on the Oculus DK2 and the bicycle helmet and played all three applications (section Application Examples) with each of the four conditions of the motor (front, back, both and none). After each motor condition participants were asked to fill out the SSQ (Simulator Sickness Questionnaire) [9] and E2I questionnaire (immersion, engagement and enjoyment) [10]. At the end participants rated all four conditions as what they perceived as the best experience. Applications and motor conditions were counterbalanced using a Latin-square.

Participants
We randomly recruited 12 participants (3 female) with an average age of 28.5 (range: 25 to 36) from our institution. Six participants had already experience with VR HMDs and all had an academic background.

Results

**Quantitative:** Figure 9 a shows the distribution of the simulator sickness of all levels of the motor condition. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant differences ($F(3,33)=.639$, n.s.). Even if not significant, the trend shows that the front mount resulted in the lowest level of simulator sickness compared to the other motor levels. Participants in general mentioned that the applications induced a higher level of simulator sickness since they all depend on virtual movement. The overall ranking of immersion, engagement and enjoyment over all motor levels can be found in Figure 9 b. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant differences ($F(3,33)=.745$, n.s.) between the levels. Nevertheless, the front condition received a slightly higher ranking. This again correlates with the user feedback we received during the study.

**Qualitative:** In the final feedback after the user study participants comments can be categorized in three topics (immersion, sickness, fatigue). Rapid increase of RPM resulted in a little nudge in a direction and was partially perceived as ‘unpleasant’ and therefore fitting to increase the level of immersion of the 3D Shooter, where a hit from a bullet was simulated by a rapid increase of rpm. Participants said they perceived the front condition as being the strongest in terms of output force. In the final rating of the overall best experience participants preferred having a motor (7) vs having no motor (5). The participants which ranked the “no motor” condition the best mostly experienced an overall high level of simulator sickness, which they then correlated with the motor running. In a final ranking participants (6) reported that during the motor conditions, using both motors induced the most level of sickness. Participant 7 mentioned that if GyroVR was not tightly fixed to the head this potentially increased the sickness. High rpm were reported to potentially lead to less head movement due to fatigue. Participant 9 suggested to use this effect as a ‘punishment’ in an attention guidance scenarios. The overall weight of the study apparatus resulted in a certain level of fatigue over the duration of the whole study. However, removing one of the gyros would result in an unbalanced setup (and create an unfair comparison between conditions). Therefore, we decided the leave both gyros on the participants during the whole study. A possible solution to keep the same output force but reducing the weight would be by increasing the rpm. A future prototype which is based around a custom motor with higher rpm would be able to generate the same output force but avoid the high weight and resulting fatigue effects.

**DISCUSSION**
Our study showed that GyroVR creates an "immersive and realistic" (P3, P5) kinesthetic force which "enhances the experience" (P9). After experiencing a condition with either of the motors and afterwards the **none** condition, participants reported the experience to be "boring without the force" (P10). Overall participants reported that they enjoyed the concept despite a certain base level of simulator sickness. Even though the user study did not quantitative show a clear benefit for immersion, engagement and enjoyment when using GyroVR, a possible trend does exist, which warrants further testing with a larger sample size to determine if the trend truly indicates significance.

**CONCLUSION**
We presented GyroVR, head worn flywheels designed to render inertia in Virtual Reality. These flywheels leverage the gyroscopic effect which impedes users head movement and thereby is perceived as inertia. We presented several implementations and initially explored the mounting positions on the human body. In three example applications we explore the design space and different concept of mapping the force inside of the virtual environment. In a user study we explored the effect of GyroVR attached to the users head on immersion, engagement, enjoyment and simulator sickness. Our results give a first understanding of the implications of attaching a flywheel to the front of a HMD to enable kinesthetic forces of inertia in virtual reality.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile virtual reality (VR) head-mounted displays (HMDs) allow users to experience highly immersive entertainment whilst being in a mobile scenario. Long commute times make casual gaming in public transports and cars a common occupation. However, VR HMDs can currently not be used in moving vehicles since the car’s rotation affects the HMD’s sensors and simulator sickness occurs when the visual and vestibular system are stimulated with incongruent information. We present CarVR, a solution to enable VR in moving vehicles by subtracting the car’s rotation and mapping vehicular movements with the visual information. This allows the user to actually feel correct kinesthetic forces during the VR experience. In a user study (n = 21), we compared CarVR inside a moving vehicle with the baseline of using VR without vehicle movements. We show that the perceived kinesthetic forces caused by CarVR increase enjoyment and immersion significantly while simulator sickness is reduced compared to a stationary VR experience. Finally, we explore the design space of in-car VR entertainment applications using real kinesthetic forces and derive design considerations for practitioners.
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INTRODUCTION
Mobile virtual reality (VR) is currently becoming a consumer product. Major companies such as Google (Cardboard), Samsung (GearVR) and Zeiss (VR One) are releasing high-quality and low-cost mobile VR head-mounted displays (HMDs). Due to their low price and easy accessibility, they are more likely to penetrate the consumer market. One of the major application scenarios for current consumer VR HMDs is entertainment, and gaming in particular. With its ability to generate highly immersive environments and manipulate a user’s time perception [29] in a mobile scenario, mobile VR has the potential to revolutionize casual gaming for commuters.

However, current mobile VR HMDs cannot be used inside moving vehicles. Rotations of the vehicle are interpreted as the user’s head movements resulting in unintended shifts of the visual environment. Additionally, the mismatch between virtual movement (visual system) and the perceived physical movement (vestibular system) can lead to simulator sickness [25].

This work introduces CarVR, a solution to enable VR in moving vehicles by subtracting the car’s rotation and mapping vehicular movements with the visual information (Figure 1). We present the design and implementation of a working prototype consisting of a Samsung GearVR, a mobile inertial measurement unit (IMU), and a car diagnostic tool (OBD-II). In a user study (n = 21), we show that CarVR significantly increases enjoyment and immersion over a stationary experience while reducing simulator sickness. Finally, we provide an analysis of the design space for developing VR entertainment in moving vehicles and present design considerations for practitioners.
Our main contributions are (1) the concept and implementation of CarVR, a proof-of-concept prototype enabling VR in moving vehicles, (2) findings of our user study (n = 21), showing a significant increase of enjoyment and engagement and reduced simulator sickness using CarVR in comparison to a stationary setup, and (3) an analysis of the design space of VR entertainment applications inside moving vehicles and a set of design considerations for practitioners.

Our work shows that the usage of VR in moving vehicles is not only possible, it is more fun and less vertiginous than while not moving. Thus it can be used to bridge the time when traveling or to improve the traveling experience as an additional offer in general. Taxis and buses could provide VR entertainment as an additional offer. It can also be used to entertain children on the road, reducing the dangers of distractions.

RELATED WORK
The idea of combining VR with a moving vehicle has several related research topics. First, we give an overview of projects and research regarding VR in moving vehicles. Then, related work regarding the use of kinesthetic forces in VR is presented, followed by research that addresses game design in cars. Subsequently, related work regarding the design space of being a passenger while playing games is reported. Finally, we explain simulator and motion sickness.

In a PR campaign by Jaguar [17], participants were seated in a moving Jaguar F-Type while wearing a VR device. In their campaign, Jaguar pretended that the visual information was a simulation and kinesthetic forces were simulated by a hexapod hydraulic platform. In reality, the visual and kinesthetic forces were real, what people felt and saw was real motion caused by the car, instead of a VR simulation as alleged. In their PR video, Jaguar stated that participants had no idea that they were actually being driven. Though the whole VR impression was not real, the idea of our work is very close to Jaguar’s campaign: improving the VR experience by using kinesthetic forces of the moving vehicle. A similar project was realized by Lockheed-Martin [2]. They prepared a school bus in a way that it could create the impression of driving on Mars. This was realized by projecting images of Mars’ surface onto the windows of the bus. While the bus was driving through the city, movements of the bus were mapped to visualize a corresponding route on Mars with actual Mars images. The idea of the project is also very close to CarVR, however both the Mars and Jaguar projects lack an evaluation regarding immersion, enjoyment or any kind of sickness. Bock et al. [6] propose a driving experience in VR, but in contrast to CarVR, their work focuses on driving while wearing a VR device, allowing an augmentation of the driving experience, for example by virtually presenting other traffic or infrastructure. A combination of moving in reality and experiencing similar, sometimes even partially exaggerated visual information in VR, is found in the upcoming VR coaster, wherein people are sitting in real roller coasters while wearing VR HMDs [22].

Breaking it down to the very basic idea, CarVR enables kinesthetic forces in VR and therefore improves the VR experience. Gugenheimer et al. [14] proposed SwiVRChair, a VR storytelling device that enhances the VR experience by rotating the user to face certain directions. Their goal was to build a chair that generates kinesthetic feedback to match virtual movement. Findings were that the physical movement reduced simulator sickness and increased enjoyment.

Danieau et al. developed a chair equipped with force-feedback devices to apply forces while playing games or watching videos [10]. It was shown that in combination with visual information, their seat could trigger the sensation of motion thus improving the quality of the experience. In contrast to CarVR, motion is only applied to parts of the body, rather than the whole body. Their technique could be complementary applied to a car complementary alongside CarVR. Haptic Turk [8] aims to enhance the (VR) experience by applying kinesthetic forces. In their work, participants were used to apply forces to a single user that is wearing a VR device. Birdly [26] aims to enhance the VR experience of flying by adding wind that is blown into the user’s face. The user lies in a belly-down position on a platform that acts as an input and output device for the user’s extremities.

CarVR enhances the VR experience by exploiting real world properties, such as kinesthetic forces and movement. A similar concept was shown by Simeone et al. [30]. In their paper, they exploited physical objects like chairs, tables and walls to enhance the immersion. In CarVR, real forces of a moving vehicle are used to enhance the immersion.

Besides enhancing immersion, CarVR aims to enable VR gaming in moving vehicles. Bichard et al. developed Backseat Playground [4], a framework designed to enable playing games as passenger in the backseat of a car. Their framework adapts to the current environmental conditions, such as geo-location. Exploiting environmental conditions to build up the virtual scene is also a core idea of CarVR. Here, the player follows the same route that is driven by the car. In an advanced future implementation, the world could be built on the trajectory and route planning of the car. Sundström et al. [36] developed games where the sitting pose in the car is an integral part of the game. However, their intention was to teach children how to sit properly in cars.

Brunnberg et al. investigated the design space of passengers in [7]. In their work, they focus on location-based games, like interactive storytelling. An interesting finding is that movement speed has an influence on the perceived vulnerability. Participants stated that driving slowly or standing creates the feeling of being more vulnerable whereas driving fast feels more like observing the environment.

While sitting in a car, especially when being a passenger, the journey often seems never ending and time is wasted. Entertainment applications are useful tools to overcome boredom and make time pass by faster. VR can increase such an experience. In [29], Schatzschneider et al. show that the perception of time can be influenced in VR, for example by manipulating the movement of the sun.

Motion sickness is a wide-spread problem and affects nearly one-third of all people who travel by land, sea, or air [27]. It is a condition marked by symptoms of nausea, dizziness, and other physical discomfort. It has been shown that visual stim-
Experiences with Virtual Reality

The movements of the vehicle influence the gaze direction in VR because the inertial sensor of the VR device cannot distinguish between head movements and the yaw-rotation of the vehicle. Increased nausea are likely to occur because of a combination of simulator and motion sickness.

To compensate for vehicle movements, two approaches are possible: (1) subtracting the vehicular rotation in the VR scene by an IMU placed inside the car. This allows for example VR scenarios where the player is not moving at all. Interfering forces are subtracted. (2) Mapping the vehicle movements with the movements in VR. The movement of the car is rendered in VR. The former has the benefit that the VR scene has no restriction in mobility. However, this approach does not address motion sickness, the incongruence of visual and vestibular information remains. The latter has the benefit that occurring acceleration forces of the vehicle are in line with the forces in VR. To enable VR in moving vehicles, we use the second approach: actual movements of the vehicle are used as input for the player movements. We show that this increases immersion, enjoyment, engagement and reduces simulator sickness.

This approach’s drawback is that the movements in VR are predefined by the route of the vehicle. This restricts the content of the VR scene to some sort of guided tours, where the user has no or little influence on the provided route. A common application of this scenario is found in rail shooters, where movements of the player are predefined. Aiming and firing remaining the main task. Further, unpredictable changes in velocity or direction may not be adequately represented in VR. The virtual scene has to adapt to the driving conditions; for example, when the car suddenly stops, an appropriate reason for this should be presented in VR.

On the other hand, realizing continuous movement in VR while not actually moving in the appropriate direction, like moving forward in VR while sitting in reality, causes increased simulator sickness. Our approach solves this problem.

**DESIGN SPACE**

The design space for VR entertainment can be categorized into two applications, as discussed in the previous section: one that compensates the forces caused by movements of the vehicle, and applications that exploit these forces. An application that compensates these forces could be a seated in a VR cinema, where occurring kinesthetic forces must be compensated in a way that the VR device does not interpret these forces as head movements. This can be done by placing an IMU inside the vehicle and calculating a compensative rotation of the camera. The problems of increased simulator sickness, or in this case, motion sickness, remain. Following the approach of exploiting kinesthetic forces, we provide an analysis of the design spaces subsequently.

**Level Design:** The connection between real life movements and VR movements make level design important. The virtual world can be generated along a planned route, for example by using the route to create a depth map (see Figure 3).

If the car deviates from the planned route, the change in the environment must be somehow included in level design and
story. To address this, alternative routes or even a whole city could be modeled or generated. The integration of the story could be an important aspect when it comes to storytelling and immersion. The immersion of flying through a canyon can be disturbed when the car brakes due to traffic conditions, while in VR, no reason for a sudden stop is presented. The story of the VR scene should react to such changes. To overcome most of these problems, a route-independent world can be used, like space or air. The user then flies above obstacles. Sudden changes in speed can be interpreted as asteroids in space or debris. However, a lack of cues where the car and therefore the player is heading might be a problem: unpredictable directional changes result in increased simulator sickness.

Velocity: Visual cues are important for the perception of self-motion [13]. In an environment with few objects, for example in space, additional elements should be rendered in the scene that also react to player movements. Depending on the story, dust, rain, snow, and other particles can be used to provide visual cues to support the impression of velocity.

Acceleration: Acceleration is a change in velocity, therefore the visualization of movement also visualizes acceleration. To emphasize the effect of acceleration, game designers often use motion blur. However, using motion blur in VR will result in increased simulator sickness [24]. Alternatively, a warp effect can be used (see Figure 4).

Rotation: The occurring forces while driving cause a weight transfer of the car. Braking, accelerating and turning result not only in rotations along the yaw axis, but also along the pitch and roll axis of the car, which can be applied in VR. The Oculus guidelines discourage from a rotation of the horizon line [1]. This limitation can be overcome by rendering the player inside a cockpit, where the rotation is applied instead. The horizon line stays as point of reference (see Figure 5).

The degree or even the direction of rotation can be altered. We tested altering the direction in an informal self-evaluation. When accelerating, the cockpit is normally rotated upwards, and when decelerating, downwards. When inverted, the cockpit rotates upwards on deceleration and vice versa (see Figure 6). For a rotation along the roll axis, a rotation as well as an inverse rotation were reported as realistic but the interpretation was different: when rotation is inverted, it would feel more like flying. This sounds reasonable because an airplane flying a curve, would roll towards the curvature. On a rotation along the pitch axis, participants stated that the inverted rotation feels unrealistic and uncomfortable. This is surprising because this would match a helicopter’s behavior. Further research regarding force shifts is necessary. One possible explana-
Springs: Occupants perceive vertical forces as shaking, vibrating, or bouncing in the vehicle. When driving and watching the road ahead, it remains stable because of the vestibulo-ocular reflex; the motion is visually filtered out. However, these forces can be recognized by observing dirt on the windshield. While the road remains stable, the dirt shakes and bounces up and down. This means that vertical forces are visually perceived by the moving interior of the vehicle, as is angular motion. To visualize vertical forces in virtual reality, they can be added to a virtual cockpit. To make the appearance of vibrating and bouncing realistic, springs and dampers of the vehicle can be simulated by a physics engine. Measured vertical acceleration from the moving vehicle is mapped to the mass of the cockpit and pulls it downwards. The attached spring tries to pull the cockpit back to the default position. The cockpit begins to oscillate up and down elastically. The damper weakens this motion and prevents the spring from oscillating endlessly. The strength of spring and damper can be configured. These values were heuristically evaluated and tested. Wrong configuration quickly leads to an unrealistic and disturbing behavior of the cockpit.

**Force Shifts:** The movement of the vehicle and the movement of the player in VR are not necessarily mapped 1:1. An altered representation in VR is possible, we call this force shifts. Forces can be exaggerated, understated or completely different. A 90 degree turn might result in a virtual 30 or 120 degree turn. Redirection techniques are used in other studies to distort the user’s motions. Azmandian et al. showed that such illusions work on grabbing objects [3].

The Einsteinian equivalence principle states that the effects of gravity are indistinguishable from certain aspects of acceleration and deceleration [11]. This means that sensing acceleration of a car in VR cannot be distinguished from a gravitational force. This allows us to shift forces in VR, meaning that it is possible to render a completely different physical collection, like being attracted by gravitational forces, when the occupants are exposed to acceleration forces. Acceleration and deceleration could also result in rendering the player flying up and down. The concept of force shifts has to be investigated further; this concept has not been tested in user studies so far.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

As a proof of concept and study apparatus, we implemented our concept as a 3D VR rail shooter. The game is intended to be played by a passenger. While the car is moving, the player inside the VR scene moves the exact same way as the car does. The player position is defined by the vehicle. The player has the ability to aim and shoot a laser beam towards the gaze point by pressing a button on a wireless game controller. The view is from inside a cockpit (see Figure 8). In the scene, the player can shoot at 34 balloons, while a counter shows how much balloons are already hit and left. To support aiming, a target lock was implemented that helps the player to aim at the balloons because gaze aiming turned out to be frustrating without target lock due to subtle movements of the car that disturbed proper aiming which could not be filtered out. The vehicle in the game is realized as a helicopter, flying in a valley.

The map is static, no dynamic route adaptation is implemented. Therefore, the map is tailored to a fixed track. The map is shown in Figure 7.

When moving, not only the vehicle’s yaw axis, but also the roll and pitch axis are delegated to the game. The yaw axis is mapped to the helicopter and the player, whereas the pitch and roll axis influence only the helicopter, resulting in motions of the cockpit, but not the player. The horizon-fixed view with a rotating cockpit was chosen because this is already applied as best practice in VR to reduce simulator sickness.

The game starts as soon as the car moves. The environment is designed as a valley, which the player flies through. The map encompasses 810 km². The path of the corridor corresponds to a predefined track in reality. Visual cues and details were placed to make the scene more interesting: trees, houses, sheep, a castle and a train (see Figure 7). Snow flakes in the air were added to amplify the perception of movement in the scene, especially acceleration and deceleration. Acceleration is additionally supported by a warp effect. The graphical representation is optimized for maximum performance in order to achieve an adequate frame rate that ensures a minimal amount of simulator sickness.

The game was implemented with the Unity 3D game engine. A Samsung GearVR with a Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge mobile phone was used as the VR device.

![Figure 8. The view from inside the cockpit. A balloon is shot through aiming via gaze and shooting via button press on a game controller.](image-url)
Sensors
To measure the vehicle position, speed and direction, we combined different sensors. The sum of the car and head rotation are measured by the head-mounted display (HMD). When the vehicle rotates, e.g. when turning, the HMD’s sensors measure such turns. Because the HMD is on the player’s head, not only the car’s rotations but also the player’s rotation are measured by the HMD. The HMD cannot distinguish between these two rotations. Therefore, the car’s rotation is measured by an IMU placed inside the car. With this, we can calculate the head rotation alone. This enables us to gather all rotations independent of any parent rotation. The car’s movement is calculated by dead reckoning (using rotation and speed). Speed is measured by the OBD-II reader. The OBD-II reader was connected to the car’s service port and via Bluetooth to the phone to measure the vehicle’s speed and send it to the game. We used the OBD-II reader in combination with an x-IMU to measure the vehicle’s location and speed instead of GPS, because GPS was not accurate enough and update cycles of the provided data were too slow. Increasing immersion and reducing simulator sickness demanded update cycles in rendering and sensors to be as fast as possible.

The information of the x-IMU represents the car’s rotations. Therefore, the x-IMU sensor data is mapped to the cockpit. The OBD-II sensor data represents the car’s speed, which is mapped to the player and the cockpit to move the cockpit with the player inside. The GearVR’s inertial measurement sensor is mapped to the player, not the cockpit, to represent only the player movements. Because the GearVR’s IMU measures also the rotation of the car, cockpit rotation and player are not linked in the game.

The inertial and magnetic as well as the quaternion data output rate of the IMU was set to 64 Hz. The update rate of the OBD-II reader was set to 10 times per second. To get an absolute reference for the heading, the internal algorithm mode was set to Attitude Heading Reference System (Ahrs). In order to prevent lags, speed as well as the rotation data was interpolated linearly.

STUDY
Our research question in the study was whether the presence of real forces of a moving vehicle that match the forces of a player in VR, increase the player experience and reduce simulator sickness in our prototype. In the study, the independent variable was the vehicle’s state. In one condition, the vehicle was moving (moving condition), in the other condition, the vehicle was not moving (parking condition). As dependent variables, simulator sickness, engagement, enjoyment and immersion were measured using the SSQ, $E-I$ and a questionnaire that directly compares the two conditions directly after both trials. According to our research question, we derived the following hypothesis: H1: Participants will report more engagement, enjoyment and immersion in the driving condition compared to the parking condition. H2: Participants will report less simulator sickness in the driving condition compared to the parking condition.

Procedure
The participants were seated on the front passenger seat. They were informed about the purpose of the study and the following procedure. A consent form was filled out subsequently. Before the first trial was started, participants filled out questionnaires about demographical data and motion sickness. In the latter questionnaire, questions were asked about situations in which participants might generally feel motion sick while traveling. Lenses and the head strap were adjusted. After the participants had familiarized themselves with the hardware and the game. The order of the conditions was chosen according a Latin square to ensure a counterbalanced setup. Either the parking condition or the moving condition was started first. During the trials, the participants played the game. In the moving condition, the vehicle moved along the same trajectory as the player in VR, albeit in a scene and context that differed from the real world. The game vehicle was a helicopter and the area was a canyon where the participant had to shoot at balloons. Shooting at balloons was achieved by directing a crosshair by gazing at a target and pressing a button on a gamepad. A target lock supported aiming by locking on the target when the crosshair was near the target. Before each trial, participants could shoot at three balloons to become accustomed to shooting. Shooting was added to the trails as an element of gameplay and to avoid boredom. In the parking condition, the vehicle was standing, but participants flew the same track and had the same task as in the moving condition, but without kinesthetic forces. To isolate them from surrounding noises, participants wore headphones in both conditions. After each trial, the participants were asked to complete the $E-I$ and SSQ. After the first trial, the GearVR could be adjusted again. As soon as participants felt comfortable to start, the second trial was started. After the second trial, an additional questionnaire was filled out that directly compared the two conditions regarding simulator sickness and enjoyment. Each trial took about five minutes. The study lasted about 40 minutes.

Participants
In the study, 23 participants (5 female) between 19 and 44 ($M = 26.17$, $SD = 5.04$) years old took part. Recruitment was achieved through flyers, social media advertising and personal approach of random people. Our sample was randomly selected, although the recruitment mainly took place at university. However, we do not consider this a limitation because we assume that potential consumers and early adopters are well represented by this sample. 10 participants were students of computer science or similar. One participant was excluded due to severe symptoms of simulator sickness in the parking condition. Another outlier was excluded because the values of simulator sickness was higher than the three-fold standard deviation. Post-study video analysis showed that the car had to drive backwards to turn during the study, this behavior was not correctly displayed in VR, which my have caused that reaction.

Therefore, from initially 23 participants, 21 participants were taken into the analysis. On average, the participants spent 3.17 ($SD = 1.42$) hours as driver and 1.43 ($SD = 1.43$) hours per week as passenger. 14 participants had never before worn a VR devices and reported this as a reason for participation. 5 Euros were paid for participation.
Apparatus
A Samsung GearVR with a Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge was used as the VR device. A wireless game controller was used for additional input to fire at balloons. Participants also wore around-ear headphones to isolate the VR experience from distracting outside sounds, for example engine sound or construction site noise. Participants were recorded to capture their behavior during the study. The vehicle used was a Ford Fiesta with 5 seats and about 60 kW engine power. An x-IMU was used to measure the vehicle’s kinesthetic forces, while an OBD-II reader was used to measure speed. For the communication between the x-IMU and smartphone, as well as between the OBD-II reader and smartphone, we used Bluetooth.

The track was a 2.2 km circuit on a public road; because of the direct mapping, the track in VR was also 2.2 km (see Figure 9).

Design
A within-subject design with repeated measures was chosen because we assumed that assessment of simulator sickness and enjoyment are dependent on personal attributes and therefore only meaningful in high sample sizes. After both trials we also asked participants for a comparison of simulator sickness and enjoyment. This was done because we expected the SSQ and E²I to be less accurate in measuring significant effects. The conditions were counterbalanced by a Latin square. Vehicle movement was used as the independent variable, resulting in two conditions: a trial in which the vehicle was standing (parking condition) and a trial in which the vehicle was driving (driving condition). In both conditions, the same virtual route was driven in the game. As dependent variable, simulator sickness, engagement, enjoyment and immersion were elicited by the SSQ [18], E²I [21] and a comparing questionnaire after both trials. Participants rated enjoyment, presence and general physical discomfort on the final questionnaire.

Results
For all items, a 7-point Likert-Scale was used. A Shapiro-Wilk test showed that all E²I scores were distributed normally.

A sub-scale score for presence and enjoyment was calculated using separate items from the questionnaire. This allowed us to compare a total score, a presence score and an enjoyment score from the E²I. Analysis of the three scores was performed by a paired-samples t-test (see Figure 10). In all three scales, a significant difference was found when comparing the two conditions driving and parking:

Table 2. Test statistic of the paired samples t-test for the E²I score and subscores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E²I Total Score (Parking)</td>
<td>.929</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E²I Total Score (Driving)</td>
<td>.973</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E²I Presence Score (Parking)</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E²I Presence Score (Driving)</td>
<td>.985</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E²I Enjoyment Score (Parking)</td>
<td>.946</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E²I Enjoyment Score (Driving)</td>
<td>.911</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The according means and standard deviations are as follows:

Table 3. Means and standard deviations of the E²I score and subscores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>condition</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>presence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parking</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driving</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. E²I total score and subscale score for the two conditions parking and driving. It can be seen that the rating for driving in all three scores (total, presence and enjoyment) is higher than for the parking condition. The effect is significant. Error bars represent one standard deviation of uncertainty.

These results suggest that vehicle movement really affects the E²I score, and also that engagement, enjoyment, and immersion increases when playing the game in the moving condition. The effect size indicated that the effect was substantial.

To evaluate simulator sickness, the SSQ score for each condition was calculated. A Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was used because no normal distribution was given. The test revealed no significant differences ($T = 58, Z = -.520, p > 0.05, Mdn_{parking} = Mdn_{driving} = 11.22$).

Additionally to the SSQ, participants had the chance to compare simulator sickness directly as an item in the final questionnaire. The question was about physical discomfort concerning both conditions. A Shapiro-Wilk test showed, that the data significantly deviated from a normal distribution ($p < 0.05$). A Wilcoxon
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Figure 11. Directly compared simulator sickness between the parking condition and the driving condition.

signed-ranks test revealed a significant lower reported simulator sickness ($T = 84, Z = 2.72, p < .01$) in the driving condition ($Mdn = 2$) compared to the parking condition ($Mdn = 3$). Figure 11 shows the results of the final comparison regarding general discomfort between both conditions.

**Discussion**

Our study revealed significantly more presence, enjoyment and engagement in the moving condition. Also the calculated subscores for presence and enjoyment were significantly higher in the driving condition.

Results of the SSQ were not significant. This indicates that the driving condition did not cause less simulator sickness. However, we believe that in this case, the SSQ is not accurately enough to measure the differences of simulator sickness in the two conditions. The SSQ was designed for extreme situations in military aviation scenarios for pilot candidates for whom it is more likely that severe symptoms occur than in VR scenarios. The SSQ measures simulator sickness by asking for symptoms like headache, sweating, fatigue or burping. Therefore, we think that such questionnaires are generally good to measure the presence of simulator sickness but tend to deliver insignificant results when it comes to a comparison between two or more systems where only some of the symptoms occur at all. In other research the SSQ had no significant differences while other questionnaires showed significant results, for example [38, 12].

The results of the final direct comparison regarding general discomfort indicates that a difference in simulator sickness occurred between both conditions. During the study, self reports of participants clearly indicated that the sickness was lower in the driving condition.

The results of the $E^2I$ and the final questionnaire indicate that both hypotheses can be confirmed: engagement, enjoyment and immersion is higher while simulator sickness is lower when the game is played in the moving vehicle compared to the condition where the car is standing while playing.

Participants reported the movement and visualization as realistic and that movements enhance the feeling of flying. One participant stated that the matching between the actual ride and the virtual ride feels great. Another mentioned that in the moving condition, an actual feeling of flying occurred. Our findings are in line with other research that states that perceived movements that match the visual information increase the sense of presence [31, 32, 33]. Participants completely lose their sense of where the car was moving in the real world. No participant could tell the pathway of the actual track afterwards. It was stated that feeling real motion to a corresponding visual impression was exciting and entertaining whereas visually perceived locomotion without kinesthetic forces was reported as uncomfortable, especially when flying curves and during acceleration. Overall participants reported playing in the moving condition as more enjoyable in the final questionnaire. Only two participants stated that the experience is equally enjoyable in both conditions.

Another interesting finding was that some participants reported that as a front-passenger, they felt engaged in the traffic situation as well. Being in VR creates a certain dissonance between the wish of participating in the real traffic scenario and being isolated in VR.

In the final questionnaire, situations with most discomfort were asked. In the moving condition, braking was reported as uncomfortable, the reason for this could be the surprising character of the action. Flying curves could be anticipated because the map was a valley where the player flies through, therefore the track was predictable. However, braking was not. This finding could also be interesting when designing levels. The map could also be designed without visual cues of the track, which may lead to an overall increase of simulator sickness.

**Design Considerations**

In this section, we present design considerations for developers based on (1) statements made by participants during the study, (2) observations by the developer and experimenter during developing, testing and conducting the study and (3) by qualitative user feedback at the end of each trial during the study.

*Create an awareness of time:* As mentioned in the discussion, participants completely lose their awareness of where they are in the real world. Furthermore, we experienced through the development of CarVR that the sense of how much time has passed since the beginning of the ride can also be distorted. Especially when driving in public transport, this awareness should be included in the game because missing a train station or bus stop while playing is very likely without such measures. This could be done by estimating the time of arrival and limiting the game duration to that amount.

*Develop for visual dominance:* In the design space section, we mentioned that the rotational axis can sometimes be inverted. While accelerating, the inversion of the pitch axis led to an uncomfortable feeling but inversion of the roll axis while turning was perceived as realistic. The situations where the visual representation of forces can be altered are not intuitive and may depend on several factors. Designers of VR entertainment systems should keep in mind that the sensory information is commonly the one that is accepted as truth while information that is diverging from the visual impression is interpreted as erroneous, and if this error increases, the feeling of discomfort might occur. Deviating the visual from the vestibular information is possible but only to a certain point. This point differs between users and use cases.
Prevent sickness through predictability: When designing levels, it might be a tempting approach to create levels that are independent of the track driven in real world. For example, flying in the air, over a city or in space. However, an important aspect of increased simulator sickness is the absence of predictability. Sudden and unpredictable changes in direction are likely to increase simulator sickness. Therefore, some sort of visualization of upcoming turns should be included in the game. In our prototype, we visualized the route by generating a canyon along the track. This approach is a very intuitive and realistic realization but in real world scenarios hard to achieve. Not only generating a complete level along the track would be necessary, also reacting to unforeseeable changes of the actual route should be included in the story line and level generation algorithm. A rather simple approach could include some sort of open space where auditory information predict upcoming turns. In a space shooter, approaching asteroids could be used as an element of style to predict upcoming turns.

Deprive responsibility: Participants stated that on the front passenger seat, they normally feel responsible for being involved in the traffic but by playing a fully immersive game, their role comes into conflict with playing the game. Being not able to see what is going on in the real world could disturb users and might lead to an uncomfortable feeling while playing. A high level of trust in the driver or changing seat positions could be enough to counteract the feeling of being responsible. Some participants did not report such responsibility, therefore we assume that this kind of feeling depends on personality.

Consider involvement of the driver: While playing, we observed that the movements of the driver’s vehicle are accepted as part of the game and not performed by the driver sitting next to the player. Even though players were aware that a driver next to them was controlling the vehicle and the vehicle’s movements were directly mapped to the player’s vehicle, the awareness was not present during the game. During our study participants did not ask to change the driving style, for example to hit a target. However, this feeling could have been so strong because the game elements are optimized to the track. Another explanation could be an experimenter bias. In this case, this means that participants did not want to participate in the driving style because the driver was the experimenter and a stranger. In situations where friends drive together, we assume communication between the player and the driver regarding the game.

Never persuade to risky driving: The passenger’s wish to influence the driving behavior could be an element of the game as well and could be used to increase driving safety. For example, while driving on a road on which speed is common, the number of targets in the scene could be increased. By this, the player might ask the driver to slow down a bit in order to be able to hit all targets in the scene. However, this would require the driver to be part of the game which might be triggered in any way. On the other hand, a specific game design could lead to a risky driving behavior. For example when chasing an object in front, the player could be incited to convince the driver to speed. A game design that could lead to risky driving should be avoided.

Design for incompleteness: When the player’s vehicle drives in a way that targets are hard to reach or hit or other goals are impossible to achieve, the player might blame the driver or the game itself for this and frustration could occur. A target that is impossible to hit because the car is never moving in the required position should either be avoided or not punished by the game play. Levels and game goals should be designed that the feeling of incompleteness does not occur. This could be reached by not defining an upper limit for targets, e.g. by not defining a goal such as, hit all objects in the scene. Note that in our study, the goal was in fact to hit all targets, but the route was tailored to the targets in the game, therefore all targets could be reached properly.

Limitations
The study track was the same for each participant. However, because the study took place on public road, sudden brakes, longer waiting time on crossings or different acceleration rates could not be controlled for and differed between participants. The game in our study was specifically designed for the chosen track of 2.2 km, therefore different tracks with other road geometry, speed limits and overall duration, like driving on a highway, should be tested in further studies. Also our design considerations are based on the small sample size of the study and should be evaluated with a bigger sample size. Our study results could be influenced by the experimenter bias effect because when comparing between a standing and driving condition, we can assume that participants are aware of the experimenter’s preferred condition.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a functional prototype to enable virtual reality in moving vehicles. To enable this, we mapped the vehicle’s movements and the visual information of the VR content. By this, the vestibular and visual information is congruent. We provide a technical implementation, an analysis of the design space and an evaluation based on a user study, in which we showed that our prototype reduces simulator sickness and increases enjoyment and immersion in comparison to a VR experience in a standing vehicle. We provided design considerations based on our experiences while developing and conducting our study that serves developers as guidelines when creating VR entertainment applications in moving vehicles.

Effects of the seat position regarding trust in the driver and the player’s wish for being involved in the traffic situation could be the focus of future work. Also level design while being in a vehicle playing VR games regarding simulator sickness should be investigated further. Different kinds of force shifts should also be investigated, where kinesthetic forces are not only mapped 1:1 but altered from actual movements. For example, flying loopings or changing height while the car is accelerating.
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ABSTRACT
Virtual reality (VR) head-mounted displays (HMD) allow for a highly immersive experience and are currently becoming part of the living room entertainment. Current VR systems focus mainly on increasing the immersion and enjoyment for the user wearing the HMD (HMD user), resulting in all the bystanders (Non-HMD users) being excluded from the experience. We propose ShareVR, a proof-of-concept prototype using floor projection and mobile displays in combination with positional tracking to visualize the virtual world for the Non-HMD user, enabling them to interact with the HMD user and become part of the VR experience. We designed and implemented ShareVR based on the insights of an initial online survey (n=48) with early adopters of VR HMDs. We ran a user study (n=16) comparing ShareVR to a baseline condition showing how the interaction using ShareVR led to an increase of enjoyment, presence and social interaction. In a last step we implemented several experiences for ShareVR, exploring its design space and giving insights for designers of co-located asymmetric VR experiences.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User Interfaces - Graphical user interfaces.
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Co-located virtual reality; shareVR; asymmetric virtual reality; multi-user virtual reality; consumer virtual reality

INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) head-mounted displays (HMD) are currently getting released as consumer devices (e.g. Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, and PlayStation VR) and are becoming part of the home entertainment environment. The technical progress allows for creating highly immersive virtual environments (IVEs) where users can even physically walk around and interact using their hands (roomscale VR) [13]. Having this physical exploration leads to a higher spatial understanding and therefore further increases immersion and enjoyment for the HMD user [4].

Despite VR aiming to become an essential part of the future living room entertainment, most current VR systems focus mainly on the HMD user. However, Alladi Venkatesh describes the living room as a highly social environment where people experience content together and interact through technology [61]. Since the level of engagement may vary between members of the household (e.g. some want to watch, some want to have some form of interaction and some want to be fully part of the experience), a VR system has to cover a wide bandwidth of engagement [63]. Solely observing participants...
would benefit from a more spatial representation of the virtual world such as the approach of Valve, which uses a green screen in combination with a tracked camera to create a mixed reality video for the observer [60]. People who only want a brief experience without committing to an extensive gaming session would benefit from a form of interaction with this mixed reality representation without having to put on an HMD. We argue that for VR to become part of this social living room environment, a way of interaction between users with an HMD and without an HMD is essential. Therefore, the focus of our work was on including the Non-HMD users into the VR experience and enhancing their way to interact with the HMD user.

We propose ShareVR (Fig. 1), a proof-of-concept prototype enabling Non-HMD users to be part of the VR experience and interact with the HMD user and the virtual environment. We use a tracked display and a floor projection to visualize the virtual space for the Non-HMD user (Fig. 1a,e) and potential bystanders. To increase the engagement and enjoyment of Non-HMD users, we bring both (HMD and Non-HMD) into the same physical space enabling the same form of interaction. Prior work showed that this physical interaction can potentially increase enjoyment, social interaction and has cognitive benefits [39, 21, 42].

We conducted an initial online survey (n=48) with early adopters of VR, investigating how they currently deal with interactions between HMD and Non-HMD users and what future concepts should provide to improve this interaction. Based on those insights, we designed and implemented ShareVR. In a user study (n=16), we compared ShareVR with a baseline condition (gamepad and television), showing the increase of enjoyment, presence and social interaction for HMD and Non-HMD users using ShareVR. We further explored the design space of ShareVR and implemented three example applications, showing the novel possibilities for asymmetric co-located experiences and give insights on how to design future experiences for asymmetric co-located VR interaction. The contributions of this work are:

- Concept, design and implementation of ShareVR – a proof-of-concept prototype for co-located asymmetric experiences in VR, based on the feedback (n=48) of VR early adopters.
- Insights from a user study (n=16), exploring the impact of ShareVR on enjoyment, presence and social interaction and showing its advantage compared to a baseline consisting of a gamepad and television.
- Exploration of the design space for co-located asymmetric VR experiences and implementation of three example applications, giving insights for designers of future asymmetric co-located VR experiences.

ENVISIONED SCENARIO
Our envisioned scenario is centered around a living room where VR already became an essential part of the home entertainment. Future systems will be designed having asymmetric co-located interaction in mind and provide appropriate visualization for Non-HMD users (e.g. embedded display in controllers) and an in-situ visualization of the physical tracking space (e.g. embedded projectors in already used hardware such as the tracking system of the HTC Vive).

Our final vision further incorporates additional devices such as nomadic VR HMDs [24], AR HMDs and smartphones. These devices are all additional points on the interaction gradient between fully immersed user (VR HMD) to bystander (Non-HMD user). This work will mainly focus on spanning and exploring this design space between HMD and Non-HMD users. Future research projects should further explore additional devices on this gradient which generate different asymmetries and come with different concepts of visualization and interaction (e.g. [17, 25, 30]). Each of these devices will presumably have an individual impact on enjoyment, presence and social interaction.

RELATED WORK
Our work builds upon three general fields of research: Collaborative/Spatial Augmented Reality, Collaborative Virtual Environments and Asymmetric Co-located VR Gaming. We will not specifically focus on prior art having a different research direction but sharing a similar technical setup such as [38, 43].

Collaborative/Spatial Augmented Reality
Since presented in 1998 by Raskar et al. [51], spatial augmented reality aims to augment the environment by using projection technology instead of head mounted displays [35, 34]. The field is closely related to projector camera systems which were developed to enable these kind of experiences [50]. A recent example of this approach is RoomAlive by Jones et al. which is closely related to our work [34]. Using a set of projector camera systems, an approach to transform the living room into a gaming environment and enable multiple users to play and interact together was presented. This work beautifully displays and explores the design space of spatial augmented reality inside the living room. Our work is closely related to Jones et al.’s RoomAlive since we apply a similar approach to visualize the virtual world, but we focus mainly on interaction between HMD and Non-HMD users.

Collaborative augmented reality [2, 49] focuses on enabling collaboration and interaction between people using AR technology and further incorporates work with asymmetric setups (e.g. different visualization and different input capabilities [7, 55, 26]). The Studierstube [53] by Schmalstieg et al. and “Shared Space” [2, 3] by Billinghurst et al., are systems presenting a variety of interaction and visualization concepts for co-located augmented reality collaboration. A similar approach was presented by Benko et al. with VITA, a collaborative mixed reality system for archaeological excavations [1]. VITA combined projected interfaces, a large screen and tracked handheld displays to enable collaboration in a multi-user scenario. Stafford et al. further presented “god-like interactions”: an approach to enable asymmetric interaction between a user with an AR HMD and a user with a tablet [55]. ShareVR follows a similar approach by offering individual interaction and visualization concepts for users without an HMD.

Collaborative Virtual Environments
Churchill et al. initially defined Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) as distributed virtual reality systems that enable users to interact with the environment and each other [11]. The focus was initially mainly on the distributed aspect [47]. DIVE, a distributed interactive virtual reality environment was presented by Carlsson et al., focusing on multi-user and 3D interaction aspects in distributed collaborative virtual
environments [8]. Oliveira et al. further presented a distributed asymmetric CVE, where an HMD user would receive guidance and instruction from a user sitting at a PC using a traditional GUI [45]. However, the focus of the work was mainly on training applications and e-commerce scenarios. ShareVR incorporates several concepts from distributed CVEs in its prototype but mainly focuses on co-located synchronous interaction as defined by Johansen et al. [33]. In C1x6, Kulik et al. presented a co-located CVE that was realized using six projectors and active shutter glasses to provide correct perspectives to six users inside a virtual environment. This allowed each user to perceive the same experience, whereby ShareVR focuses on creating different perceptions of the same experience leveraging the advantage of each individual visualization approach. Kulik et al. found that people are more enthusiastic about exploring a virtual environment as part of a group which was one of the main motivations for ShareVR.

Similar to prior work, one essential characteristic of ShareVR is the asymmetry of the experience [17, 44, 12, 30, 29, 18, 15]. Durval et al. presented an asymmetric 2D/3D interaction approach which allows users who are immersed in an IVE to interact with users sitting at a PC [17]. The approach works by leveraging the advantage of each individual representation (2D vs 3D). Oda et al. presented a further asymmetric interaction between a remote user and a local user wearing an AR HMD [44]. In a user study, the remote user had to explain a specific task to the local user either through a 2D interface or a VR HMD. The results show that local users understood faster when the remote users actually demonstrated the task wearing a VR HMD vs writing annotations with a 2D interface. ShareVR incorporates these findings by letting the Non-HMD user have the same way of interaction as the HMD user. Also closely relevant to our work were projects exploring an asymmetric "god-like interaction" with the goal to let people build worlds together [12, 29]. Users with an VR HMD could collaboratively create virtual environments with users at a PC. A similar approach was shown by Ibayashi et al. with DollhouseVR [30]. ShareVR differentiates itself from those approaches by strongly focusing on enabling a co-located experience which aims to increase enjoyment, presence and social interaction instead of increasing performance.

More recently Cheng et al. presented HapticTurk [9] and TurkDeck [10]. In contrast to prior work on generative haptics in VR [27, 28], HapticTurk and TurkDeck leverage human workers to generate haptic feedback for the HMD user. Our work was highly inspired by both systems and the haptic feedback was incorporated into the concept (e.g. lightsaber duel). However, in contrast to Cheng et al. ShareVR tries to enable an equally enjoyable experience for the Non-HMD user by literally sharing the virtual world of the HMD user with all people in the surrounding. To the best of our knowledge, ShareVR is the first system to enhance co-located asymmetric experiences between HMD and Non-HMD users who share the same physical space. This is a scenario that we argue will become more relevant as consumer VR technology progresses and attempts to become part of the living room entertainment.

Asymmetric Co-located VR Gaming

Despite the recent popularity of online multiplayer, co-located multiplayer games are still highly appreciated by many players [22, 46, 48] and researched by the scientific community [62]. Gajadhar et al. found that players experience a higher positive affect and less tension in a co-located than in a mediated setting or against a computer [20]. In the VR context, co-located settings are difficult to provide as usually only one VR HMD is available and only one player can wear it at a time. However, there are a few co-located VR games that make use of other means to circumvent this limitation. Games such as Black Hat Cooperative, Ruckus Ridge VR Party, Playroom VR and Keep Talking And Nobody Explodes apply an asymmetric interaction approach by either providing the Non-HMD user with an additional controller [52, 19], mouse and keyboard [57] or relying solely on verbal communication [56]. Recently, Sajjadi et al. presented Maze Commander, a collaborative asymmetric game in that one player uses a VR HMD while the other interacts using Sifteo Cubes. Although game experience did not differ between both interaction methods, players generally did enjoy the asymmetric game play.

Although these games all feature local multiplayer for VR, most game mechanics would still function if the games were implemented online and players had some form of voice chat. In contrast, ShareVR strongly focuses on the shared physical space and the resulting physical interaction to enhance the experience. While playing in a co-located setting does have positive effects on players [20], we argue that physical interaction in particular does enable novel play experiences for VR. Prior research has already shown that enjoyment and social interaction can be increased through physical engagement and interaction [39, 21, 42]. Lindley et al. found that an input device leveraging natural body movements elicits higher social interaction and engagement compared to a classic gamepad [39]. Similar results were found by Brondi et al. who showed beneficial effects of body movement on player engagement and flow for a collaborative game in a virtual environment [6]. Recently, Marshall et al. [41] studied aspects of games that encourage physicality in an extreme manner and derived guidelines for such games. Johann Sebastian Joust [16], is a game in that players have physical interaction in a shared play space. The players hold motion controllers and have to grab the other players’ controllers in order to win while the played music restrains their allowed movement. To the best of our knowledge, ShareVR is the first VR system enabling physical gaming experiences between HMD and Non-HMD users.

ONLINE SURVEY

We conducted an online survey to elicit the demand for co-located asymmetric interaction and further explore how early adopters are currently coping with this (e.g. during demonstrations) and what they would expect from future technology to support co-located asymmetric interaction. The survey was posted in online forums (e.g. Reddit) and was sent out to mailing lists of early adopters. We were focusing on an audience which already uses the technology at home and falls under the category early adopter. Overall we received 48 responses.

Demographics

The majority of the early adopters were male (46 males, 2 females), held a college degree (≈ 77%), and were on average 30.85 years old (SD=7.87, range: 19–49). The most used headsets were the HTC Vive (54%) followed by the Google
Cardboard (41%), Oculus Rift CV1 (33%), Oculus Rift DK2 (21%) and Samsung GearVR (19%). On average the respondents used the VR HMD 7.06 hours a week (SD=6.44, range: 0-30). Rated on a 5-point Likert scale, 73% stated a very high interest in virtual reality technology, 21% a high interest and 6% a moderate interest.

**Current Coping Techniques**

We asked people about the occurrence of asymmetric interaction (e.g. demoing a VR HMD) and how they are currently dealing with situations of asymmetric interaction (an overview of a subset of the questions can be found in Figure 2). The vast majority of our respondents reported they experienced asymmetric interaction during demoing of a VR HMD (94%) whereby only (38%) experienced it in a gaming scenario. Overall, only 13% played asymmetric co-located multi-user VR games (e.g. Ruckus Ridge VR Party) whereby 40% reported having regular (≈ 4 times a month) gaming sessions sharing one HMD (average group size of ≈ 3 friends).

When asked about the form of communication used in such asymmetric scenarios, the majority agreed to use speech (91%) followed by controllers (28%) and physical interaction (20%). When asked about their social coping, respondents agreed (48%) to prefer traditional consoles over VR HMDs when friends are around and would invite friends over more often (52%) for gaming sessions if there would be a better way of playing together having one HMD. Furthermore, respondents agreed that they would not mind being a passive observer (58%) and can imagine having fun playing with another person with an HMD whilst not having an HMD themselves (71%).

**Demand and Future Requirements**

When asked directly about asymmetric gameplay having one HMD, a vast majority agreed that they would love to be able to actively influence the virtual environment of the immersed user while not being immersed themselves (92%). When asked about specific aspects of asymmetric gameplay (Fig. 2 c), respondents often preferred the asymmetric option (e.g. different view of the virtual scene: 77%, different power level: 75% and different way of interaction: 79%). Nevertheless, the alternative options such as same view (42%) and physical interaction (54%) were still more towards an agreement as towards a disagreement. When asked about the representation of the Non-HMD user inside the IVE respondents slightly preferred to be visualized inside the virtual world (38%).

**Discussion of the Online Survey**

Our survey identified the users’ desire to be able to actively influence and interact with HMD users while not not having an HMD themselves. We found dedicated co-located asymmetric games such as Ruckus Ridge VR Party are not widely known/spread, whereby 40% of the respondents already play with multiple users having one HMD. The main form of interaction between HMD and Non-HMD users is mainly speech. People further reported that they currently prefer using a traditional console with friends but would invite friends more often for VR gaming session if there would be a better way for playing together having one HMD. When asked about future concepts such a system should have, respondents preferred an asymmetric approach but still were interested in the alternatives. This indicated that these design decisions would have to be dependent on the underlying game dynamics. We used this feedback and incorporated it (e.g. speech as interaction, focus on asymmetry in visualization and power level) into our concept and implementation of ShareVR and its experiences.

**SHAREVR CONCEPT AND IMPLEMENTATION**

We designed and implemented ShareVR with the goal of enabling Non-HMD users to become a part of the virtual experience of the HMD user and enable them to interact and explore the environment together. Furthermore, we wanted to allow bystanders who are not interested in actively influencing the IVE to be able to follow and understand the events happening inside the IVE and be able to interact with the HMD and Non-HMD user (e.g. point and scream “watch out behind you”). A main goal for the design of ShareVR was to increase the enjoyment, presence and social interaction for HMD and Non-HMD users. We aimed for developing an entertainment system which would fit right into the social dynamics of a living room.

One of our major design decisions was not to design an HMD to HMD system but focus on asymmetric interaction with Non-HMD users. While we agree that the direction of HMD to HMD interaction is also highly relevant and (as presented in the related work section) a highly researched field, we decided to focus on scenarios where only one HMD is available. Similarly to Voids et al. [62], we argue that for the living room scenario, it is important to design a system which enables a gradient of participation. This allows users who are not eager to use
an HMD to still be part of the virtual experience and maybe get interested in participating themselves. Furthermore, this approach allows a rich social interaction between Non-HMD users and bystanders since they both can see and talk to each other. This further creates an interesting social dynamic which we are going to discuss in more detail in our user study.

In our concept we focused on room-scale VR systems such as the HTC Vive and partially PlayStation VR, since they offer a larger design space, result in a high level of immersion and are expected to be widely spread systems in the future [59]. A second major design decision was to bring the Non-HMD user into the tracking space and let him explore the virtual world from the same position as the HMD user. This should result in an equal level of agency and engagement between HMD and Non-HMD users and further add the dimension of physical interaction (e.g. touch the HMD user). Prior research showed that this form of physical engagement and interaction results in an increase of enjoyment and social interaction [39, 21, 42].

Concept and Hardware Implementation

Our proof-of-concept prototype of ShareVR was built using an HTC Vive, two oppositely positioned short throw BenQ W1080ST projectors to visualize the tracking space and a 7 inch display attached to one of the HTC Vive controllers serving as a “window into the virtual world” for the Non-HMD user (Fig.3). We additionally added a TV which mirrored the view of the HMD user. The whole software was running on an i7 machine with an Nvidia GTX 970. The two main design variables we had were how to realize interaction and visualization for the Non-HMD users.

Interaction: Since we decided to bring both users in the same physical space we had to track the position and interaction of the Non-HMD user. We dedicated one of the HTC Vive controllers as the Non-HMD controller and used the Lighthouse tracking system of the HTC Vive to estimate the location of the Non-HMD user inside the physical space and let him interact with the IVE using the controller inputs. To leverage the advantage of sharing the same physical space we used physical props attached to the tracked controller as a second form of interaction between HMD and Non-HMD users. This enabled the Non-HMD user to generate haptic feedback for the HMD user (e.g. impact of lightsabers can be felt, cf. Fig.6). Based on the feedback of the online survey, we decided not to use headphones for the HMD user, to allow for oral communication between all users and directional sound (e.g. hearing the steps of the Non-HMD user).

Visualization: We designed the visualization having the Non-HMD user and additional users sitting on the couch in mind. To reduce the amount of shadows, we positioned two projectors opposite of each other directed towards the floor covering the full tracking space of the Lighthouse system. Both were calibrated through software to be perfectly aligned, visualizing the full tracking space to all people in the surrounding. This should help to develop a spatial understanding of the IVE for Non-HMD users. Furthermore, we attached a 7 inch display on top of the Non-HMD controller allowing to function as a “window” into the virtual world. We used a 5m hdmi cable to connect the display with the PC and supported it with power through a portable power bank inside the users pocket. We initially tried to remove all cables using wireless hdmi which resulted in too big delay. Additionally, we used a TV to render the mirrored view of the HMD user.

Software Implementation

The whole software side was implemented using Unity® and the SteamVR Unity plugin. We used NewtonVR [58] as an additional layer on top of SteamVR to quickly prototype physical interaction such as grabbing virtual objects. We created a prefab in Unity consisting of the NewtonVR camera rig, an orthographic camera positioned above to cover the whole tracking space and a camera on the virtual Non-HMD controller. The orthographic camera rendered their image onto a mesh in which we could adjust individual vertices to correct for distortion and align both projectors. Two individual versions of this mesh were positioned in front of two additional cameras which rendered the projection images. We used this prefab throughout all our implemented experiences.

IMPLEMENTED EXPERIENCES

We implemented three different applications: BeMyLight, SneakyBoxes, and SandBox consisting of four smaller experiences (lightsaber duel, soccer, puzzle and drawing). The first two BeMyLight and SneakyBoxes were later used in our comparative user study, whereby the SandBox was used in the final exploratory study.

Collaborative: Be My Light

The experience BeMyLight places both users in a pitch black cave full of creatures and riddles to solve (Figure 4). The goal of the game is it to escape the cave system. Therefore, both users have to cooperate to be able to fight the monsters and solve the riddles. The HMD user plays an adventurer who holds a sword which he can swing to damage monsters and teleports himself through the map. The Non-HMD user plays a magic fairy light which floats around the HMD user and is the only source of light inside the pitch black cave system. The fairy is furthermore able to cast a fireball which lights up the cave and damages monsters in its way. The riddles are designed in a way that both users have to work together to be able to solve them.

The HMD user sees the world through the eyes of the adventurer (point of view) and the fairy is visualized as a floating light (point light and spotlight in Unity). The Non-HMD user has

\footnote{we reimplemented a form of Valves The Lab teleport for locomotion}
a top down view of the current tracking space visualized on the projection. This allows him to see the directions from which monsters are approaching or attacking the HMD user. He is further capable of controlling the scale of the projection (zooming) to use the projection as a map. The handheld screen is used as a “window into the world” metaphor and controls the direction of the spot light (flashlight metaphor). To further increase the dependency between both users, some information is only displayed to the fairy and some only to the adventurer, encouraging them to collaborate (e.g. “please shine some light here I think I saw something you can’t see”).

This basic dynamic highly encourages a form of collaboration since the HMD user needs a light to see monsters and the environment and the Non-HMD user can not explore the world on his own since only the HMD user can teleport. Both have an asymmetry of information (e.g. only the adventurer can see the key for the exit but the fairy has to shine light on the key to make it visible) and an asymmetry of power (e.g. the fairy knows the path through the cave system since he can see cues on the projection but only the adventurer can move both).

**Competitive: Sneaky Boxes**

*SneakyBoxes* is based on a popular children’s game [64] which has different names through the world (e.g. RedLight, GreenLight in the US). *SneakyBoxes* is further highly inspired by Ruckus Ridge VR Party [19] which is one of few currently available co-located asymmetric VR games. The HMD user is positioned at the edge of the tracking space and uses one controller which represents a “marker” which can shoot projectiles. When looking into the tracking space the HMD user sees randomly positioned boxes, chests and barrels (Fig.5). The Non-HMD user is visualized as one of those boxes and is positioned inside the tracking space holding one controller which is mainly used for tracking his location. The goal of the HMD user is to find and “mark” the box which represents the Non-HMD user, whereby the Non-HMD user has to look through all the other boxes and find a randomly placed gem. All boxes are fixed in the scene and only the Non-HMD users’ box moves when he physically moves his controller. This allows the HMD user to distinguish and tag the Non-HMD user.

To create a bigger challenge for the HMD user, the lights in the scene go out after approximately 10 seconds. To turn the lights back on, the HMD user has to turn away from the tracking space and hit a floating target behind him. This gives the Non-HMD user time to reposition himself and look through some of the boxes. To further exploit the physical proximity we attached an inflatable sword on the controller of the Non-HMD user. By hitting the HMD user with the inflatable sword, the lights inside the scene can be “hit out” every 15 seconds, forcing the HMD user to turn around and turn the lights back on. The handheld display is used as a “window” into the virtual world and the projection visualizes the tracking space (top down view of all boxes).

*SneakyBoxes* was designed to explore the competitive possibilities which arise from the co-located asymmetry enabled through ShareVR. We deliberately avoided the use of headphones for the HMD user, since the direction of the noise the Non-HMD user does is an essential part of the gameplay. We further actively decided to use a physical prop (inflatable sword) as a tool for the Non-HMD user to interact with the HMD user. We were mainly interested what implications this physicality has on the social dynamic.

**Exploratory: Sandbox Application**

In addition to *SneakyBoxes* and BeMyLight, we implemented a Sandbox consisting of several smaller experiences which individually explore a novel aspect of the unique design space of ShareVR.

*Soccer*: The soccer application further explores the concept of high interaction asymmetry. The Non-HMD user uses both HTC Vive controllers and becomes the “Curator/Master” of the experience (Fig. 6 a). He can position targets inside the scene and spawn balls which he then can throw for the HMD user. The HMD user has to redirect the ball into the target using his head (header in soccer). The soccer application explores how an experience can be designed for ShareVR which puts the HMD user in a passive role and the Non-HMD user into an active and dominant position.

*Lightsaber Duel*: With the lightsaber duel we wanted to explore an interaction where the Non-HMD user is capable of interacting with the HMD user without the need for a visualization. To achieve this we mounted an inflatable lightsaber onto each of the HTC Vive controllers (Fig. 6 d). For the HMD user, we modeled a virtual lightsaber instead of the controllers which is exactly the same length resulting in a 1-to-1 mapping of the physical lightsaber and the virtual lightsaber. This allows the Non-HMD user to adjust its actions based on the physical location of the HMD user and his inflatable
lightsaber. To represent the Non-HMD user inside the virtual scene, we used a robot avatar with simple inverse kinematics. The HMD user benefits from the high fidelity of the experience (e.g. feel the actual impact of the lightsaber).

**Puzzle** The puzzle application was designed to explore the capabilities of more user involvement. Several 3D geometrical shapes are spawned around the HMD user with which he can interact using an HTC Vive controller (Fig. 6 b). His goal is to bring them into a certain arrangement. Only the Non-HMD user sees the building instructions on the projection and the handheld display on his controller. The only form of interaction between HMD and Non-HMD user is a virtual arrow attached to the Non-HMD user controller he can use to point at objects. The main form of communication is verbal, which includes all the potential additional users sitting on the couch. The puzzle application was designed so everyone can be involved in the experience since the building instruction is prominently visible and people on the couch can also direct actions of the HMD user (e.g. the red piece behind you should be a little more left).

**Drawing** We implemented a drawing application to show how simple it is to extend an existing VR experience to be working with ShareVR and multiple users (Fig. 6 c). The basic principles are simple, both the HMD and Non-HMD user have one controller which they can use to draw with one color in midair (similar to Google’s Tilt Brush [23]). The projection shows a top-down view of the tracking space (drawing space) and the handheld display works again as a “window” into the virtual world.

**USER STUDY**

To explore the interaction with ShareVR and measure the impact ShareVR has on the enjoyment, presence and social interaction between HMD and Non-HMD user, we conducted a user study. We compared ShareVR to a baseline condition consisting of a gamepad and a TV. In the baseline condition the Non-HMD user would sit on the couch and interact with the HMD user using a gamepad and a TV screen. This setup is currently used in most asymmetric co-located VR games (e.g. Ruckus Ridge VR Party [19], PlayStationVR [14]). The main difference between ShareVR and the Baseline was the shared physical space and physical engagement of the Non-HMD user.

**Study Design**

The study was conducted using a repeated measures factorial design with three independent variables. As independent variables we selected System (ShareVR, Baseline), HMD (HMD, Non-HMD), and Experience (BeMyLight, SneakyBoxes). For the Baseline system separate versions of BeMyLight and SneakyBoxes were created that were played with a regular gamepad instead of a tracked Vive controller. Further, smaller changes to the Baseline versions of games were made in order to provide a fair comparison of the systems (e.g. a button press can be used to trigger a sword hit in SneakyBoxes).

Independent variables were enjoyment measured with the post-game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) [32, 31] as well as valence and arousal from the SAM questionnaire [5], presence measured with Slater, Usoh, and Steed’s presence questionnaire [54] and social interaction measured using the behavioural involvement component of the GEQ’s social presence module [32, 31]. In addition to these questionnaires we added a final comparison and asked participants to rate their enjoyment, presence and social engagement on a 7-point Likert scale.

**Procedure**

The study took place in a university lab that was prepared to resemble a realistic living room scenario containing a couch, a TV screen, and the play area of the HTC Vive (see Fig. 3). Participants were recruited in pairs. After a brief introduction, they played all 8 possible permutations of our independent variables (System x HMD x Experience). The order was counterbalanced using a Latin square. All play sessions were interrupted after 5 minutes in order to guarantee fair comparisons. After each play session, participants completed a questionnaire measuring their experience and additional data (e.g. visual attention). The study took on average 1.5h and participants received 10 currency.

**Participants**

For this study we recruited 16 participants (5 female, 11 male) with an average age of 27.63 (SD=3.18). Participants were recruited in pairs and with the premise that they have such a social connection that they feel comfortable playing with each other. They reported an average experience with VR devices of 8.76 months (SD=7.22). Their average interest in VR technology was very high (M=6.13, SD=0.62), but their intention to buy a VR HMD in the next 12 months was low (M=2.81, SD=2.04, both variables measured on 7-point Likert scales).

**Results**

Scores for positive experience and presence were analysed using a 2x2x2 (System x HMD x Experience) repeated-measures ANOVA. As the other variables were not normally distributed, nonparametric Aligned Rank Transform [65, 36] was applied. Figure 7 summarizes the collected data of the GEQ and SUS.
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Figure 7. Averages (with standard deviation) of the positive experiences subscale (GEQ), behavioural involvement (GEQ) and presence (SUS).

The post-game GEQ consists of four components: positive experience, negative experience, tiredness, and returning to reality. HMD users reported a significantly higher positive experience compared to Non-HMD players ($F(1, 15) = 11.573, p = 0.004, r = 0.660$). As expected, Non-HMD participants reported significantly higher scores for tiredness using ShareVR compared to Baseline ($F(1, 15) = 12.060, p = 0.003, r = 0.829$). Participants further reported significantly higher scores for “returning to reality” when using an HMD compared to Non-HMD ($F(1, 15) = 33.067, p < 0.001, r = 0.668$).

Participants playing with ShareVR ($M = 7.47, SD = 1.01$) reported significantly higher valence scores compared to Baseline ($M = 6.95, SD = 0.92$) ($F(1, 15) = 10.952, p = 0.005, r = 0.650$). Additionally, using an HMD led to significantly higher scores for valence than without ($F(1, 15) = 7.213, p = 0.017, r = 0.570$). Furthermore, significantly higher scores of arousal were reported using ShareVR ($M = 6.1, SD = 1.61$) compared to Baseline ($M = 5.36, SD = 1.50$) ($F(1, 15) = 7.145, p = 0.017, r = 0.568$), as well as for HMD ($M = 6.01, SD = 1.28$) compared to Non-HMD ($M = 5.31, SD = 1.60$) ($F(1, 15) = 8.809, p = 0.010, r = 0.515$).

For the concluding questionnaire (“I enjoyed using [System]”), Likert scale from 1 (= strongly disagree) to 7 (= strongly agree), a Kruskal–Wallis test revealed that ratings were significantly affected by the system ($H(3) = 19.995, p < 0.001$). [ShareVR x HMD] was rated significantly more fun than [Baseline x Non-HMD] ($U = 27.781, p < 0.001$). Furthermore, participants stated that they enjoyed [ShareVR x Non-HMD] significantly more than [Baseline x Non-HMD] ($U = 19.062, p = 0.016$), adjusted significances are indicated for the Dunn-Bonferroni post-hoc tests.

Discussion
The goal of our study was to examine the impact of ShareVR on enjoyment, presence and social interaction for HMD and Non-HMD players in comparison to the Baseline condition. Even if no significant differences were found for the GEQ questionnaire, in the final comparison we found a significantly higher rating of enjoyment using ShareVR for Non-HMD users. Even if not significant, we were surprised that overall participants rated using (Non-HMD x ShareVR) slightly higher than (HMD x Baseline). Furthermore, ShareVR did elicit more positive emotions, higher valence and higher arousal which can be both linked to positive player experience [37, 40]. These

and also lower as {ShareVR x Non-HMD} ($U = 20.469, p = 0.008$).

Regarding social interaction, SneakyBoxes led to significantly higher scores for the behavioural involvement component of the GEQ social presence module compared to BeMyLight ($F(1, 15) = 6.877, p = 0.019, r = 0.560$).

In the concluding questionnaire (“I felt engagement with the other using [System]”), Likert scale from 1 (= strongly disagree) to 7 (= strongly agree), the system significantly affected the reported social engagement ($H = 26.942, p < 0.001$). [ShareVR x HMD] was rated significantly more engaging than [Baseline x Non-HMD] ($U = 25.656, p < 0.001$) as well as [Baseline x HMD] ($U = 24.781, p = 0.001$). Further, ratings show that [ShareVR x Non-HMD] was significantly more socially engaging than [Baseline x Non-HMD], $U = 22.094, p = 0.004$ and [Baseline x HMD] ($U = 21.219, p = 0.006$).

Between each gaming session, we asked Non-HMD participants to state their visual attention on a 7-point Likert scale (7=most attention) between player, projection, tracked display and mirrored view (TV). Playing BeMyLight, participants reported a high focus on the handheld display ($M = 5.63$) and a moderate on the projection ($M = 3.81$). However, playing SneakyBoxes the focus switched to high on the projection ($M = 6.75$) and low on the handheld display ($M = 1.37$). This indicates the importance of alternative visualizations between experiences. Finally, participants were asked if they would want to have a system like ShareVR at home. Results show that ShareVR was highly positively perceived, $M = 6.31, SD = 0.873$ (measured on a 7-point Likert scale). This is also confirmed by the qualitative feedback we received, where participants actively stated that they want the system and asked about availability.
findings further correlate with our observations and qualitative feedback of participants “I think both games should be further developed ... they are really fun”. These findings confirm that with ShareVR we could increase enjoyment for Non-HMD users for co-located asymmetric experiences in VR.

Similar to enjoyment, no significant differences were found using the GEQ behavioural involvement subscale. This can be explained with the strong effect each individual game had. The GEQ measures how much a player’s actions depend on the other player. This was in fact very different for both games which might have had more impact on participants than the system used. However, when rating only the systems regarding how engaged they felt with the other player, participants reported a significantly higher rating using ShareVR for both HMD and Non-HMD players. We explain these findings with the aspect of the shared physical space. When wearing an HMD, users are visually isolated from the space around them. Even if playing with another user located on the couch, not actually seeing the other reduces the experience to something similar to online gaming. “This was similarly mentioned by participant 2: “The projection helps to be part of the experience because seeing the controller felt more like playing online since you don’t share any physical space”. This further shows how ShareVR not only positively impacts the overall experiences for Non-HMD users, but also for HMD users.

Compared to the Baseline, ShareVR overall significantly increased the presence of the Non-HMD user measured by the SUS questionnaire and in the final comparison. Interestingly, in the final comparison participants rated (Non-HMD x ShareVR) only slightly lower than playing with an HMD in the Baseline. This suggests that ShareVR did in fact improve presence over the Baseline. Further, it might even be possible that the system can elicit presence in the Non-HMD player that is comparable to playing with an HMD.

Summarized, we found that ShareVR did improve enjoyment, social engagement and presence over the Baseline condition. Unsurprisingly, we found several effects of playing as HMD or Non-HMD player as well as effects from the individual experience. This suggests that although ShareVR showed promising results, experiences have to be specifically designed for the co-located asymmetric approach. Therefore, the next section is going to focus on the design space of ShareVR.

DESIGN SPACE AND GUIDELINES
To gain a deeper understanding of the design space, its implications and to be able to derive design considerations we conducted a second smaller exploratory study with two groups of 3 participants (n=6). The main goal was to further expose participants with the system and observe behavior and interactions using ShareVR.

Exploratory Study
We invited two groups of three participants each into our lab and let them experience an approximately 30-40 minutes long gaming session with the Sandbox application (see Video Figure). Participants were again recruited as a group with a strong social bond and enjoying playing together. The first recruited group were three male HCI researchers (age: M=31, SD=3.56) and the second group consisted of three male VR enthusiasts (age: M=28.7, SD=0.47). After a short introduction into control mechanics of ShareVR, participants were free to explore each application and had no further restrictions. Our only request was that each participant should experience each possible role (HMD, Non-HMD, and observer on the couch). Afterwards, we conducted a semi structured group interview on aspects of ShareVR, each individual role and the experienced gameplay. During the study three of the authors were present taking notes about observed behaviour and the group discussion afterwards. After both sessions the three authors had one shared coding session (thematic analysis) in which notes were compared and themes identified and discussed.

Additional Findings
The overall findings were directly integrated into the Design Guidelines and the Design Space. In this part we will briefly give insights on findings not covered by these two sections but seemed noteworthy to us.

Non-HMD users tend to form a certain bond with the observer since they both experience a similar perception of the virtual world and the HMD user. Participants often teased the HMD user with his inability of seeing the physical space (e.g. poke with a not tracked inflated sword). Nevertheless, HMD participants reported feeling safe when immersed to not bump into things and walk out of the tracking space since two Non-HMD users were around watching out for them. This shows that both accepted the teasing as part of the individual game without a negative influence on the whole experience. We further observed several occasions where the HMD user made mistakes resulting in a group laughter that started simultaneously. This shows that everyone was fully capable of understanding what is going on in the scene. Participants further reported they felt as they were entertaining the observer on the couch and that this feeling could potentially be higher if there would be several people on the couch. In terms of experiences, participants reported they had fun in every role but would prefer games which are not based on activities they can experience in real life (e.g. soccer).

Design Space
In the following we will present four variables of the design space we identified as essential factors and explain their implications. This categorization is based on insights we gained from actively implementing and testing ShareVR and both user studies.

Asymmetry in Visualization and Interaction: The main variable of every experience implemented for ShareVR is the level of asymmetry in visualization and interaction. The starting situation already has a strong asymmetry in terms of visualization, since the HMD user has stereoscopic perception of the virtual world and the Non-HMD user gets his understanding of the world through flat displays. Both have inherent advantages and disadvantages and should be considered when designing interactions for both users (see first guideline). The goal here is not to bring both on the same level but to leverage the advantages of each individual visualization. When done right, a high degree of asymmetry can lead to two entirely different experiences which results in a high replay value.

Dependency: The level of dependency in an experience controls how much coordination is necessary between HMD
Design for mixed reality in shared physical space: Keep in mind that your players are both located in the same physical space but perceive two different realities. Even if you do not visualize the movement and actions of your Non-HMD user, the HMD user will hear him interact in the surrounding. In some cases this can break the presence and immersion of the HMD user (e.g. hearing footsteps while his character is visually floating), but when considered in the game design can enhance the experience for both (e.g. physical props positioned by the Non-HMD user inside the tracking space).

CONCLUSION
In this work we presented ShareVR, a proof-of-concept prototype using floor projection and mobile displays in combination with positional tracking to visualize the virtual world for Non-HMD users and enable them to interact with the HMD user and become part of the VR experience. We designed and implemented ShareVR based on the feedback of early adopters (n=48) of VR technology. We implemented three experiences for ShareVR which each explore a different aspect of the novel design space. In a next step we conducted a user study (n=16) comparing ShareVR to a baseline condition (TV + gamepad) showing its advantage in terms of enjoyment, presence and social interaction. In a final step we conducted a short exploratory evaluation (n=6) which we used to help us explore the design space of ShareVR and give insights and guidelines for designers of co-located asymmetric VR experiences.

Limitations and Future Work
To entirely cover the gradient of engagement, an HMD to HMD interaction has to be modeled as well. We focused on asymmetric VR collaboration since it is likely to occur in the early days of consumer VR and appropriate concepts could benefit social acceptance. Furthermore, our findings are currently based on two or three people playing together. More research with a higher number of observers has to be conducted to fully understand the social dynamics happening in this asymmetric setup.

In the future, we are planning to extend ShareVR to incorporate more players and further integrate an additional HMD. This allows us to fully investigate the novel design space of asymmetric co-located virtual reality experiences and their impact on social dynamics.
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Figure 1. FaceDisplay is a modified VR HMD consisting of three touch sensitive displays and a depth camera attached to its back (a-c). This allows people in the surrounding to perceive the virtual world through the displays and interact with the HMD user either through touch (e) or gestures (d).

ABSTRACT
Mobile VR HMDs enable scenarios where they are being used in public, excluding all the people in the surrounding (Non-HMD Users) and reducing them to be sole bystanders. We present FaceDisplay, a modified VR HMD consisting of three touch sensitive displays and a depth camera attached to its back. People in the surrounding can perceive the virtual world through the displays and interact with the HMD user via touch or gestures. To further explore the design space of FaceDisplay, we implemented three applications (FruitSlicer, SpaceFace and Conductor) each presenting different sets of aspects of the asymmetric co-located interaction (e.g. gestures vs touch). We conducted an exploratory user study (n=16), observing pairs of people experiencing two of the applications and showing a high level of enjoyment and social interaction with and without an HMD. Based on the findings we derive design considerations for asymmetric co-located VR applications and argue that VR HMDs are currently designed having only the HMD user in mind but should also include Non-HMD Users.
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INTRODUCTION
Mobile VR (Virtual Reality) HMDs (Head-mounted Displays) are currently mostly based on smartphones and a case outfitted with lenses (e.g. Samsung GearVR, Google Daydream). A recent development focuses on mobile VR HMDs which are not based on smartphones but offer an untethered headset with embedded hardware, inside-out tracking and some form of input capabilities (e.g. Intel Alloy). Both these device types enable the interaction scenario of Nomadic VR [18, 29], where users can immerse themselves inside a virtual world wherever and whenever they wish. This nomadic interaction scenario comes with several challenges such as the unknown and uninstrumented environment [18]. Since current mobile VR HMDs are designed exclusively for the wearing user (HMD User), every other person in this environment...
Non-HMD User is excluded and reduced to be a sole bystander [20]. This further leads to a complete isolation of the HMD User and could potentially lead to less social acceptance of the technology [40]. We identified two main challenges for this specific problem: (1) How can we visualize parts of the virtual environment to Non-HMD users and (2) how can we enable a form of interaction between HMD and Non-HMD user inside the uninstrumented environment. The overarching goal is to reduce exclusion for the Non-HMD User and reduce the isolation of the HMD User and enable a cohesive and enjoyable experience for both.

We propose FaceDisplay, a concept for a mobile VR HMD that is designed having the HMD User and the environment with all other people (e.g. friends, family and strangers) in mind. FaceDisplay consists of three displays arranged around the backside of the HMD to function as a visualization for the Non-HMD User (Fig. 1). To further enable a form of interaction, we attached a Leap Motion facing outwards allowing for gestural interaction. Additionally, we used capacitive touch displays to enable a second form of interaction by actually touching the HMD. We implemented three example applications (FruitSlicer, SpaceFace and Conductor) to show how different visualization and interaction metaphors can be used inside each application.

To investigate what specific interaction implications and social dynamics arise from such a concept, we conducted an exploratory user study (n=16). We recruited participants in pairs and let them interact with two applications (SpaceFace and Conductor) each as the HMD User and Non-HMD User, focusing on enjoyment, presence, social interaction and discomfort. We found that FaceDisplay enables the Non-HMD User to understand what the HMD User is doing and results in an equally enjoyable experience for HMD User and Non-HMD User. Additionally, we found a strong imbalance of the power level, putting the Non-HMD User in a more dominant position and derive design considerations based on our insights for co-located asymmetric virtual reality. We conclude by proposing a change in design perspective for future mobile VR HMDs. We argue that mobile VR HMDs should be designed having not only the wearer in mind (HMD User) but also the surrounding and everyone part of it. To truly overcome the future challenges for mobile VR, the negative aspect of isolation of the HMD User should be reduced.

The main contributions of this work are:

- The concept of FaceDisplay and the broader vision of designing mobile VR HMDs not only for the wearer, but also including people in the surrounding.
- A prototypical implementation of such a VR HMD and three example applications – each presenting multiple aspects of this novel design space.
- Results of an exploratory evaluation (n=16) explaining the implications such a design has on enjoyment, presence, social interaction and discomfort and deriving design considerations from these findings.

RELATED WORK
Our work is strongly influenced by the fields of Mobile/Nomadic VR, Asymmetric Interaction/Collaboration for VR/AR and Asymmetric Co-located Gaming.

Mobile/Nomadic VR
Since 90s’ VR technology was not mature enough, the field of mobile and nomadic VR only became relevant in the more recent rise of VR around the 2010s. By combining a piece of cardboard, two lenses and a smartphone a simple VR viewer can be realised [4]. Google created Cardboard VR, one of the currently most spread mobile VR HMDs [17]. Following this trend, more smartphone-based (e.g. Samsung GearVR, Google Daydream) and self-contained (e.g. VIVE Focus) mobile VR HMDs were presented as consumer devices. This spread of VR technology into everyday consumer devices created the demand for HCI researchers to understand and design interaction concepts suitable for the nomadic VR usage scenario [18].

Several projects explored different input techniques designed for uninstrumented environments that work solely by modifying the HMD and without additional accessories [45, 28, 19, 31]. Smus et al. presented in [45] the original implementation of the magnetic input concept used throughout most first generation Cardboard VR viewers. Kent Lyons further enhanced this approach by extending the input from a binary selection to 2D input capabilities by applying magnetic field sensing to track the magnet on the side of the enclosure [31]. Instead of enhancing the magnet based interaction on the Google Cardboard, Kato et al. presented an modified Cardboard viewer that uses capacitive stripes attached to the case and running onto the normally unreachable touchscreen of the smartphone. This allowed users to create custom interaction interfaces and further extended the input space from the side of the HMD onto the backside of the HMD [28]. This form of back-of-device interaction for mobile VR was further explored and presented by Gugenheimer et al. [19].

A variety of research on mobile VR is conducted within the field of haptic feedback. Having the constraints of an uninstrumented environment and no accessories, researchers focused either on ungrounded haptic feedback systems [21, 41] or tried to leverage the feedback in the environment [23, 34]. Pohl et al. presented with “See what I see” a display attached to the back of a mobile HMD [40]. This work is conceptually closes to FaceDisplay but focuses only on the visualization and not the interaction and presents no user study. Most recently Chan et al. presented with “FrontFace” a single screen attached to the back of a mobile VR HMD to lower the communication barrier between HMD User and Non-HMD User [8]. The technical setup is similar to FaceDisplay but the focus lies on enabling a form of communication rather than letting the Non-HMD User be part of the experience (lower exclusion) or allow the Non-HMD User to interact with the virtual world. FaceDisplay on the other hand focuses more on exploring the design space of the interaction and uncover the underlying social dynamics occurring from this co-located asymmetric scenario. Misawa et al. presented a similar technical setup having a display attached to an HMD [35]. However, the focus was on enhancing telepresence and not in the field of virtual reality. To the best of our knowledge, FaceDisplay is the first concept enabling co-located asymmetric interaction for mobile virtual reality.

Asymmetric Interaction/Collaboration for VR/AR
Since augmented reality faces a similar challenge as virtual reality in terms of asymmetric interaction, a variety of approaches were presented. Collaborative augmented reality [2, 39] aims to
enable collaboration and interaction between people using AR technology and further incorporate work with asymmetric setups (e.g., different visualization and different input capabilities [7, 46]). The Studierstube [43] by Schmalstieg et al. and Shared Space [2, 3] by Billinghurst et al., are systems presenting a variety of interaction and visualization concepts for co-located augmented reality collaboration.

Similar approaches for asymmetric collaboration were also explored in the field of virtual reality [12, 36, 11, 25, 20]. Duval et al. presented an asymmetric 2D/3D interaction approach which allowed Non-HMD Users to interact with users sitting at a PC [12], leveraging the advantage of each individual representation (2D and 3D). Oda et al. presented another asymmetric interaction between a remote user and a local user wearing an AR HMD [36]. In a user study, the remote user had to explain a specific task to the local user either through a 2D interface or a VR HMD. The results show that local users understood faster when the remote users actually demonstrated the task wearing a VR HMD in comparison to writing annotations with a 2D interface. Also closely relevant to our work were projects exploring an asymmetric “god-like interaction” with the goal to enable people build worlds together [11, 24]. HMD Users could collaboratively create virtual environments with users at a PC. A similar approach was shown by Ibayashi et al. with DollhouseVR [25]. Most recently Gugenheimer et al. presented ShareVR, a projection-based concept that enables asymmetric co-located collaboration between a HMD User and Non-HMD Users. FaceDisplay follows a similar motivation but needs a different solution to satisfy the restrictions (e.g., no instrumentation, no accessories) of the nomadic interaction scenario. Additionally, we expected different social dynamics than with ShareVR due to our on body touch interaction and more extreme level of asymmetry.

Asymmetric Co-located Gaming

Despite the overall popularity of online multiplayer, co-located multiplayer games are still highly appreciated by many players [15, 37, 38] and researched by the scientific community [50]. Gajadhar et al. even showed that players experience a higher positive affect and less tension in a co-located than in a mediated setting or against a computer [14]. Since symmetric co-located settings are currently difficult to achieve for VR, developers tend to build asymmetric setups such as Black Hat Cooperative, Ruckus Ridge VR Party, Playroom VR and Keep Talking And Nobody Explodes. The Non-HMD User is either provided with an additional controller [42, 13], mouse and keyboard [49] or relying solely on verbal communication [47]. Recently, Sajjadi et al. presented Maze Commander, a collaborative asymmetric game in that one player uses a VR HMD while the other interacts using Sifteo Cubes. Although game experience did not differ between both interaction methods, players generally did enjoy the asymmetric game play. Furthermore, Harris et al. presented additional guidelines for leveraging asymmetries in multiplayer games which we partially incorporated in some of our applications [22].

Although the aforementioned games all feature local multiplayer for VR, most game mechanics would still function if the games were implemented online and players had voice communication. For FaceDisplay, we strongly focus on the shared physical space and the resulting physical interaction (particularly in SpaceFace). Playing in co-located settings has been shown to have positive effects on players [14] and having physical engagement was further shown to increase enjoyment and social interaction. Liu et al. found that an input device leveraging natural body movements elicits higher social interaction and engagement compared to a classic gamepad [30]. Similar results were found by Brondi et al. who showed beneficial effects of body movement on player engagement and flow for a collaborative game in a virtual environment [6]. Recently, Marshall et al. [32] showed how aspects of games can encourage physicality in an extreme manner and derived guidelines for such games.

![FaceDisplay Hardware Prototype](image)

**Figure 2.** The hardware prototype of FaceDisplay, consisting of three touchscreens and a Leap Motion depth camera attached to the back and the sides of an Oculus Rift DK2

**FACEDISPLAY**

We designed FaceDisplay for the Nomadic VR interaction scenario [18], wherein an HMD User picks a location in which he wants to immerse himself and stays rather stationary for the duration of the experience. This location can be either a public environment (e.g. subway) or a private one (e.g. at a friends home). Such a nomadic form of gaming was also recently presented by Nintendo with the Nintendo Switch. We consider the Switch as a nomadic device which was designed having the environment in mind, since its modular controllers (Nintendo Joy-Cons) allow users to spontaneously include people in the environment into their gaming experience.

The big difference between the Switch and the FaceDisplay concept is the asymmetry of the interaction. Since a single VR HMD can only offer the stereoscopic view to one user (HMD User) we had to come up with a different visualization concept for the Non-HMD User. We also had to create interaction concepts that work without additional accessories (nomadic context) and allow for different levels of engagement (socially familiar Non-HMD User and unknown Non-HMD User). We strive to cover the whole gradient of familiarity/engagement, since a mobile VR HMD could potentially be used in a public transport (unknown Non-HMD User) or at a friends home (socially familiar Non-HMD User). Both

---

1. With rather stationary we mean a sitting or standing position with only little positional movement
scenarios would result in a vastly different form of interaction (e.g. observing by the unknown Non-HMD User vs playing with the socially familiar Non-HMD User) but should both be included to cover the wide range of engagement. Our goal was to allow for a similarly easy extension from single user to multi-user interaction as provided by the Nintendo Switch. However, similarly to ShareVR [20], our goal was not to create an identical experience, but embrace the asymmetry and allow the Non-HMD User to fully understand the virtual environment of the HMD User, allow the Non-HMD User to engage in an interaction and further enable a gradient of engagement from observing to participating.

The entire software was developed using Unity3D. The engine offers the multi-display feature which allows to open several rendering windows that can be later arranged onto each individual screen. Since the multi-display feature is currently under development, it does not offer touch capabilities for each window. Therefore, we implemented a second fully transparent application lying on top of our main application detecting the touches and sending them through a socket connection to the main application.

**Interaction Concepts**

When designing interaction concepts for FaceDisplay we had to initially realize the severity of the asymmetry of our setup. Similarly to the ShareVR concept [20], we created a highly asymmetric setup where a HMD User should be able to interact with an Non-HMD User. However, the big difference to ShareVR is that with FaceDisplay, the interface for visualization and interaction is physically attached to the HMD User. This results in the unique constellation that the interaction interface itself is not rigid but also moving around and every physical contact with the interface is perceived by the HMD User. During the design we kept our two goals in mind to reduce exclusion for the Non-HMD User and reduce the isolation of the HMD User.

Visualization: We incorporated this insight in the visualisation by using more than just one screen (in contrast to [40, 8]). Our initial prototype that consisted only of one display on the back led to the problem that users outside of the HMD had to follow the fast and unpredictable head rotations of the immersed user to be able to see the screen. The slightly angled side screens allow the Non-HMD User to be able to still see what is happening when the HMD User rotates left and right. This arrangement of displays allowed us to experiment with different visualization metaphors. The content on the screens displays the virtual environment mostly using a “window” metaphor. This should overall reduce the exclusion.

Interaction: Our goal for the interaction concept was that a wide gradient of engagement is covered (from observing to fully engaging Fig. 4) [51]. Observing was covered by offering the three screens as a visualization.

To be able to initiate a form of interaction from the outside, we implemented hand tracking for the Non-HMD User by attaching a Leap Motion to the backside of the HMD. This allowed us to visualize the hands of the Non-HMD User to the HMD User. This further enabled simple gestures (e.g. waving, pointing) as form of communication and interaction between the two users. Being able to know that a Non-HMD User is in the surrounding and where he is located should further help the HMD User to reduce the isolation and allows to further incorporate content outside of the HMD to the HMD User [33].

For the final level of engagement, we wanted to create a form of interaction that is capable of fast-paced gameplay and enables a strong social perception between HMD User and Non-HMD User to counter the isolation of the HMD User. We focused on Face-Touch [19] as an interaction technique since it fits the nomadic scenario and allows for physical contact (reduce isolation [20]). Both users interact with the virtual world by using the touch screens. Based on findings of Gugenheimer et al. on touch interactions for mobile VR HMDs, we decided to mainly use the screen on the back as a form of input for the HMD User [19]. The Non-HMD User

---

**Technical Implementation**

Our prototype consists of an Oculus Rift DK2, three touch displays and a Leap Motion on the back facing outwards (Fig. 2). We used two 7 inch Waveshare\(^2\) screens for the sides (resolution: 1024x600) and a 7 inch ChalkBoard Electronics display on the back (resolution: 1280x800). The two screens on the side are attached with an angle of 75 degree to be still partially visible when looking straight onto the HMD. Each display is capable of capacitive multi-touch. The displays are attached using 3D-printed cases that match the shape of an Oculus Rift DK2. The Leap Motion controller was tilted by approximately 45 degrees, facing slightly upwards (Fig. 2). This allowed us to mainly see the hands of the Non-HMD User and a further away background (e.g. ceiling). This was necessary to increase the tracking accuracy since the Leap Motion has to conduct figure-ground separation of the depth image and fails if something (e.g. human torso) is at approximately equal distance as the hands. The overall weight of FaceDisplay is approximately 1.5kg. To compensate for the weight, we constructed a ceiling attachment similar to Sutherland’s Sword of Damocles [48]. Our attachment consists of a 1.5m Key-Bak retractable keyholder, connecting the HMD and the keyholder through springs (Fig. 3 b). Furthermore, we hot glued additional padding around the nose and lens area. This allowed us to reduce the perceived weight, while keeping the freedom of looking around. We argue that in the future (and by a professional company) the prototype can be build significantly lighter to avoid this kind of apparatus.

\(^2\)Each Waveshare screen was flashed with a custom firmware by Yannic Staudt – https://k16c.eu
**User** influences the virtual environment by touching the corresponding point on any of the touch displays. This allows the **HMD User** to locate which of the attached screens was touched and further opens the interaction space to more physical forms of engagement (e.g., jousting hands or blocking head rotation). This additional physical contact can potentially increase the level of immersion for the **HMD User** [20, 9, 10]. We were particularly interested in how this form of interaction is perceived by both parties (**HMD User** and **Non-HMD User**) and which social dynamics arise from this (see section Evaluation for more details on these aspects).

**Design Space/Interaction Gradient**

Displaying the content of an immersed **HMD User** to the outside world, opens up a new and wide design space for different forms of interaction. Figure 4 shows the interaction/engagement gradient starting from the most engaged (touch) to the least engaged (observing). The displays on the **HMD** allow for multiple observers to understand the virtual environment and the current interaction state. The two outer most interaction concepts (observing and external device) additionally allow for multi-user interaction. One can imagine a scenario where several **Non-HMD User** observe the current virtual environment and interact with the **HMD User** via their own smartphone (e.g. spawn fruits in fruit slicer). Having the screens additionally on the **HMD** allows for observers to be still part of the interaction.

In our user study, we focused on two concepts where the **Non-HMD user** is going to be in the immediate surrounding of the **HMD user** and use voice, gesture and touch as form of interaction so the **HMD User** can feel the presence (reduce feeling of isolation) of a second entity (Figure 4 a,b). Therefore, we did not explore interactions from slightly safer distances which lead to interactions that might as well be remote over the Internet. We also used touch deliberately to explore how far can we go with our ‘close/intimate’ interaction and tried to leverage the touch impact as active haptic feedback for the **HMD user** (e.g. SpaceFace: impact of an asteroid not only visual but also haptic). We wanted to explore what social dynamics arise when we bring the **Non-HMD User** close to the **HMD User** and design an interaction which is more physical. However, we do acknowledge that the smartphone is also an interesting form of input for **FaceDisplay** and should be considered for future research but was not in the scope of this work. Focusing on interactions from a slightly safer distance (Figure 4 c,d) enables additional applications without the need to battle exclusion and isolation (e.g. **Non-HMD User** guides **HMD User** through an application using gestures or an external smartphone).

**APPLICATIONS**

A general application scenario of **FaceDisplay** is the visualization of VR content to the environment (**Non-HMD Users**). It is important to realize that the content displayed on the screens should be under full control of the **HMD User** to still be able to keep a certain level of privacy and security. In its simplest form, this content visualization could be the title of the VR application or the face (or an avatar of the face) of the **HMD User** to try to conceal the fact that the user is wearing an **HMD** [16]. Since we were particularly interested in how to enable interaction between **HMD User** and **Non-HMD User** in a nomadic context, we focused on designing applications which offer a form of interaction by and between both users. In the following we will present three example applications (**FruitSlicer**, **SpaceFace** and **Conductor**) and discuss their design rationales.

**Fruit Slicer**

**FruitSlicer** is a VR adaption of the popular Fruit Ninja game. The **HMD User** is located inside a virtual environment and different sorts of fruits and vegetables are thrown towards him. To collect points the **HMD User** has to slice all the fruits and vegetables and avoid slicing the bombs. The **Non-HMD User** can decide...
at which frequency and what location the next object is going to spawn and "throw" them towards the HMD User. When the HMD User misses a fruit or slices a bomb, he loses one point and for every rightfully sliced fruit or vegetable, he gains a point. The first to get 10 points wins.

The HMD User sees the world from a first person perspective and can generate slices inside the virtual world by touching and moving his finger on the corresponding location on the center display (Fig. 5 a). This form of interaction was shown to be suitable for mobile VR HMDs [19]. The Non-HMD User is looking from a far distance into the virtual world and can see a visualization of the HMD User and the spawning objects and slices (Fig. 5 c). By touching one of the screens the Non-HMD User spawns a random object (fruit/vegetable/bomb) and throws it towards the HMD User.

We decided not to use a one to one mapping of the screen positioning and the camera positioning inside the virtual environment (i.e. no window metaphor). This allowed us to explore whether people would be able to understand the less intuitive visualization concept and how they would perceive it. We conducted a preliminary evaluation with two of the authors and gave several demonstrations to members and visitors of our institution. We mainly used FruitSlicer to gain an initial understanding of the interaction and social dynamics arising from it. We did not use FruitSlicer in the final evaluation but used it to gain knowledge for designing the two games used in the study (SpaceFace and Conductor).

Space Face
In SpaceFace, the HMD User is playing an astronaut who escaped an exploding spaceship and is now floating in outer space waiting to get rescued by another spaceship. The Non-HMD User is taking the role of the vicious space/cosmos and wants the astronaut to die before he gets rescued. In order to achieve this goal, the Non-HMD User can launch small comets at the glass of the astronaut’s helmet. These comets generate an impact, sound (cracking of glass) and can be seen as a crack in the display by HMD User and Non-HMD User (Fig 6 b,c). Each screen can take up to 10 hits before it breaks and the astronaut suffocates. To avoid this, the astronaut is capable of repairing a screen by applying a special foam over a certain time period. After 2.5 minutes the astronaut gets rescued and wins the round.

The HMD User sees the environment from the first-person perspective of the astronaut. The Non-HMD User is looking directly onto the HMD User and the attached displays are functioning as a "window" metaphor into the virtual world. The FaceDisplay prototype itself is representing the space helmet. The external screens show an androgynous avatar starting from nose to hairline to create the impression of the Non-HMD User looking at a virtual representation of the HMD User (Fig. 6 a). Additionally, the Non-HMD User can look past the avatar and see parts of the space environment. The Non-HMD User can create the comets/cracks by touching any location on one of the three screens. This further generates a physical impact simulating the impact of a comet on the space helmet. To avoid constant attacking we implemented a cool down of approx. 1 second. The HMD User can repair a screen by holding down 5 fingers for approx. 1-6 seconds, depending on the amount of damage (Fig. 6 c).

We designed SpaceFace to explore what implications on social dynamics the physical interaction brings. The fact that the Non-HMD User is not visualized to the HMD User results in unpredicted impacts on the HMD. We further balanced the game so that the when played perfectly by both users, the Non-HMD User would always lose. This should further encourage the Non-HMD User to start using physical means to win the round (e.g. pushing away or even blocking the hand of the HMD User).

Conductor
Conductor is a VR adaption of a rhythm game such as Guitar Hero or AudioShield [1]. The HMD User is placed inside a virtual equalizer and listens to a music track (Fig. 7 b). Similarly to Guitar Hero, the music is also represented as blocks on three lanes and the HMD User has to tap one of each lane respectively to the rhythm and the visual indication (Figure 7 a). However, this block representation is only visible to the Non-HMD User who has to communicate (conduct) their timing and location using his hands (Fig. 7 c,d). The HMD User can only see the virtual hands of the Non-HMD User inside his virtual equalizer environment (Fig. 7 a). Every time the HMD User selects the correct lane with the correct timing, the score and the song
volume increase and the visual equalizer starts to spark. Every missed block results in a decrease of volume and no points. To avoid frustration the thresholds of acceptance of a correct block are selected generously (approximately 0.5 seconds of tolerance). The goal of the game is to achieve the biggest high score.

The Non-HMD User sees the same block representation of the music track with indicators when to play which lane on each display. Furthermore, the hands are visualized so the Non-HMD User can notice occasional tracking imperfections. The HMD User sees the virtual equalizer and the hands of the Non-HMD User instructing him what lane to select and when. The lanes can only be selected by the HMD User through touching anywhere and with an arbitrary amount of fingers on one of the screens (left, center, right).

We intentionally designed a high level of asymmetry in the visualization and interaction of Conductor to explore how this impacts the already highly asymmetric setup. We further focused only on gestural interaction between the HMD User and Non-HMD User. We were particularly interested if the HMD User perceives the virtual hands as part of the Non-HMD User or if they will be perceived as a computer generated part of the environment. Additionally, we wanted to explore how people incorporate the gestures inside their communication.

**EVALUATION**

To be able to understand the social and interaction dynamics arising from such a highly asymmetric scenario, we conducted an exploratory user study. We consider our evaluation exploratory since we chose a study method which is a mix between a quantitative and qualitative approach aimed towards better understanding the interaction and social dynamics arising from FaceDisplay.

Our main research questions were: (1) What social and interaction dynamics arise from FaceDisplay, (2) how do people perceive the physical interaction as HMD User and Non-HMD User and (3) how do the roles (HMD User and Non-HMD User) and interaction concepts (touch and gesture) impact enjoyment, presence and emotional state.

**Study Design**

The quantitative part of the study was conducted using a repeated measures factorial design with two independent variables Role (HMD User, Non-HMD User) and Experience (SpaceFace, Conductor). We designed each experience around the underlying form of interaction (gesture, touch). For the touch interaction we implemented a competitive game (SpaceFace) and for the gestures a collaborative one (Conductor).

Independent variables were enjoyment measured with the in-game Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) [27, 26] as well as dominance, valence and arousal from the SAM questionnaire [5], presence measured with Slater, Usch, and Steed’s presence questionnaire [44] and social interaction measured using the social presence module of the GEQ [27, 26]. In addition to these questionnaires, we added own questions asking about comfort of the interaction, agency of the interaction and understanding of the interaction. For the qualitative part of the study we recorded every session and two of the authors watched the footage and conducted an initial coding about observed behaviour. Afterwards, the two authors had one shared coding session (thematic analysis) in which notes were compared and themes identified and discussed.

The study took place inside a lab at our institution consisting of our technical setup (Fig. 3) and enough space so the Non-HMD User was capable to walk around the HMD User (Fig. 10). Participants were recruited in pairs being comfortable playing with each other. After a brief introduction they played each experience (SpaceFace, Conductor) and changed roles (HMD User, Non-HMD User) after 5 minutes (total of 4 x 5 minutes of pure play time). The experience and roles were both counterbalanced. After each role change, participants filled out the aforementioned questionnaires. Participants were instructed that they should behave as if they just bought FaceDisplay and visited their friend to try the new device. Therefore, no restrictions in terms of behaviour were given and participants were allowed to interact as they wish. The study took on average 1h and participants received 10 Euro.

**Participants**

We recruited 16 participants (4 female) in pairs so they would be comfortable playing with each other. The average age was 27.94 years (SD=2.94). Participants reported an average experience with VR devices of 17.6 months (range: 1 to 48) and a self-reported interest in VR technology of 6.3 (SD=0.7) on a 7-point Likert scale.

**Quantitative Results**

Scores from the GEQ ans SUS were analyzed using a 2x2 (Role x Experience) repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. All other single score items (SAM and own questions) were analyzed using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Figure 8 summarizes the scores of the GEQ, SUS and SAM and Figure 9 shows responses for our own questions. The focus in the following analysis is mainly on the Role as a variable. All the comparisions of the Experience are later combined with qualitative findings to abstract from the underlying application and highlight more general findings.

**Enjoyment**: The in-game GEQ consists of several components measuring each on a scale from 0 to 4. We used the positive affect component to get an overall enjoyment. There were no significant differences between Role and Experience. However, the average scores were all around 2.6 (scale: 0 to 4) indicating an overall enjoyment of the interaction. This is also in line with our single question “I enjoyed using FaceDisplay” that got in each condition (Role x Experience) on average a score of over 5 on a 7-point Likert scale. Therefore, we conclude that both experiences and both roles resulted in enjoyable play sessions.

**Social Interaction**: The social presence module of the GEQ consists of three subscales (empathy, negative feelings and behavioral involvement). Participants reported significantly $(F(1, 15) = 7.899, p < .05)$ more empathy playing $Conductor$ $(M=2.70, SD=0.52)$ than playing $SpaceFace$ $(M=2.03, SD=0.75$ and significantly $(F(1, 15) = 6.881, p < .05)$ more empathy playing as the $Non-HMD User$ $(M=2.5, SD=0.65)$ than playing as the $HMD User$ $(M=2.25, SD=0.77)$. Participants also reported significantly $(F(1, 15) = 41.472, p < .001)$ more negative feelings playing $SpaceFace$ $(M=2.04, SD=0.95)$ than $Conductor$ $(M=1.01, SD=0.52)$. It is interesting that these negative feelings did not reflect negatively on the enjoyment.
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Figure 8. The distribution of our data from (a) the GEQ In-Game Module, GEQ Social Module, the SUS and (b) the SAM questionnaire. All bar charts showing the mean with standard deviation.

Figure 9. Boxplots of our own questions on discomfort "I felt uncomfortable touching being touched/gesturing being gestured at", understanding "I was always able to understand the current state of the game" and agency "I was always able to influence the outcome of the game".

Presence: Participants reported feeling significantly \( F(1, 15) = 38.399, p < .001 \) more present (SUS) in the experience being the HMD User (M=4.09, SD=1.30) than being the Non-HMD User (M=2.18, SD=1.12). There were no significant differences between the experiences.

Emotional State: For SpaceFace (Z = −2.567, p < .01) and for Conductor (Z = −2.939, p < .01) participants reported a significantly higher level of dominance being the Non-HMD User (Mdn=6) than being the HMD User (Mdn=4). Participants also reported a significantly higher level of arousal as HMD User (Z = −2.811, p < .01) and Non-HMD User (Z = −2.979, p < .01) playing SpaceFace (Mdn=5.5) than Conductor (Mdn=4). There were no significant differences in terms of valence.

Discomfort, Agency and Understanding: For the Conductor, participants reported a significantly \( Z = -3.219, p < .001 \) higher level of discomfort ("I felt uncomfortable touching being touched/gesturing being gestured at") of the interaction as Non-HMD User (Mdn=2) than as the HMD User (Mdn=1). As the HMD User, participants reported a significantly \( Z = -3.103, p < .01 \) higher level of discomfort playing SpaceFace (Mdn=3) than playing Conductor (Mdn=1). This was expected, since the touch interaction of SpaceFace is far more intrusive than the gestural interaction in Conductor. For SpaceFace, participants also reported a significantly higher level of agency ("I was always able to influence the outcome of the game") being the Non-HMD User (Mdn=7) than being the HMD User (Mdn=6). For SpaceFace, participants reported a significantly \( Z = -2.555, p < .01 \) higher level of understanding ("I was always able to understand the current state of the game") being the Non-HMD User (Mdn=6) than being the HMD User (Mdn=5.5).

Qualitative Feedback and Observations
Based on the coding of the video footage, qualitative feedback of the participants after the study and our own experience with FaceDisplay we derived the following social and interaction dynamics. Since those dynamics were highly different for each experience, we will present our observations for each individual experience.

SpaceFace had a bigger variety of different interaction dynamics in comparison to Conductor (Figure 10). Both participants (HMD User and Non-HMD User) were often in constant motion and at the end of a round were often times exhausted. Couples (two in our sample) tended to have an overall more intimate form of interaction (e.g. hugging, tickling). After the game pace increased, the Non-HMD User often times started to ignore the content on the screens and only focused on the actions of the HMD User and used the screens only as a form of input. Non-HMD Users often used the whole physical space around the HMD User and gained a level of advantage by not giving away their location and sneaking up and around to the HMD User. One participant reported after the study that he even felt bad abusing this level of power. The HMD User on the other hand, had to constantly repair his space helmet (hold 5 fingers to one screen) with one hand and used the other hand to either locate and repel the Non-HMD User or repair a second screen. Physical interactions (e.g. stretching feet, grabbing hand, waving arms) were often times initiated by the HMD User to estimate the location of the Non-HMD User around them. Overall, the level of power asymmetry (due to the game design and due to the role) resulted in highly different gaming experiences for HMD User and Non-HMD User.

When playing Conductor, participants had a more or less similar procedure. At the start participants negotiated the gestures they want to use for the directions (left, right and center) and the HMD User communicated his vision and tracking boundaries. When each song started, the Non-HMD User focused strongly on the "score sheet" while the HMD User was sitting mostly still, trying to hit each note. Both (HMD User and Non-HMD User) were spending the whole experience in almost the same posture (HMD User: facing towards the hands, Non-HMD User: standing right in front of the HMD User). Non-HMD Users often mentioned
a certain level of fatigue holding their arms up over the duration of one play session and came up with coping mechanisms (e.g. conducting with one hand and supporting with the other). Since gestures were occupied indicating game-relevant actions, the main form of communication between the participants happened verbally. Similarly to SpaceFace, the Non-HMD User had a more dominant role but was perceived as having the more “responsible” role. When one note was missed or falsely selected, the HMD User often tended to blame the Non-HMD User since he was considered “the one in charge”. Overall, the Non-HMD User had again a higher level of power but in the collaborative context this power was not abused but resulted in responsibility (Non-HMD Users often adapted to the HMD Users).

Combining these qualitative observations with the quantitative measures we found the following dynamics between HMD User and Non-HMD User. The HMD User had a higher understanding and control over the virtual world, while the Non-HMD User had a higher understanding and control of the real world. Using FaceDisplay, we allowed both users to have a certain level of understanding and control of the other users environment. Having the control over the real environment pushes the Non-HMD User in the role where he has more dominance over the physical body of the HMD User but also more responsibility that no physical harm occurs. Being the HMD User, we found that people enjoyed the additional haptic feedback from the outside and the fact that they were able to share a VR experience with someone in the surrounding, but needed a high level of trust in the Non-HMD User.

**DISCUSSION**

The goal of our study was to understand: (1) What social and interaction dynamics arise from FaceDisplay, (2) how do people perceive the physical interaction as HMD User and Non-HMD User and (3) how do the roles (HMD User and Non-HMD User) and interaction concepts (touch and gesture) impact enjoyment, presence and emotional state.

(1) **Social and interaction dynamics:** We found that the concept of FaceDisplay resulted in a highly imbalanced power level between HMD User and Non-HMD User (see SAM: Dominance, GEQ: empathy/negative feelings). The Non-HMD User can either abuse this (e.g. SpaceFace) or ends up with a higher level of responsibility (e.g. Conductor). This power level arises from the fact that the Non-HMD User can now see the virtual environment and the HMD User, whereas the HMD User only sees the Non-HMD User when he decides to show himself. This asymmetry of power could potentially be abused and impair the experience of the HMD User. However, since this form of interaction would only occur within a certain social familiarity, the Non-HMD User constantly balanced this out, resulting in a high level of enjoyment for both users (see GEQ, SAM: Valence).

(2) **Impact of physical interaction:** The physical interaction was overall used by the HMD User to somehow balance out the power level. When asked directly about the level of discomfort when touching the screen or being touched, participants reported a significantly higher level of discomfort compared to the gesture interaction (see Fig 9). However, when looking at the level of enjoyment (see GEQ, SAM: Valence) participants accepted this discomfort as part of the experience (impact of a comet on the helmet) and were less concerned being “touched” due to their social connection to the Non-HMD User. Despite being unconventional at first sight, we argue that touch interaction for FaceDisplay can lead to an immersive and enjoyable experience when played with a closely familiar partner.

(3) **Enjoyment, presence and emotion:** Overall, the majority of participants reported they had fun during the study and generally liked both game concepts. Since our goal was to include the Non-HMD User into the virtual environment and experience of the HMD User, we consider these high levels of enjoyment and presence to be a positive outcome. The Non-HMD User had an even higher level of agency of the interaction and a higher level of understanding of the virtual environment (see Fig. 9). The different interaction approaches (touch and gestures) had no
significant impact on the experience and can therefore both be used according to the envisioned experience.

Our overall goal was to include the Non-HMD User into the experience of the HMD User and to break out of the isolation current VR HMDs force upon the HMD User. This has been partially tried already through the concept of “social VR” where an HMD User can experience games and videos with other HMD Users online. We argue that for the nomadic VR scenario this must be also done for Non-HMD Users in the surrounding. This could potentially break the isolation HMD Users experience when using VR HMDs with friends and family in the surrounding. Therefore, HMDs should not only be designed having the HMD User in mind but should also include all people (Non-HMD Users) in the environment.

**DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS/INSIGHTS**

The following design considerations and insights are derived from the observations during our study, user feedback and our experience demonstrating FaceDisplay on several occasions.

**Comfort and Safety.** We found that touch on the screen is perceived as part of the experience when it is synchronized with events inside the virtual environment (e.g. crack in screen). However, game designs including heavy movements can result in too strongly perceived touch impacts on the HMD User. Having an unpredictably moving user could also result in safety hazards for the Non-HMD User. We observed that the Non-HMD User takes the responsible role of “protecting” the HMD User and therefore we never had an incident during our studies or demos. Nevertheless, experiences involving heavy movement should be played using an alternative input such as gestures or remote displays (Fig. 4 b,c).

**Responsibility and Dominance.** Since the HMD User is exposed to the impact from outside and is automatically in a less dominant role (see SAM score of results) fitting game designs can be selected to make this asymmetry part of the experience (e.g. Conductor). Embracing this asymmetry and using it as part of the narrative, results in experiences that feel more tailored towards the scenario and interaction. Similar to [20], we suggest to embed this asymmetry inside the game design to create novel types of experiences.

**Physical Interaction.** The physical interaction on the screen can be embedded inside the VR experience to generate haptic feedback for the HMD User. When embedded smoothly (e.g. SpaceFace impact of asteroids) it increases the immersion of the HMD User and results in a more enjoyable experience. However, due to the strong dominance asymmetry an over usage can lead to a negative experience since the HMD User feels exposed to the surrounding. We observed this in several scenarios where multiple users played the outside part in SpaceFace, resulting in an even stronger outside dominance and a quite claustrophobic experience. This could potentially be used in strong horror experiences or psychological experiments but goes beyond the entertainment scenario.

**Exposure to Outside Observers.** Sitting practically ‘blindfolded’ in front of one or several users lead to a highly exposed perspective of the HMD User. We actively created a friendly environment (only interaction with close friends) where this feeling is not negatively amplified. HMD Users were mostly capable to perceive outside users based on sounds, voices and motion. However, this effect can also be used as part of a story narrative (e.g. being monitored, stalked) to increase the emotions of the experience. Overall, designers should be aware of the fact that the HMD User often feels observed due to the head mounted displays.

**CONCLUSION**

In this work, we presented the design and implementation of FaceDisplay, a mobile VR HMD prototype consisting of three touch sensitive displays and a depth camera attached to its back. FaceDisplay enables people in the surrounding to perceive the virtual world through the displays and interact with the HMD User via touch or gestures. We presented three applications (FruitSlicer, SpaceFace and Conductor), each focusing on one specific aspect of the asymmetric co-located interaction. We further conducted an exploratory user study (n=16), observing pairs of people experiencing two of the applications. Our results showed that FaceDisplay was able to let the Non-HMD User perceive and interact with the HMD User but resulted also in a high level of dominance and responsibility of the Non-HMD User over the HMD User. We argue that VR HMDs are currently designed having only the HMD user in mind but should also include all the people in the environment to break out of the current isolation an HMD User experiences when using VR HMDs.

**Limitations and Future Work**

The applications we implemented only outline a small subset of all possibilities arising from the FaceDisplay concept. We also tailored our applications around specific forms of interaction to create an overall enjoyable experience. It is therefore difficult to distinguish between the impact of the experience and the interaction on the measurements. That is why we did not follow a standard comparative study design, but had a more exploratory approach also including codings of the observations of the interaction. Since our goal was to reduce isolation and exclusion, which both currently mainly occur in social settings with entertainment applications (e.g games, movies), we argue that within this entertainment scenario our findings are more generalizable.

In the future we are planning to explore each individual form of interaction and its impact on the experience. We also plan to extend FaceDisplay to incorporate not only one Non-HMD User but create experiences where multiple Non-HMD Users can interact with one or multiple HMD Users.
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